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according to
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focus

impact
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impact

on
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student teachers

and the meaning they make of that

experience.

tracking's
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students.
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study

students
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focuses
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student teachers.
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understanding of the
tracking,
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in-depth interviews
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of

student teachers'
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person makes meaning of his

on the

while two teach

assumption that

or her experience

constitutive details

Of thirty-one participants,
system,

phenomenologically based,

interviewing operates

reflecting on the

experience with

of that experience.
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in a track-

classrooms.
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interviews

reveal how student teachers'
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Some talk
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student teachers
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about how they do not understand the
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prior

lower tracks.
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in
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the upper tracks.
Student teachers

discuss how their cooperating teachers

inform them about the kinds
students

in different tracks

cooperating teachers
students

who will

The

track.

exhibit
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"expected"

The two
heterogeneous
experience

student

of that

for how some

in which the

These policies

and their evaluation

teachers'

classrooms

eyes,
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often work in schools

of their courses

student

students.
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content

fail.

student teachers'

and model the

Student teachers

the
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These behaviors become the basis

student teachers

policies

also
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The
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succeed and those who will

attitudes.

and activities

are capable of.

identify

classroom students

teachers'
students

of teaching tasks

affect

schemes.

experience of working in

offer a qualitatively different

from the participants working

vm

in a track-system.

Their experience
organizational
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context

into question the
and the

in understanding student
shows

student teacher's biography

teacher

socialization.

how the track-system impacts

pedagogical practices
implications

role of the

on the emerging

of student teachers

and has

for teacher education programs.
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
The

objective

experience

of

of this

student

teachers

track-system purportedly
ability

and interest.

complexities

of

dissertation

separates

This

student

working

teachers.

This

personal

experience

student,

as

system,
and

as

a middle

instructor

a track-system.

teachers'

choice of

experience

the

and

tracking's

study has

a tracked elementary

middle
smart
even

and high
as

"the best

into

abilities;
anguish

graduate

experience

as

and secondary

a university

and student

toward myself

what

the

idea that

and the brightest"
school.

struggles

about

of my

supervisor

teachers.
in

to being placed in the general track

school,

I

Self-doubt

I

was

has

experience with tracking as

a

all

as

sustained itself

about my

intellectua

and prose;

perceived as my marginality;
are

in

slower or not

to maintain proper poise

and society,

on

teacher who worked in a track-

of preservice

school

impact

grown out

From being placed in certain reading groups
elementary

A

according to

dissertation examines

school

and my present

in

students

understanding of tracking and analyzes
student

is to understand the

and anger

conditions traced to my

student.

"Do

I

belong behind

2
the butcher block or the

lectern?"

plagued me throughout my

schooling.

Throughout my

five

wanted to

guard against

children

in the

years

faculty

saw

"these

of middle

room.

school

teaching,

about

The message,

"those

however,

I

knew who they were.

in my classroom who they were by their dress,

they were treated by the
cruel.

I

this,"

or

"I

and make me
themselves

fellow

do this,"

learn"

attitude.

"stupid,"

now

students

in elementary

surface

I

was

attention.

and I
I

"dumb,"

ago,

as

"slow".

wanted them to enjoy

individualized instruction because
something as

Here

cut.

is

a

short

Look

at

distant,

can't

do
"try

Their
faces

faces

and

and names

below me

of

and above

school.

of the

"You can define

"I

saw how

heard them describe

a middle

Jimmys

I

saw them adopt the

along with the

and secondary

giving the
I

is boring,"

I

their

minimal,

who were grouped with me,

Thirteen years
why

"This

won't

as

their names

reading and writing.

other children:

heard them say,

I

and into my mind and affected my

children."

speech and their manner of

me

a question which has

hearing the gossip

slipped through my defenses
relations with

is

school teacher

I

knew

classroom special
school.
I

I

was providing

wanted to

say to them,

complicated as photosynthesis.
the bold black print:

3

Photosynthesis is
what

is
I

it?

Good,

In this paragraph

it's

a process.

What

it

tells

attitudes

But

I

did not

change the

toward the

Jimmys,

nor did I

attitudes.

believed that
Joannies,

And I

did not

other children's
change the Jimmys'

snuff

nor would they ever be.

So,

and stroked them

change my own.

they were not up to

you.

kind of a process?"

gave them individualized instruction

with praises.

own

...

I

still

like the Kevins

and

Nature had thrown the

dice.
As
have

a teaching assistant

experience

and university

supervisor,

in teaching prospective teachers

I

about

tracking and discussing its

impact

schooling.

supervisor of

student teachers,

same

actually

I

In my work as

a

am able to hear how these

experience work

in

tracks.
that

strategies

We know through our

and children of
and instruction,
we talk

setting we discuss the differences

and instructional

the majority

about

and equal

students

for

a track-system.

In the university
curricula

and implications

of

color.

in the

and research

lower tracks

Noting these differences

and biases based on

tracking and its

opportunity

among different

field experiences

students

in

social

class

relation to equal

are poor
in content
and race,
education

and discuss how tracking and equality

4
do not mesh.
As

a

students
turns

supervisor,
as

I meet

student teachers.

or

"lower

level"

for ways to keep their
them motivated;
"learning

styles;"

Or they

conversation

explain:

or

responses

altar twenty

of

merit.

states

that

one

receives

scientific

and reinforces

exist

ability

short,

what

actions

"They're

labels

of

lazy."

"special

as though these

of

living

erase

in

a

this meritocratic

one deserves.

ideal

In a

rather than ascription determines

distribution of goods

in

students'

or more years

In

achievement

that

students'

in tracking and stratification based

idea

differences

about

"They don't try."

on the

inequalities

strategies to get

in a university classroom cannot

culture that believes

meritocracy,

ask

why."

Fourteen weeks
critically

for

adapt to their

"learning disabilities"

"That's

student teachers

and for techniques to maintain control.

substitute the more

education"

The

students busy;

for methods to

student teachers'

the

Sometimes the

students.

often blame the victim:

or

of these university

to tracking and the difficulty of working with those

"basic"

The

some

and rewards.

among

individuals

and motivation.

this belief

Furthermore,
are

the

attributed to

Tracking reflects

in the meritocracy.

5
Tracking was

founded on the belief that providing

children with an education
maximize their

chances

for vocational

of tracking assumed that
fairer than having
abilities.

abilities would

success.

grouping students by

students

Those who

suited to their

Proponents
ability was

compete with those

of

superior

supported tracking believed that

would maximize the

success

practice,

research

shows that tracking may minimize the

potential

success

Tracking,

as

for many

of each individual.

(Oakes,

a practice,

meritocracy would accept the
school

with different

from perfect.
used to place

students

class

1977;

Fausto-Sterling,

that

and gender

(Bowles

Chapter Four),

one's parental

track placement than
For

But the practice

status

&

are

Gintis,

Bowles

a

of

affected by
1976;

of

(1976,

have demonstrated

far better

indicator of

one's measured IQ.

a brief time,

to the

far

ability

issues

classroom discussions

and readings

the teacher education program sensitize potential
teachers

is

Persell,

and Gintis

for example,
is

of

for a curricular track

in tracks

1985) .

A true

children come to

Research shows that the measures

race,

especially,

idea that

students

in

1985).

is not meritocratic.

abilities.

sorting and selecting

But,

it

complexities

of tracking and the

in

student
assumptions

6
upon which they
university,

are based.

some

While they

of those

students

critique

of tracking.

When

schools,

however,

are

reasserts

the

even develop

student teaching
confronted by

They

face

according to

a

a

a

serious

in the public

system which

system which attempts

ability.

teachers

The basic

system is

that

effective

in teaching homogeneous

will

at the

assumptions which were briefly challenged at

the university.
students

they

are

can be more

to group

assumption of the

instructionally

groups

and that

feel more motivated working with students

students

of

similar

ability.
Most
their

student

own primary

they have been
individual
teachers
the

first

and secondary

reared

in

responsible

schooling.

a

or her

school

students,

theory
and the

the

success.

Student

situation that usually

and practice.

in

Furthermore,

a culture which holds

for his

are placed into

experienced tracking

dichotomy between university theory

public
as

teachers

reflects

and practice

and

Given their own history

intensity of the

student teaching

«

experience,

many

student

teachers

resolve the dichotomy by

adjusting to tracking

in the public

dissertation examines

the experience of

working

in

a track-system.

It

also

schools.

This

student

looks

teachers

at how student

7
teachers'

prior experience

to the track-system.
administration,
and the

This

in school

affect their

study examines the

the teaching staff,

into the ethos

roles

of the

the cooperating teacher

classroom students themselves

student teacher

responses

in

inducting the

of tracking.

Finally,

this

study examines pedagogy and its practice within a tracksystem .
Tracking:

What

it

is

Compulsory public
one hundred years
public
of

schooling

schooling has been around for nearly

and tracking has been part
for nearly as

long.

screening and selecting students

curricular

scheme.

Usually,

there

of compulsory

Tracking is

a process

for a particular
are three general

levels

of tracking,

each purportedly designed to meet the needs

the

assigned to those tracks

students

1971;
tracks

Rosenbaum,

1976;

are business,

schools,

however,

Oakes,

general

have the

describe them the same way.
is

sometimes

1985).

(Schafer

and college prep.

Not

same number of tracks
For example,

synonymous with the standard track;

between college prep

Olexa,

The three most

referred to as vocational;

called advanced or honors.

&

Some

of

common
all

or even

the business track

the general track

is

and college prep can be

schools even differentiate

and advanced courses.

8
Tracking
and senior
1971;
thus
the

is usually

levels

Oakes,

associated with the middle,

of public education

1985;

Gamoran,

1986;

(Schafer

Hallinan,

distinguished from ability grouping,
elementary

(Gamoran,

level

Olexa,

1987).

It

is

which occurs

at

and usually only within classrooms

1986).

But

Rosenbaum

(1976)

points

ability grouping are different
definitions
students,

found in the

either

instruction.

out that tracking and

only

journals

system of

in their

For elementary

formal

of education.

selection results

opportunity based on differences

have

&

junior

For

in unequal

in curricula and

students,

ability grouping can

devastating effects both affectively and cognitively

(Rist,
records

1970;

Howe

of those

in elementary
the middle
Olexa,

&

Edelman,

school

levels

Rosenbaum,

synonymously throughout
comes

descriptions

of public

low ability groups

schooling

track-system or

"leveling"

the dissertation.

from the participants'

remarks

(Schafer

&

1976).

of their classes,

prefaced their

the

follow them as they are transferred to

The terms tracking,

"leveling"

Furthermore,

students placed in the

and upper

1971;

1985).

are used

The term

own words.

the participants

In their

often

about their classes by using the

9
descriptors

"upper

of tracking's

level"

impact

upper grades.

on

or

"lower

student teachers

But both systems

ability grouping and tracking,
assumptions
the

about

the purpose

meaning only when
idea

often

of

focused on the

of educational
operate

of

selection,

from shared

schooling and the nature of

seen

as

the

of the

corporations
because

of

(Spring,

is

even today.
1980s

levels

as

79) .

Thus,
is

lazy or high-brow

The educational

received its

our decline
p.

sake,

and

impetus

of

reform

from major

which argued for

reform

leader of the technological world

Thus,

some

reformers

with skills that will

insist that we
assure world

competitiveness.

The
the

of the

and foundations,

1985,

for their own

This utilitarian perspective

need to train workers
market

education has purpose

related to practical utility.

activity

1963).

education exists
movement

it

is that

learning and thinking

(Hofstadter,

is

is

The examination

learner.

assumption

the

level."

second assumption

idea that
of

learners

ability.

This

related to educational
come to

ability

can understand and how much one
process,

that

is,

one's

school with discernible
level

indicates

can take

capacity.

selection

in,

what

learn or

For example,

on

a

one

10

hypothetical

intelligence scale from one to ten,

three means that one's ability and thus,
restricted within the range of three.

a score of

one's capacity,

are

A seven indicates a

different level and range of ability and capacity.

Inherent

in the number and scale is that a three cannot comprehend or
achieve what a seven can.

In the same manner,

cannot achieve what a ten can.

Thus,

the seven

if we understand the

learner in terms of ability and capacity and if we assume
these to be related proportionately,
what the learner needs and b)
comprehend.

then we can discern a)

how much the learner can

If we can identify the learner's ability early,

then we can design an appropriate educational plan to match
the learner's capability.

These two assumptions operate

together to provide a rationale for dividing children into
supposedly homogeneous learning groups of shared abilities.
Tracking:

How it came about

By the 1890s,

twenty-six states had passed compulsory

education laws requiring tax-supported education beyond the
grammar school years
Horace Mann's
equalizer,"

(Butts & Cremin,

1953).

idea of public education as the

Fueled by
"great

states had accepted the task of supporting a

public system of education.
national heritage,

Furthermore,

as part of our

the creed of equality of opportunity was

11
affirmed with the
education.
not

This

institutionalization of compulsory public
acceptance

diminish the debate

issues

of

The

(Krug,

subsequently,

Katz,

leading debate,

occurred

in

University
debate

1961;

1894

(Oakes,

Stanley Hall

1985,

pp.

With the expansion
Education Association
nation's

secondary

This

to

(NEA)

school

by Charles W.
The

known

Eliot,

Committee

in

1894.

Committee of Ten,
Eliot became the
the views

of Harvard
Their

in our educational

schools,

curriculum.

the National

In

in the

1892,

the NEA

study and recommend curricular
(Krug,

1961;

the Committee

1893.

The

Powell,

of Ten,

18 92

expressed in the

was

chaired

findings

and submitted its

of the

the public hearing,

of

1985).

of Harvard University.

and especially Eliot
focus

issues,

wanted uniformity

President

At

of

of Clark University.

of Ten convened in

report to the NEA in
made public

as

Eliot

secondary

achieve uniformity

committee,

the purpose

24-35).

of

appointed a committee to
changes

focused on

which highlighted the

represented a turning point

history

did

1972).

between Charles W.

and G.

however,

and controversy which

curriculum and,

schooling

and affirmation,

the

report,

the

came under attack.

attack because
final

report were

it was

assumed that

report were his.

As

chair

12
of the
the

committee,

report

it became his task to

(Krug,

curriculum for the

of

while

a particular

taught

in the

specialists

course.

series

of questions.

such as geography,

The Committee was

deciding on

subject

needed for a

The Committee's

a

subject was to

content,

that had to be

composed of

student to gain a

seven,

Question

seven read:

are

answers

received criticism,

for pupils

presumably,
"At what

a

"Should the
who

recommended?"

stir that

scientific

should this

provoked.

subject be treated

are going to
school

are going to neither?"

age

but the

should be granted to Latin as

and subsequently question eight,

going to

respectable

subject.

over how much time

question

subject

and on how much

compared to botany paled in comparison to the

who

a uniform

To help expedite the

number of hours that

subject,

understanding of the

differently

defender of

another question examined the major concepts

teaching time was

squabbles

schools.

addressed a

included the

be taught

objective was to describe

secondary

the Committee

Examples

as

1961).

The Committee's

task,

act

college,

for those

and for those who
And question eight

differentiation begin,

read

if any be

13
Eliot
question

and his

is

Committee of Ten answered:

answered unanimously

8th therefore needs
study Latin,
allotment
school
Krug,

no

answer

or history,

of time

1961,

pp.

in the negative

..Thus,

86-87) .

Eliot

students

instruction

regardless

training of the
Eliot
G.

was the

Stanley Hall

opposed the
in

1894,

of their

intellect was

first

instruction

with the

"would be

France."

regarded as

(Krug,

1961,

differentiated at the

p.

attack did not
two-volume

efforts

come until

Thus,

for one's

for the Committee's
led the

same

radical heresy
13).

However,
1904

life.

report.

of Ten.

Hall,

report,

subject the

same

in Germany and

The European
level

the

forces which

disagreement with the

study Adolescence.

were undermined.

of Ten

rationale that

of the Committee

secondary

and the non-college bound.

cited in

future endeavors.

arguing that teaching all pupils the
way

a given

same education and

of Clark University

expressed his

who

the

in

(Report

indispensable

spokesperson

recommendations

all pupils

and the Committee

should receive the

7th

...and the

for example,

same year by year."

recommended a uniform curriculum,
all

for

or algebra,

and the method of

should be the

"The

schools were

into the college-bound
Hall's more

forceful

with the publication of his
It was here that Eliot's
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Hall,
1935),

a leader in the child study movement

criticized Eliot's report on what Hall called "three

extraordinary fallacies"
These

"fallacies" were

(Hall,
(1)

1904,

p.

assumption that

509;

Krug,

1961).

Eliot's proposal to teach the

same subject to all pupils the same way;

(2)

Eliot's

"all subjects are of equal educational value

if taught equally well,"

and

is essentially the same as
512) .

(Curti,

(3)

"that fitting for college

fitting for life"

Hall examined each of these

(Hall,

"fallacies"

1904,

p.

and closed

his argument:
These three so-called principles thus turn out to
be only clever recruiting precepts, special pleas
of able advocates holding briefs for the college
rather than the judicial decisions of educational
statesmanship.
The strategists of this policy
urge that social classes are favored by European
schools, and that it is an American idea of unique
value that every boy should as long as possible
feel that he is on the high road to the bachelor's
degree and will reach it, if he does not stop,
just as we teach that he may become president, but
they ignore the fact that there are as great
differences in natural ability as those
artificially created in any aristocracy, and that
the very life of a republic depends on bringing
these out, in learning how to detect betimes, and
give the very best training to those, fittest for
leadership.

(Hall,

1904,

p.514).

Hall's objections centered on the notion of differences
in natural ability.

It was important to distinguish quickly

between those who were fitted for leadership,
capable of attending college,

that is,

and those who were not.

those
Thus,
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to make promises that any child could receive a "bachelor's
degree" was a falsehood.

Furthermore,

it was undemocratic

to force a child to study Greek and Latin,

especially when

this future shoemaker would benefit more from courses on
bookkeeping and tanning.
1904;

and E.

L.

(See Hall,

Thorndike,

democracy and schooling.)

1912,

Volume II,

chapter 10,

for further discussions on

For Hall,

educators should be

responsible for identifying these differences in natural
ability and creating educational programs that maximized the
student's

intellectual potential

(Hall,

1904).

Eliot responded to Hall's attack by restating his claim
that most secondary school students were capable of learning
what was taught,

and that all should be permitted to learn

the same subjects regardless of their vocational goals
(Eliot,
1909.

1905) .

Eliot remained faithful to his views until

Upon his retirement from Harvard University,

he

retreated to the popular belief that students should be
screened.

But in 1915,

he recanted,

and restated his

earlier beliefs about equal quality education for all.
this time,
(Krug,

however,

At

his views were no longer appreciated

1961).

Hall's views were supported by a public that believed
in a hierarchy and in differences in natural ability.

This
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idea of a hierarchy of natural ability was lost neither on
the public nor on other leading scholars and educators
(Curti,

1935;

Kamin,

famous student,
movement,
(Curti,

E.

L.

1974).

Hall,

Thorndike,

as well as his most

led the child study

which attempted to document these differences

1935).

On the popular front,

books such as Madison Grant's The

Passing of the Great Race helped to arouse the nativism that
occurred during the late 19th century
1974;

Banks,

evolution,

1984).

Books,

(Kamin,

1974;

Meister,

speeches and pamphlets on

Darwin and genetics heightened concerns about the

inferiority of Southern and Eastern European immigrants who
were coming to the United States.
from the

"learned"

Social Darwinism moved

academic societies that discussed

Spencerian and Daltonian ideas to the popular arena which
sought to be safeguarded from this immigrant intrusion
(Hofstadter,

1944).

All of this helped to create an irrational fear about
immigrants

from Southern and Eastern Europe.

These

immigrants supposedly were inferior and unable to escape
their evolutionary fate.

Furthermore,

they were scapegoats

for the general state of moral and civil degeneracy that
characterized the period

(Kamin,

1974;

Powell,

1985).
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With the industrialization and urbanization of the
country,

the need for schools became urgent

Industrialization meant new jobs,

which demanded new skills.

The school became the natural place to develop a curriculum
to teach these skills.

At the same time,

educational

leaders pushed for the school's role as a socializing agent
that would teach children to be moral,
productive citizens
this role,

(Hurn,

1985;

democratic and

Kantor,

1986).

the school began to supplant the family in its

traditional role of socializing the child,
proper ways of the community,
& Gintis,

In assuming

1976;

not only into the

but also into a trade

Carnoy & Levin,

In less than thirty years,

1985;

Hurn,

(Bowles

1985) .

Eliot's early idea of equal

quality and quantity in education was finally laid to rest.
Education for a vocation began to take precedence over
education as a pursuit of learning for itself.
time,

By this

such renowned and progressive educators as Jane Addams

and John Dewey were among those advocating for quality in
industrial education
stage was

(Kantor,

1986;

see Dewey,

1917).

The

set for tracking.

Tracking has been a feature of public schooling for
over seventy years,

beginning with the passage of the Smith

18
Hughes Act of 1917,
federal

which resulted in the appropriation of

funds for vocational and industrial education.

Before 1917,

the tracking arguments focused on the relevancy

and need for differentiation in education.
proponents

Tracking

felt that democracy and national security would

be better served if those who were suited for a vocation,
such as an industrial

job,

were given an education that

fostered the necessary skills,

while those suited for

leadership should be given the best education for becoming
leaders.

On the other hand,

the opponents of tracking felt

that education was more than preparation for a job.

They

argued that all students entering the secondary schools were
entitled to the same quality and content of education.
the final analysis,

In

the proponents of tracking won the

debate and tracking became a standard feature of public
education.
Tracking:
Since

How has it fared?
1940,

each succeeding generation of scholars has

questioned the system of tracking.

Tracking was to fulfill

the meritocratic ideal of equality of opportunity
1985) .

It was

(Hurn,

instituted to match a student with an

educational plan which would meet the capability of the
student and also serve his or her pursuit of a vocation

19
1976;

(Rosenbaum,

Oakes,

1985).

tracking were well-meaning,
tracking has
opportunity

not
for

Research

critics now can argue that

fulfilled the promise of equality of
all

students.

indicates

that the effects

students vary according to
Those

students

tend to enjoy
Furthermore,

Though the proponents of

a

student's track assignment.

assigned to the college prep or higher tracks
school,

both academically and socially.

schooling benefits these

an education that permits them to go
institutions,

of tracking on

usually colleges

students by providing
on to post-secondary

and universities

(Oakes,

1985) .
Research has
students
Because
own

in the
of the

shown that the quality of

lower tracks tends to be
routine

nature

low self-expectations,

often more
students
school

and less

1977;

lower tracks
likely to

1976;

Students
poor

students

in the

Howe

&

Edelman,

assigned to the

&

Edelman,

Furthermore,

1985;

Oakes,

lower tracks

Oakes,

&

are

likely to drop out

1985;

(Schafer

an, their

lower tracks

attend post-secondary

and children of color
Howe

activities

are more

for

less than adequate.

apathetic toward their education.

in the

(Rosenbaum,

of the

instruction

institutions

1985).

are predominantly

Olexa,

1985).

of

1971;

One

Persell,

critic

argues
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that tracking is a form of re-segregation,
schools,

within the

which helps to highlight the social class and

racial segregation of the society at large

(Epstein,

1985).

Critics argue that what we know about tracking indicates
that the system is not fair.

Students are systemically

denied access to quality education and this
has been shown to affect students'
school.

For those on the bottom,

lack of access

experiences in and out of
the track-system further

exacerbates the social inequities that define their lives
and affect their life chances.
The
Students
system.
play

a

front

are not the

Administrators,
role

line,

and in their
that

Significance

of the

Study

only participants
counselors,

in the tracking process.

in this track-

parents

and teachers

Teachers

are on the

carrying out the track-system in their curricula
approaches to teaching.

students pay

asked about the

One study,

a high price

cost

The

for tracking,

to teachers who work

however,

research indicates
but

in a track-system.

does look at the costs and benefits

of the track-system in relation to the teacher.
(1984)

few have

Finley

found that teachers working in the upper-track

classes have more status and sense of professional
competence.

In

short,

these

teachers

found status

and
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rewards teaching in the upper-track classes.

This is not,

however,

the case for those teachers who work in the lower

tracks.

In fact,

as teachers

these teachers question their competence

(Finley,

1984) .

In a profession which offers few tangible rewards or
(Lortie,

perks

tracking has

1975) ,

for teachers.

advanced class,

for

class and,

it?

What does it mean to teach an

to design a "difficult" elective so only the

students enroll

"best"
track

we need to ask what significance

(Rosenbaum 1976),

as Rosenbaum

(1976)

or to teach a lower

reports,

not prepare

Does the track-system reflect and promote a

mentality that getting to the top means success,
prestige?

status and

Is the track-system used to reward and punish

teachers?
There

is

little

experienced teachers

and even

impact

of tracking on their professional
examined for

survey

of

at

least three

research indexes

Journals

in Education,

ni flaertation Abstracts

period

(1978

-

1989),

For

student teachers,

I

found no

Index,

Science

International)

First,

needs

after

Current

Inde_x

Index and

for

direct

s

the

development

reasons.

(Education
Social

of tracking on

research on tracking

on

to

teachers.

less

effect

to be

student

research on the effects

an eleven year

references to
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student teachers and tracking or ability grouping.

Student

teachers are being socialized into a profession which is
heavily influenced by tracking,
tracking's

but there are no studies of

impact on student teachers.

This fact alone

warrants this study.
Second,

we need to ask:

What are the costs for

participating in a track-system?
student teacher,
Socrates,

What does it mean for a

who envisions herself or himself as

to confront a classroom of students who are not

"into" Greek?

How does the ethos of the teaching staff

impact on the student teacher's developing skills in working
with students
feel more

in the lower track?

"teacherlike"

Does a student teacher

in his or her advanced or college

prep class or more like a "babysitter"

or "controller"

in

the general or basic classes?
The third reason for studying the issue is especially
important to teacher education programs.

On one hand,

such

a study may illuminate the complexities of student teaching
in a track-system and provide teacher educators with new
tools to prepare student teachers for the realities of
working in a track-system.
this dissertation.)

(This is certainly a hope for

On the other hand,

this study may

illuminate complexities and forces that impede the fruition
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thoughtful,

responsible professionals.

In short,

we may

need to question whether student teaching in a track-system
provides the best environment for preparing future teachers.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Tracking,

Teachers and Student Teachers

Tracking is the sorting of students on the basis of
shared interests and ability.

The rationale is that

grouping will help each student to achieve his or her
potential and will ease the teaching task.
Oakes

(1985)

states that tracking remains with us today

because of tradition.

Tracking is well established in the

schools and according to its supporters represents a
"commonsense approach" to the teaching of children who come
to school with measurable differences in skills,
attitude

(Nevi,

1987) .

Furthermore,

the proponents of

tracking see it as democratic and effective.
the upper levels,

For those in

classes can be made more challenging and

for those in the lower levels,
be guaranteed

ability and

(Cramer,

individualized attention can

1987).

Critics of tracking have shown that the track-system is
not the intended democratic panacea
students

in the lower track,

(Oakes,

1985).

For

tracking operates against their

rights to achieve an equal quality education.

The track-

system functions to limit opportunity by reducing the
curricular content offered to students in the lower track
(Schafer & Olexa,

1971;

Oakes,

1985).

In addition,

the
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(Schafer & Olexa,

1971;

Oakes,

1985).

In addition,

the

track-system appears to maintain inequalities of class,

race

and gender that mirror the larger society

(Bowles & Gintis,

1976;

1985) .

Persell,

1977;

Apple,

1982a;

Oakes,

The track-

system is costly not only to the individuals relegated to
the lower track but to the larger society,
economic remedies

which must find

for ill-prepared graduates and bear the

loss of human resources
In this chapter,

I

(Ryan,

1981;

Auletta,

1982).

look at existing research on

teachers and at how they are affected by their work in a
track-system.

I also examine the literature on student

teacher socialization to provide a context for understanding
a)

how student teachers are socialized into the track-system

and b)

the track-system's impact on the student teacher's

professional development.
Researchers have examined the work of teachers
practitioners,
the
at

to

lower tracks.
teachers'

1985;

For example,

academic

achievement

(Darling-Hammond,

Gamoran,

1987;

claim that teachers

1984;

Vanfossen,
in the

affect

students

some researchers have

instructional practices to

practices promote
lower track

see how their practices

as

looked

see whether these
for

students

Goodlad,

1987).

m

Some

lower track set

1984;

in the
Oakes,

researchers

lower
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expectations for students
Schafer & Olexa,
1985,

Oakes,

1971;

1985) .

Rosenbaum,

Furthermore,

a function of teachers'
1970;

Epstein,

1985;

(Hollingshead,
1976;

1949;

Rist,

1970;

Howe & Edelman,

some critics view this as

racial and social class bias

Howe & Edelman,

(Rist,

1985).

What we know about the teacher's role in a student's
experience of tracking has been gathered from teachers'
comments on school records
Olexa,

1971;

Rosenbaum,

questionnaires,

(Hollingshead,

1976);

1976;

Oakes,

looked at teachers'

1971;

But these studies have

interactions with students in different

tracks or at teachers'
tracks.

and from

(Schafer & Olexa,

1985).

Schafer &

from their answers on

surveys and opinion polls;

observations and interviews
Rosenbaum,

1949;

attitudes about students of different

The teacher has been studied solely in terms of his

or her attitude about,

or behavior towards,

students of

different tracks.
We do not understand what it is like for teachers to
work in a track-system.
prescriptions

If a track assignment carries

for students

(Oakes,

1985),

then does a

teacher's class schedule carry a set of prescriptions that
define who he or she is,
or her work?

and how that teacher practices his

The research in this area is very limited.
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In a study conducted in a high school English
department,

Finley

(1984)

found that teachers define their

status by the track that they teach.

Teachers view the

upper track classes as more academic and,
challenging.

For these teachers,

working with students who are

thus,

more

the rewards come from

"responsive".

Thus,

the idea

that students who occupy the higher track classes are more
qualified than their counterparts in the lower track
reflects upon the teacher's level of competence and
qualification as a good teacher.,
these teachers of the upper track,
came,

not only from the students,

that parents,

Finley found that for
positive reinforcement
but also,

from the esteem

colleagues and administrators bestowed upon

them.
Similarly,

a relationship exists between self-esteem and

track assignment for teachers of the lower track
1984) .

(Finley,

The teachers of the lower track feel a sense of

self-doubt regarding their competence as teachers and
believe they are not
tracks.

"teacher enough" to work in the upper

Finley indicates that the lower track teachers

interpret their class assignments as an estimation of the
administration's and fellow teachers'
competence.

measure of their
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This sense of competence and the (question of
qualification to teach the upper tracks is reflected in how
some administrators assign teachers to tracks.

Knuth

(1984)

found that some administrators assign teachers to different
tracks based,

in part,

on their college grade point average.

Using grade point average as a criterion for assignment to
the upper track classes helps to reinforce the hierarchy of
ability that tracking reflects.
out,

As Finley

(1984)

points

teachers receive their track schedule from the

administration and also according to their seniority within
a subject matter department.

For the new or beginning

teacher the probability of receiving upper-track classes is
very low

(Lortie,

1975;

Boyer,

1984).

Teachers,

not always have only one set of classes,

that is,

college prep or all general or business level.
usually have a mixture of classes,

however,

do

all

Teachers

drawn from each track.

It appears that self-perception and the perception
of competence by others may be a function of the level he or
she teaches.

Hollingshead

(1949)

found that teachers prefer

to teach the academic classes because they reflect the
teachers'

own academic interest and ability.

In discussions

with teachers about planning and working with different
tracks,

Rosenbaum

(1976)

was surprised to hear some teachers
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state that

they did not plan

lessons

for their

lower

level

classes.
Page

(1987)

tracking are
serving.

has

shown that teachers'

perspectives

influenced by the type of community they

Teachers

express the

sentiment that

bluecollar community wants basic
then

it

is the teacher's

this

instance,

skills

and

job to provide that

teachers'

on
are

if the

job training,
service.

work reflects the desires

In

of the

community.
Dar

(1985)

attitudes

study that

toward tracking are dependent

they teach.
grouping

found in her

For example,

is

appropriate

teachers

some teachers'
on the

subject that

say that heterogeneous

for reading and social

studies

classes but believe that math and science are too
oriented for

such a grouping pattern.

For the beginning teacher,
highlights

issues

they work with
new teachers
these

of equity

students

the

do not

low expectations

assigned to the

try,

social

frustrations

lower track.

for their

supposedly because

of themselves.

for the beginning teacher
students'

system of tracking

and may create

hold high expectations

students

between

skill

These

students,

yet

of their own

Tracking also highlights

an awareness
class

as

of the connection

or racial membership,

and
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their placement

in

beginning teacher

a track-system.
is

profession

or,

Acquiescence
Teachers

do

(1984)

Fischetti

and struggle

students

relates

a

these

and her

students

in the

&

class

are not the only choices.
against the predominant
lower track cannot

in the

could handle

and gender

1988a).

learn.

a beginning teacher who

in demonstrating to

students

a

from the teaching

Santilli,

story about

expressed determination
colleagues

social

and departure

or departure

remain

perception that
Boyer

racial,

frustration

(Seidman,

for the

sometimes either acquiescence to

system that perpetuates
inequities

The outcome

fellow

lower track classes,

that

and understand Shakespeare's

Othello.
Each of these
1987;

Seidman et

pattern

in their

findings

al.,

(Finley,

1988a)

school

1984;

Dar,

1985;

suggests that the tracking

affects teachers'

perceptions

their own work and how that work is to be executed.
this

research,

however,

experienced teachers.
not

explores the experiences
For the most part,

develop.

In other words,

understanding of how these
part

the

indicate or clarify how these attitudes,

and opinions

Page,

attitudes

of
Much of

of

research does
perspectives

we do not have

an

and opinions become

of the experienced teacher's perspective.
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For student teachers,
tracking's

impact

socialization
process

of

as

one part

we need to

become

salient

little evidence

skills,

development

Socialization
values

a member of a group

student teachers,

represents
Thus,

into the profession.

one

For

is

on their professional

acquiring those

identifies
14) .

there

and

is

the

and attitudes that

(Lacey,

1977,

p.

13-

their practicum experience

of their professional

identify what elements

in

of

socialization.

of a track-system

socializing student teachers

into a

profession dominated by tracking.
The

Socialization of Student Teachers

Feiman-Nemser
article,

and Floden

"The Cultures

research there
teaching as

is

"a

of Teaching,"

shift

a public,

In this

to the teachers
work.

In

addition,

beliefs

from trying to

researchers

1986).

study the world of

are beginning to

such research is
come to

share

and perspectives

also
some

look

an attempt to
similar

about their work and

the meanings they attach to their work

Floden,

in educational

a description of how they define their

understand how teachers
sentiments,

that

in their

define their own work situation

respect,

for

report

social phenomenon to trying to

understand how teachers
(p. 505) .

(1986)

(Feiman-Nemser

&
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The word

"culture"

implies

attitudes

and behaviors.

teachers'

culture

researchers

a

system of

shared beliefs,

In trying to understand the

and to understand better

are beginning to

its

study teachers

development,

and their

perspectives

of the teacher's world and how these

perspectives

are

Some

acquired.

researchers

of the teacher by
characteristics
traits

Some

of teachers,

researchers

addressing the
on teachers

the

ecology

behavior

(e.g.

of the

(e.g.

role

pupils)

economic,

some

Hoy

&

of the

the teacher

(e.g.

&

Rees,

1977)

Floden,

1975;

that teachers

a bureaucracy

and others

1980) .

(colleagues,

come

(Zeichner

&

into

contact with to

Tabachnick,

look at the external

and thus,
1987).

look at

shapes teacher

Copeland,

of the personnel

Page,

&

institution as

and political

school

individual

shared personalities

(Feiman-Nemser

Pender,

researchers

social

"cultural world"

examine this phenomenon by

understand teacher behavior
Finally,

is,

classroom and how it

Doyle

study the

supervisors,

nature

that

impact that the

has

shared

focusing their attention on

and common backgrounds

1986) .

Others

explain this

contexts that

1981).

factors:

the

influence the

the work and perspective of
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Each of these
particular

socializing

of how these
examination
teachers

research perspectives

of teaching"

development

into the profession

beginning teachers
the

agent that helps

"cultures
into the

research examines

student teacher
This

and how a

that

to teacher

some

(Zeichner

acts

as

researchers

&

shape the

teachers.

Most

on student
& Floden,

focus,

"culture

of the

teachers

1986).

however,

Some of

has been on the
is

acquired.

socializing agents

In the

a

is

on what particular agent,

socialization factor.

look

at various

As

factors that

mechanism

stated above,
appear to

of the experienced teachers
of

section that

examine three

follows,

I

student

phenomenon of

socialization:

student

the

and

developing perspectives

attempt to explain the

reproduction

or

1981).

theoretical perspectives that

biography;

and

and how he or

of teaching"

identify the

Tabachnick,

influence the perspective
help to

develop.

identify the transition from student teacher

The debate here
or process

to

a

in our understanding

the experienced teacher

research attempts

processes

focus

A major

on

and socialization of

(Feiman-Nemser

she views the work.

focuses

teacher

institutional

and resistance.

context

the

and theories

role
of

of
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Perspectives

on

Socialiraf^n

Researchers mainly have been
effectiveness
college

of preservice education at the university or

on student

Researchers have
teachers'

teachers who go

into the

schools.

attempted to understand how and why

perspectives

experiences.

looking at the

This

apparently change

shift

in perspectives

student

in their practicum
from what

is

learned at the university or college to an acceptance of the
school's perspective
research.
shift

is

student teachers has

in

focal point

of the

socialization

In trying to understand the occurrence of this

in perspectives,

The

a

research into the

socialization of

centered on three areas.

first perspective emphasizes the role of biography

a person's perception of a teacher's work.

examination

focuses

and how these
attitudes

on the prior experiences

experiences

In
suggest

life

and dispositions toward teaching.

and centers

institution
policies

of one's

contribute to the person's

A second perspective minimizes the
biography

Here the

is

its

influence of

attention on the

institution.

a bureaucratic organization where rules

The
and

demand conformity.
response to these two perspectives,
a third perspective that

it

is not

some

researchers

one or the other
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but

rather both.

role

Thus,

of biography

it

as well

is necessary to understand the
as the

question the definition of

institution.

Critics

also

socialization used in the

previous perspectives.
Biography.
a

Lortie

biography

as

process.

For Lortie,

(1975)

strong determinant

self-socialization;

are not

only relevant but,

becoming a teacher"

what
the

do

1987),

the

72) .

In this

as

an observer of teachers

the

she walks

and
into

"apprenticeship-of-observation"

of the

a classroom,

(Lortie,

1975;

student

in a classroom

this period of observing the

student becomes

a student teacher

this prior experience becomes

Schemp,

classroom is

sits

student's perspective of the

and is placed in

that

respect,

dormant until he or

Once the

images

is

p.

teacher's work.

and the

into teaching

stand at the core of

Supposedly,

teacher becomes part

school

socialization

in fact,

occurs while the

for twelve years.

activated

of

a teacher.

This process,
(Schemp,

(Ibid,

remains

classroom as

in the

role

one's personal predispositions

long experience

teachers

at the

" . . .socialization

largely

neophyte's

looks

a

help to direct the

1987).

The culture of the

familiar arena which evokes
student teacher's

activities
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Biography
student

teacher

phenomenon

teachers'

context

do not

work

factor

is

socialization.

is partially

programs that

strong

in this

The occurrence

factor

in

of this

related to teacher education

stress

(Lortie,
in

a determining

reflection and analysis

1975) .

Thus,

student teachers'

of

biography becomes

socialization

a

into the

teaching profession.
Some

researchers

experience,
Instead,

especially

attention

developmental
cognitive

in this perspective

is

level

style

in

its

context

of early

directed to the

(Sprinthall

(Lanier

&

&

Little,

ignore prior
schooling.

individual's

cognitive

Theis-Sprinthall,
1986)

1983)

or

to explain teacher

socialization.
Most
student

researchers

teacher

significant
context

agree that biography plays

socialization.

is the

role

But

Th*

of biography.

They

argue that the

a significant

role

in

student teachers.

institutional

society With its
expectations
teachers,

in

some do question how

in which teachers work plays

socializing

a role

own

(Waller,

become

teachers enter

Context.

The

school

internal patterns
1932) .

is

a small

of behavior and role

Student teachers,

as well

socialized into the organization.

into the classroom and the

as

Student

school with
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ideals,

attitudes

and values that

the bureaucracy of

schools

confront personnel,
environment that
the

rules

&

often too naive

Rees,

1977).

and policies that

directly affects their

for

They

support

"private"

the

domain of

classroom.
Some

research in this perspective has

"power"

that

1969) .

One

evaluators have over neophytes
such person with

cooperating teacher

(Yee,

often can determine the
student

(1963)

favorable evaluations
perform to the

attitudes

teachers.

(Edgar

& Warren,

and influence

and effectiveness

(Lortie,

reports that

is the

of the

1975).
student teachers

receive

depending on whether or not they

relationships

style and perspective.

for those

student teachers

closely matched those of their cooperating

In contrast

Iannaccone's
style

success

focused on the

The cooperating teacher

cooperating teacher's

found amiable

whose

"power"

1969).

teaching experience

Iannaccone

He

(Hoy

are

to this,

estimation,

and perspective

cooperating teacher

one

student teacher,

performed remarkably well.

in
But her

conflicted with those of her

and thus,

she

received a poor

evaluation.
In order to understand how new teaching techniques
transferred and used in the

student teaching practicum,

are
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Copeland
skills

(1980)

found that the

learned at

student

the university only

teachers

used the

teaching

skill may be dependent

use

of that

reported...suggest

Bunting

a

on the cooperating teachers'

(1988)

socializing

flexible,

witnessed movement

influence

student

states that

"[f]indings

influence...Teachers who

adaptable views more often

in this

supervision.

direction by candidates under

Teachers with more extreme views more

often witnessed no

change

assigned to them"
Some

and retention of the

the possibility of the cooperating

serving as

possessed more

their

the use

cooperating teachers

attitudes.

teacher's

Thus,

if their cooperating

skill.

Similarly,
teachers'

skill.

teachers utilized

(p.

in the views

of candidates

46) .

researchers have examined the

shifts that

student

teachers

experience

in their attitudes toward discipline.

In

discipline

is

fact,

attention

in

environment
This

shift

custodial
Hoy
teaching,

one

area that has

showing how new teachers
of the

is

school

usually

approach
and Rees
student

(Hoy
(1977)

&

change

(Feiman-Nemser

from a more
Rees,

&

lot

of

in the

Floden,

lenient to

1986).

a more

1977).

found that

teachers'

received a

after a period of

actual

attitudes toward discipline
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shift

from a more

perspective
attitude

lenient to a more

reflecting the

of the

school.

authoritarian

influence of the dominant

To

a professional

controlled classroom reflects

teacher,

an effective teacher

a
(Lortie,

1975) .
Doyle

and Pender

influenced by the
combination of
of the

class,

resources

(1975)

classroom environment.

factors,

and the quality and amount

perspective the

Thus,

work

focus turns

from the

of the dynamics

the time

of equipment

into consideration.

is

a

such as the pupil make-up,

need to be taken

consideration

argue that teachers'

and

In this

individual to

and factors that

a

operate

in a

bureaucracy.
Britzman's
one's biography
bridges

(1986)

exploration into the dynamics

and its

interaction with the

the perspectives presented above.

the prior experience that
The

constraints

compel the

status

In her

that

quo.

is

not

of the

only
arena.

institution also are

student teacher to conform to the

study

apparently direct

institution

one brings to the teacher's

and mandates

operating to

It

of

the

the teaching experience.

she

found three

cultural myths

student teacher's

reactions to
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Each of these myths
condition.

For example,

primary concern of the
function of the
is

helps

to

the

The

control
(e.g.

student's

reinforce the

linear

share

similar

is

Giroux,

idea that

a quality

Waller,

1932;

sentiments,

1983) .

Lortie,

in turn,

is

But

each appears to

reflection and analysis

school

issue.

are too

reduced to

(Lacey,

1977;

expresses the need

for teacher education programs to become more
analytical.

1975).

on how teachers

Socialization

Each researcher,

reflective

ignore the qualities

in their sample populations.

Part

due to methodologies that elicit the

central tendencies

of

perspective that
socialization

is

also due to the

research has had on the nature of

itself

(Lacey,

1977;

Zeichner

&

Tabachnick,

1985) .
Reproduction
perspectives

and Resistance.

and

of

of this problem is

a group but part

a

identified by

these perspectives

acquisition of experiences

is

a good teacher

acceptance of the control
shed light

a

control

own biography within the

in their explanations.

an unconscious

institutional

issue of control became

Though these perspectives
come to

an

student teachers because

investigators

Furthermore,

the

institution.

one who maintains

earlier

corresponds to

Critics

question the

discussed above because they present

a
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deterministic picture
Zeichner

&

Tabachnick,

is missing.
those

of

Thus,

socialization

1985).

peoples'

(e.g.

They argue that

response to their

of human beings who have thoughts

what they do

and who

Lacey,

1977;

human agency
conditions

and feelings

can articulate those thoughts

are

about

and

feelings.
In his

critique

in Becker's
questions

(1961)

that

of the

"parent

culture"

(Lacey,

In examining the

context

emphasizes

the

different

strategies.

strategy"

to

A

"social

purposeful

is

"student

autonomy"

social pressures

p.67).

For Lacey,

a constant

flow of choices

Lacey

are present.

But he

Lacey employs the term "social
occurrence of variation

in

situation.

strategy"

is

response to the

These two elements,

(1977)

respond to these constraints with

explain the
a given

Lacey

of a situation,

constraints that

that people

responses to

1977,

is presented as
(p.68).

formulated

"student culture."

argues that there

individual"

acknowledges

students,

and confronts the coercive

"...socialization
facing an

notion of a

Lacey

addresses

socialization theory

study of medical

Becker's

Particularly,

of the

the

an

individual's

constraints

knowing and

of the

individual's purpose

situation.
and the
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constraints,
68) .
the

"must be taken

Lacey does

not

into account"

that

the

or her

response to

Lacey
The

"social

occurs when

believes that
the person
dictates
The

knows
a

It

is

to begin
happening

strategies"

(pp.

72-73).

situation and

should be.

In other words

and even espouses the

strategy"

is

"strategic compliance."

strategy complies with the

situation but

These reservations,

individual

or are

however,

shared among

friends.

individual's
"to

"strategic redefinition,"

taken place.

aspect thereof

the

of his

"internalized adjustment."

it

reservations.

change has

some

however,

line.

The third strategy,

or

is

conditions

"social

remain private to the

a

"social

is the way

of the party

retains personal

social

asserts,

a person complies with the

A person using this

that

He

that

from

and understands the nature

three

accepts the

sympathetic

individual.

strategy,"

this

second

"power"

p.

situation.

identifies

first,

This

on the

individual

1977,

deny the existence of pressures

situation nor does he deny the

pressures may have

(Lacey,

is put

change

in the

into action by the

situation

individual.

ability to cause those with authority

change their

in the

This

means

interpretation of what

situation"

(Lacey,

1977,

p.73).

is
The
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employment of these strategies provides a means to
understanding people's responses to a situation.

These

strategies emphasize the exercise of human agency.
In contrast to the perspective of the organization as
all“Powerful and coercive,
the situation,
and also,

we see individuals adapting to

accommodating to the situation on their terms

affecting and changing the situation.

But it is

necessary to realize that one's social strategy may change
depending on the situation

(Lacey,

1977).

For example,

an

individual may be authoritarian in her perspective on
discipline.

In school,

support her views.

she may find others who share and

On the other hand,

the university's

"liberal" perspective toward discipline may compel the
individual to

"mouth" the liberal doctrine at the

university.
Zeichner and Tabachnick
social

(1985)

have utilized Lacey's

strategies to describe how student teachers respond

to institutional constraints.

In their research they have

provided further data to support
teacher socialization,

"an interactive view of

in which individual intent and

institutional constraint both play a role in affecting a
beginning teacher's entry into the teaching role"

(p.

10)-
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Working in parallel with the interactive perspective
put

forth by Lacey

(1985),
that

Goodman

(1977)

(1984)

and Zeichner and Tabachnick

has developed a theoretical construct

looks at socialization through the critical theorists'

perspective of social reproduction and resistance.
According to reproduction theorists,

structural and

institutional pressures exist that force people to adapt to
attitudes,

behaviors and perspectives that reflect the views

of the dominant class,
dominant
1982a;

social,

Giroux,

thus reproducing and maintaining the

economic and political perspective

1983;

Goodman,

(Apple,

1984).

In trying to understand how the dominant class
maintains control

in the light of obvious contradictions,

reproduction theorists have posited theories that suggest
that

socialization into the dominant ideology is maintained

by powerful
essence,

structural and institutional configurations.

the individual cannot escape inculcation and,

induction into the dominant ideology.
however,

In

thus,

One can argue,

that this perspective of socialization reflects the

one-way-ness of the functionalist idea of socialization
(Giroux,

1983).

It again places too much emphasis on the

role of the institution and tends to negate human agency in
the making of history.
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In response to the deterministic theories of
reproduction,

a theory of resistance is postulated.

Resistance theories explore "...the tensions and conflicts
that mediate relationships among home,
workplace,"
1977.)

(Giroux,

1983,

p.283.

Resistance theories,

theories,

See,

school and
for example,

Willis,

in contrast to the reproduction

document opposition to the mechanisms of

reproduction

(Giroux,

1983).

Resistance theories of

education examine how individuals resist the institutional
forces of the school.

In terms of teacher socialization,

it

is important to understand the role of resistance in the
professional development of student teachers

(Goodman,

1984) .
Goodman

(1984)

has studied the experience of student

teachers to better understand the institutional constraints
on student teachers and also to explore how student teachers
respond and resist.
student teachers,

In her analysis of the responses of

Goodman has developed a construct to

better understand the nature of students'

responses in the

context of resistance theory.
There are four distinct styles of students'
(Goodman,

1984,

p.

16 21).

responses
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(1)

Passive acceptance is the style of those student

teachers who state a desire to "fit into" the workings of
the school.

This notion to

"fit into"

is also reflected in

a student teacher's need for the practical versus the
theoretical.
(2)

The second style is active acceptance.

This is where

the student teacher "actively embraces the attitudes and
practices
17) .

found in the practicum sites"

Thus,

(Goodman,

1984,

p.

these students are not only active in carrying

out the preferred and prescribed institutional mandates but
also participate in the rhetorical activity

of expressing

the benefits and logic of these mandates.
(3)

Latent resistance refers to the student teachers who

appear to accept the status quo but maintain reservations
and talk of how their classroom will be different.
(4)

Finally,

overt resistance characterize those who oppose

the status quo.

Furthermore,

these individuals take

appropriate steps to implement their ideas.
These styles somewhat mirror the strategies expressed
by Lacey

(1977) .

Where Lacey permits students to have use

of different strategies depending on the situation,
does not express or allude to this development of
flexibility.

Goodman
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In summary,

predominant theories of teacher

socialization have looked exclusively at the individual's
prior experience and how this comes into play in forming the
teacher and thus,
(e.g Lortie,

explains the maintenance of the status quo

1975/

Schemp,

1987).

Others have rejected this

notion and have focused their attention on the role of the
institution in conforming individuals to the needs of the
institution
Copeland,

(e.g.

1980).

Edgar & Warren,
Britzman's

1969;

(1986)

Hoy & Rees,

1977;

perspective provides a

link between the role of prior experience and the
constraints of the institution.
perspectives,

In contrast to these

other researchers have questioned the

deterministic nature of socialization as posited within the
above theories.
(1985)

Lacey

and Goodman

(1977),

(1984)

Zeichner and Tabachnick

hold that biography or prior

experience does play a significant role in how one reacts to
a given situation.

But in their perspectives,

this prior

experience is taken into account for explaining the
variation of responses found among their samples.
Tabachnick and Zeichner

(1984)

find that student

teachers do not succumb to the constraints of the individual
cooperating teacher or to the organization.

Tabachnick and

Zeichner state that student teachers remain "faithful" to
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their ideals and anticipate what their own classrooms would
be like.
In research conducted in a clinical teaching site,
where a cohort of student teachers,
university faculty work together,

cooperating teachers and

O'Donnell et al.

(1989)

found that student teachers are able to describe what they
like and dislike about their cooperating teacher's classroom
or teaching style.

For example,

student teachers talk about

how they would plan and execute a unit,
paper,

differently.

such as a research

The differences they describe are in

areas of schooling over which the classroom teacher has
control:

flexibility and choice in the curriculum and

methodology.

Student teachers also identify discipline or

grading as areas that they would approach differently from
their cooperating teacher.

It appears that most student

teachers do not understand that school policy helps to
create codes of discipline and grading which they,
cooperating teachers,

and their

are expected to abide by.

The clinical site research supports the work of
Tabachnick and Zeichner

(1984)

in indicating that student

teachers anticipate the day when they will receive their own
classrooms.

In describing their future classrooms,

student

teachers distinguish it from their cooperating teachers'
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classroom and share descriptions

of how their

future

classrooms would be different.
For the most part,
of their

Most

between the

of the

student teachers

constraints

teacher and the

most

from the administration.

student teachers

also

Furthermore,

social

forces

of society and

and implementation of educational policy

they

teacher or the
from the

links

do not examine how the

on the daily work of a teacher.
constraints

found no

fact that the cooperating teacher is

constraints

the creation

face

as

school.

community or

impact

Student teachers view the

coming from either the cooperating
They do not

see constraints

larger social context

coming

(O'Donnell

et

1989) .
Tracking is

that

source

"imposed" by their cooperating

interconnections between the

al.,

identify the

frustration as emanating from their cooperating

teachers.

under

student teachers

a major organizational

student teachers

experience.

How are

confront

How does

their work

in a track-system?

discussion

and readings

a track-system?

in their practicum

student teachers

tracking?

feature of schools

socialized into

their own experience as

How do

students

affect

How does their prepracticum

about tracking affect their work
student teachers understand their

in

experience with tracking?
presence
impact

in the

school,

on students?

student teachers'

How do they make sense of its

its division of students,

What

and it

impact does tracking have on

professional development?

CHAPTER III
THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
We

saw

in the previous

concept

of

critics

also question the

socialization as used in earlier
research methods

obtain data pertaining to
(Lacey,

1977;

Critics
on the

Zeichner

&

Grant,

individual

while

homogeneous
teachers

assuming

tends to

and among

illuminate the
socialization"

(Zeichner

are designed to

ideologies,

ideological
attitudes

strategy of

of beginning
relatively
among

and has generally failed to

&

of beginning teacher

Tabachnick,

1985,

p.

4) .

such as questionnaires

obtain peoples'

In other words,

are based on one's

to understand one's

...

attitudes,

came to

opinions

lived experience.

form an opinion,

life experiences

it

(Seidman,

and

opinions

neglecting the experiential base

formation.

understand how one

"The

important differences

some methods

thus

1984).

not providing or

contexts to be

subtle processes

surveys

thus,

in groups

school

schools

argue that

Some

employed to

Goodman,

differences.

obscure

Critics

or

1981;

in groups,

describing central tendencies
teachers

studies.

interpretation of the data relied

central tendencies
for

question the

student teacher development

contend that the

allowing

chapter how critics

of

and
Thus,

to

is necessary
1985).
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The purpose of this
experience

of

student

the meaning they make
find out how
experience

student

dissertation

teachers working

system that

of that experience.
teachers

it

identifies

operate to

are

a track-system and
It

is

designed to

affected by their

those processes within the track-

affect the

developing perspective

to that

experience,

student

teachers'

a track-system.

student teachers'

on tracking and teaching.

to understand their experience
it

premise that

In-depth,

phenomenological

the

researcher this

phenomenological

interviewing

in
is

access.

of the Method

interviewing operates

on the

a person can make meaning of an experience

reflecting on the

experience

access to

meaning and understanding of their work

Theoretical Underpinnings
In-depth,

In order

and the meaning they ascribe

is necessary to have

one method that permits

of

in

of practice teaching in a track-system.

Furthermore,

after

is to understand the

(Seidman,

constitutive details

1983;

1985).

of the

Furthermore,

this model

in-depth interviewing assumes that how a person makes

meaning of his
performs
depth

or her work critically affects how he

the work.

The theoretical underpinnings

interviewing are

of

found in the phenomenological

perspective elucidated by Alfred Schutz

(1967).

or
in-

she
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Schutz,
Bergson
be

and Husserl

(Walsh,

ascertained after

details
of

building on the perspective presented by

of

one

reflects

an experience.

an experience

is

1967),

asserts that meaning can
on the constitutive

Meaning-making or

done by the person.

signification

This

subjective

meaning can only be bestowed by the person who had the
experience
identify

(Schutz,

It

relations between

significance
of the

1967) .

and,

finally,

experience.

making occurs

For

is the

actions,

individual who can

assess their

attach and evaluate the meaning

Schutz

(1967),

when the person turns

a

this

act

of meaning¬

"reflective glance"

toward an experience.
This

is

not

constructs his

to

imply that each individual

or her

endowed with social
objectivities"
learns

as

(Schutz,

a member

myth,

of

a

1974,

occur

in

a

is

of his

and part

of,

"ideal

that the
Thus,

individual

each person

schemata"

individual.

The

is,

is

(language,

or her culture which

individuated,

social vacuum.

connected with,

44)

"interpretative

religion)

an experience

p.

or

individual's world is

that

community.

constitute the world of the
of

The

constructions,

inculcated with the
science,

own world.

creates

Though the meaning

the experience does not

individual experience

is

the collective experience by

■
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virtue

of

sharing a

economics,

context

and traditions which determines

(Mannheim,
actions

socio-historical

1975).

It

is

on this

of

are performed and meaning is

situation
"stage"

endowed.

that

Thus,

it

is

individuals have

a phenomenon that we come to understand the

complexities

of

a phenomenon.

This phenomenological perspective
positivist

tradition of

positivist perspective
social

a

situational

through understanding the meanings that
made

of politics,

reality that

social

science

research.

assumes that there

operates

similar to the natural

challenges the

laws

according to
of physical

is

The

an objective

laws which are

science

(Johnson,

1975).
In

interpretative

researcher
that

this

accepts

social

the premise

world cannot be

researcher

science
of

It

is

accessible to the

the

researcher

someone

assumption permits
objective

observer

world but

insists

In this manner,

"world"

the

of the

(Schutz,
the

1967).
researcher

standing outside of the
the

the

individual's perspective which is

In the positivist paradigm,
of

"real"

apprehended.

seeks to understand the

individual.

position

a

research,

situation.

researcher to claim the

(Johnson,

1975).

assumes the

status

In this manner,

This
of

the
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researcher

can claim his

non-political

(Fay,

Qualitative
importance

participant
important

researcher.

and does,

(Johnson,

for the

1975;

and goals,

social

and political biases
in the

These

generalizations
1982) .

As

(Myrdal,

"findings"

and act

it

is

or her own

Johnson,

1975) .

distorts the

for example,

Willis,

a

1977).

statements
(Fay,

of

1975;

interaction.
in the

Park,

Furthermore,

experiments

A blanket

lower track have

complexity of the

socio-cultural

abstracted generalizations

is

context.

(See,

the validity of

established only by

(Johnson,

interpretative paradigm,
These

reported as

they help to obscure or to

"students

life within

repeated successful

of his

data are

become

of human

individual's

"descriptions".

Thus,

1969;

as universals

such as

self-esteem, "

In the

the

reporting of data the two paradigms

complexity

generalization,

these

1977).

and to be cognizant

generalizations,

simplify the

lower

Cottle,

In the positivist paradigm,

"findings".

that

researcher to be open and upfront with his

aims

differ.

It understands

and

interact with and influence the

or her

Finally,

and

1975).

research accepts the presence

of the

researcher can,

or her data to be value-neutral

"descriptions"

1975).

data are

reported as

are usually

a)

a
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narrations

of the

situational

ethnography;

or b)

as,

interviews

in-depth

combinations
event

is
The

verbatim texts

and oral histories;

of the two.

knowledge

may

c)

the phenomenon or

according to their reflexive
of the basic

and human communications

their

In this manner,

or

such

of
data

features

as well

cultural meanings"
are

social

interaction

as their common-sense
(Johnson,

1975,

share many common

(Lincoln &
features

Guba,

1985).

(Goodlad,

210).

In

another

actions

and reactions

in

Though schools

1984),

individuals who can negotiate

their day-to-day

p.

recipients who make these connections to

situations

also made up of

of

self-related

generalized or transferred to

only by the

own

on the

or hearers to evaluate the objectivity of a claim

understandings

context

an

of the participants,

generalizability of the data relies

knowledge

essence,

such as,

understood via the perspective of the participant.

"[r]eaders
to

context,

they

are

and affect

schools

(Giroux,

1983) .
In
of

in-depth,

phenomenological

interviewing,

the process

reporting the data in the words of the participant

for the participants to
meaning-making,

as

allows

share their reconstruction and

opposed to using the researcher's

words to describe the participant's experience

own

(Seidman,
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1983) .

In this manner,

the

participant based on his
is not
the

like the

"field"

is

case

"field"

or her

is

described by the

first-hand experience.

of participant

observation,

in which

described from an observer's perspective.

In-depth,

phenomenological

epistemological perspective

interviewing

of the

shares

In-depth interviewing offers

the

gain access to understanding an

researcher to

reconstruct
reflect

the

interpretative paradigm,

discussed above.

individual's

It

a means

for

experience by allowing the participant to
and describe his

or her experience

on the meaning of that experience.

or phenomenon under

investigation,

understanding of their work
meaning they make

of

is the

and to

The experience,
student teachers'

in a track-system,

and the

it.

Methodology
In-depth,

phenomenological

model based on a
Schuman
by

(see

Seidman

this model
operates

Schuman,

1982)

1985).

in-depth,

on the

which has been

According to

assumption,

(1983;

1985)

interviewing

taken from Schutz

or her experience

constitutive details

and David

further developed

Seidman

phenomenological

one makes meaning of his
on the

a research

format utilized by Ken Dolbeare

(1983;
of

interviewing is

(1967),

after

of that experience.

that

reflecting
This

*
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interviewing model

follows

minute,

spaced three to

interviews

(Seidman,

1983;

1985) .

interviewing allows
experience
experien

(Seidman

In the

first

The

sequence of three,
seven days

structure

&

reflect

apart

reconstruct the

1988b).

attention

is

focused on the

participant's previous background experience
1985) .
and

The

(Seidman,

childhood,

school

1985)

those events

teaching.

This

the participant's
The
present

focus

social

of the

experience

the participants
possible,

interview provides

is

from their

in this

led

case,

a description of

and autobiographical background.

second interview is the participant's

(Seidman,

are

which is

1983;

1985).

asked to describe,

the details of their work as

The emphasis
thoughts

1983;

and work experiences that have

them to the work that they now do,
student

(Seidman,

interviewer asks the participants to describe

"reconstruct"

family,

of the

on the meaning of that

Santilli,

interview,

ninety-

and sequence

the participant to

and then to

:

a

as

In this

concretely

as

a student teacher.

centered on the participant's

about those experiences.

interview

actions or

For example,

a student

teacher may provide descriptions of a lesson she or he
taught,
himself.

or an
This

interaction between a student

and herself or

second interview describes the participant's
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experience within
The third,
about

cin organizational

and final,

context

interview asks

the meaning they make of their work

1985),

which

in this

experience.
foundation
and reflect
(Seidman

&

The

case,

first

refers to the

the participants
(Seidman,

student teachers'

and second interviews

from which the participants

The Role

create the

can make

on the meaning that this work has
Santilli,

1983;

connections

for them

1988b).

of the

Interviewer.

The

structure of the

interview permits the participants to reconstruct

and to

reflect

on their experience

This

process

of

allows

as

"self-explication"

the participants

student teachers.

(Seidman and Santilli,

to describe the events that they

find relevant to their experience.
formal
process
does

interview,

In this

in which the

study,

the

the

This

requires

of tracking,
secondary

of questions.

interviewer does not have

focus

and understanding that

This differs

a

of the

research is

student teacher has

that the participant
both as

a

former

student teacher.

from a

interviewer comes to the

with a pre-determined set

not mean that

1988b)

Yet,

this

an agenda.

on the meaning
of tracking.

speak to the experience

secondary

student

and as

a
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Therefore,

in each interview,

the interviewer directs

the student teacher to the theme of tracking,
participant does not address it.

Furthermore,

which are connected to the theme of tracking,
grading,

if the
other topics
such as

testing and planning for instruction,

by the interviewer,

are suggested

if they are not addressed by the

participants.
Thus,

the role of the interviewer is twofold:

one,

to

keep the participants centered on the focus of each
interview,

directing them to be as concrete as possible in

describing their experience.

Two,

the interviewer's role is

to ask the participants to clarify or to expand on a point
(Seidman & Santilli,

1988b).

This role requires the

interviewer to be an active listener
Access and Contact.

(Seidman,

1985).

I had access to student teachers,

primarily because of my dual role as a university education
instructor and as a research associate for the Teacher
Education Clinical

Site Project.

(This project is a

collaborative effort between the University's Secondary
Teacher Education Program and three local school districts.
At the time of this study,

there were only two school

districts participating in the project.

This project is

partially supported by a grant from the Fund for the
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Improvement

of Post-Secondary Education.)

provided me with access to those
clinical

site

project

I

substance

that

explained the purpose

of the

interviews

material.

In

is,

participant
material

the time

interviews,

the

about the

research

the

the procedures

initial

a written consent

and

for transcribing
research

description of the

interview

form that

I

gave each

outlined the

of the Participants.

My

selecting participants was based on what
purposeful

sampling

91-108.)

(See,

I wanted to

worked in a track-system.
however,

sequence

described above.

Selection

pp.

In this
research

involved,

addition to this verbal
at

Secondary

of the

and the dissemination of the

research project,

at the

(STEP).

and informed the participants

procedures,

the

in the

contacted each participant personally.

initial meeting,

roles

teachers

and also those participating

Teacher Education Program
I

student

These

I wanted to get

would reflect the

rural,

Thus,

for

is termed

in press;

Patton,

1987,

interview student teachers who
In selecting the participants,
student teachers whose experiences

range of places

learn their craft.

who worked in

Seidman,

strategy

in which student teachers

I tried to

find student teachers

suburban and urban settings.

Also,

I
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attempted to get
experiences

a wide

and female

academic
math,

student teachers

would reflect the diversity of the

teacher population.
of male

range of

areas,

science,

I

sought to

English,

and social

student

interview a balanced group

student teachers

namely,

whose

and who taught

foreign

studies.

student teachers whose experiences

language,

Finally,
also

I

in major
health,

looked for

reflected the

racial

diversity of our country.
Seidman
also want
outside

to

(in press)
look

of the

different

"norm."

about

For example,

stated that

a researcher may

for participants whose experiences

can shed light

factors he

in this

are

These participants may provide

experience that

researcher

a

has

study,

and inform the

or she may not have
I

a

considered.

eventually came to

learn about

school

that

recently

switched to

pattern.

The

question

in my mind became how does this type

of

a grouping pattern

professional

influence and impact

development

of

their experience

inform me

teachers

in

I
were
their

working

a heterogeneous

about the experience

How does
of

student

a track-system?

teachers

second year.

on the

student teachers?

interviewed nineteen participants,

student

grouping

of which seventeen

and two were beginning teachers

Of the

seventeen

student teachers,

in
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twelve participated in the Teacher Education Clinical Site
Project.
At the time of the study,

there were sixteen student

teachers participating in the Teacher Education Clinical
Site Project.

Of these sixteen student teachers,

male and ten were female.

These participants taught in the

following subject areas:
studies;

six in social and behavioral

five in English;

in health education;

six were

two in science;

one in math;

and one in foreign languages.

this group of sixteen,

I

interviewed twelve.

one

From

Five were

males and their subject areas included social studies,
English and math;

the seven females fell within the subject

areas of English,

science,

health education,

foreign

languages and social studies.
The student teachers in the clinical site program are
predominantly white,

which is not unusual,

given the fact

that out of seventy-four student teachers teaching the
spring semester

(1989) ,

only one is a person of color.

This

fact reflects a national trend peculiar to large,
predominantly white
state

(student,

faculty and administrators)

institutions.
In traditionally Black institutions of higher

education,

the number of candidates preparing for the
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teaching profession has declined.

This decline may be the

result of Blacks moving from a traditionally open-accessed
profession,

such as teaching,

status professions,

to more lucrative and high-

such as engineering and law.

But the

decline in the number of Black candidates for teaching at
Black institutions is far less than at the predominantly
white institutions.

Thus,

the Secondary Teacher Education

Program at the university reflects the national trend
showing a decline in applicants of students of color to
large institutions.
In an attempt to balance the set of student teachers at
the clinical sites,
school

locale

I

selected seven participants whose

(suburban,

rural,

and gender characteristics,
provided diversity.

urban),

subject matter,

race

and teaching experiences

From this pool of participants,

were student teachers from STEP at the university.

four
Two of

these student teachers worked in an urban school with a
multicultural population.

The other two student teachers

worked in a rural school within designated heterogeneous
classrooms.

Of the four student teachers,

teaching math and social
science and English.
person of color.

studies;

two were males

the two females taught

One of the student teachers was a
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The

remaining three participants

came

traditional teacher education programs.
came

from the university's Math,

Technology Education Project
participants

were

(MTAP).

practice teach during the
are

interns

responsibilities.
in

an

industry

are

liberal

They

in their

are not

fall

or

spring

interning

student teachers.

full-time teaching

while pursuing course work for teacher
This program serves

were

as

an alternative route

who wish to be certified.

These two

finishing their course work and each was

second year

of

full-time teaching.

Of these three participants,
English and science and the
Finally,

in MESTEP

spend their off-semester

in MTAP

arts majors

participants

Participants

related field.

responsibilities

for

Teacher

summer and in the

interns who have

certification.

other two

with full-time teaching

The participants
They

Science,

while the

in the Massachusetts

Apprenticeship Program

semester

One participant

English,

(MESTEP)

from non-

two were males teaching

female taught health education.

one of these participants was a person of color.

Thus,

in this

study,

there were nineteen participants,

of which seventeen were white.
worked in

suburban schools

These nineteen participants

(ten) ;

in rural

schools

(six)

and
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in urban schools
(five);

(three).

in English

in health education

They taught in social studies

(five);
(two)

in science

(four);

in math

and in foreign languages

(two);

(one).

There were nine males and ten females.
In addition to these nineteen participants,

twelve of

seventeen student teachers who participated in a pilot
study1,

were also used in this study.

participants were white.

All of the twelve

Of the twelve participants,

six

were females student teaching in the areas of English,
science and foreign languages.
English,

math and science.

The six males taught

(See,

Appendix A.)

The characteristics of the school did not play a
significant role in determining whether or not I would
select a participant.

For the most part,

public schools

within the socio-political context of the United States
education system organize and group students according to
ability and interest
essence,

(Goodlad,

1984,

p.

the idea of separating students

according to their ability and interests

157-159).

In

(and people)
(jobs)

is a social,

1)
These interviews were conducted between Fall 1987 and
Spring
1989.
The
interviewers
were
Kay Williamson,
Sharon
Santilli, Antonia Tingitana and James O'Donnell.
This stu y ^s
supported by a grant from the Fund for the Improvement of Post
Secondary Education.
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political and. cultural phenomenon which is not unique to
just a handful of schools.

Sadly enough,

I

felt confident

that most schools within the United States operate under
some sort of tracking system that sorts,

selects and

separates students according to their ability level.
There are exceptions,

however.

One was brought to my

attention after I began this study.

There is a school not

far from the university that recently switched to
heterogeneous grouping.

This grouping pattern,

only for English and social studies.

however,

is

(This arrangement

seems to reflect another trend among some practitioners who
feel that only certain subjects are appropriate for
heterogeneous grouping.

See,

Dar,

1985.)

I was able to

interview two student teachers who worked in heterogeneous
classrooms.
Finally,
traditionals."

seventeen of the participants were "nonThey were people who had worked in different

careers and then decided to become teachers.

Thus,

many of

the participants were older than the "normal" traditional
undergraduate student teacher.

For all participants,

the

ages ran approximately from twenty-two to forty-seven years.
The fact that many of the participants were "nontraditionals"

is

important to mention.

Recent public calls
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and suggestions for providing more open and flexible paths
for

professionals" to enter into the teaching profession

attempt to circumvent schools of education.

There is the

assumption that one can move from a positive experience in
one profession into teach: 'ig with a minimal amount of
teacher education.
traditionals"

The experiences of the "non-

in this

study question that assumption.

Each participant was interviewed three times.
session lasted approximately ninety minutes.

Each

The interviews

were spaced approximately from three to seven days apart.
The interviews were held at their school site,

their home or

at the university.
Working with the Material.

Each interview was taped-

recorded and these tape-recordings were transcribed by two
secretaries.

The secretaries were instructed to transcribe

all that was on the tape.
participants'
such as:

"uh's"

For example,

this included the

and pauses as well as interruptions

telephones ringing,

announcements over the

loudspeakers or children asking for drinks of water.

The

purpose is to recreate for the interviewer the context of
the

interview session as well as to provide the exact

content of the interview.
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Seidman
the material.
of interest.

(1983)

suggests two procedures for working with

The first procedure involves marking passages
These marked passages are then labelled and

placed into theme files.

For example,

developed around descriptions

one theme file

"about classroom students"

and

how student teachers talk about and describe students in
different tracks.
The second procedure is to construct a profile of the
participant which is a condensed narrative taken from the
participant's three interviews and presented in the
participant's own words
presents

(Seidman,

"in concrete details

1983;

[the]

1985).

The profile

salient aspects of the

participant's experience and his or her reflection upon that
experience"

(Seidman &

Santilli,

1988b,

p.

The purpose of a profile is twofold.

11) .
First,

the

profile presents and represents the comprehensiveness of the
participant's experience and the meaning he or she makes of
that experience

(Seidman,

1983).

Thus,

data in the words of the participants,
speak to,

and describe,

this manner,

this

by presenting the
the participants

their experience for the reader.

In

form of presentation serves to limit the

interpretative bias of the researcher.

The researcher

chooses the selection of the material but he or she does not
■
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describe the experience of the participants.

The

participants describe their experience.
Second,

a profile presents a person's experience as a

story which "convey[s]

knowledge and provide[s]

a path to

understanding that is grounded in the concrete detail of
experience."
press,

(Seidman,

especially.

1983,

p.

665.

Chapter One.)

See,

Seidman,

In-depth,

in

phenomenological

interviewing operates on the assumption that peoples'

lived

experience within a given context is a source of knowledge.
Thus,

by understanding their experience we can come to

develop our own understanding.
From the transcripts of the interviews,
theme files emerged.

(See,

Appendix,

B.)

twenty-four

Some of these

theme files were idiosyncratic to one or two participants
and in the end were discarded.

Some categories on closer

examination were found to overlap.
category designated as
assigned as

For example,

"reasons for tracking"

"attitudes about tracking."

I had a

and one

These were later

grouped into one category.
Some categories became subsets of another category.
For example,

the student teachers talked about

and "pedagogy."
with "curriculum"

"curriculum"

I separated them at first but then worked
as part of the larger theme of "pedagogy."
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In reporting the excerpts,

I have deleted repetitious

statements such as,

"This is,

this is..."

and changed common

utterances such as,

"gonna" or "gotta" to going and have to.

orc^er to protect the identities of the individuals,

the

names of the participants and in the excerpts are
pseudonyms.

Words in brackets are the author's.

used only to clarify the speaker's meaning.

These are

Finally,

I

refer to the participants as student teachers unless
speaking directly about an intern or beginning teacher.
In chapters four and five,
from the theme files.
the participants'

I have utilized the data

Each chapter focuses on aspects of

experiences that illuminate our

understanding of what happens to developing professionals
who practice teach in a track-system.
Chapter six looks at the experiences of the two student
teachers who practice taught in heterogeneous classrooms.
This chapter serves as a contrast for the preceding chapters
which focus on student teachers working in a track-system.
Though the number of participants who worked in a
heterogeneous classroom is small,

their experiences provide

a sharp contrast.
Chapter seven provides an overview of the findings and
asks what cost is being extracted from both classroom
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students and professionals participating in a track-system.
The chapter also looks at the shortcomings of this study and
proposes recommendations for working with prospective
teachers who will undoubtedly find themselves working in a
track-system.

CHAPTER IV
STUDENT TEACHERS'

PERSPECTIVES ON TRACKING

Introduce i on
The track-system is a powerful institutional feature
that confronts student teachers in their practicum
experience.

It is a system filled with contradictions that

student teachers need to resolve.
The contradictory nature of tracking revolves around
its intentions and its effects.
tracking is a fair,
educating students.

Proponents argue that

democratic and effective means of
It is a fair and democratic system

because it allows capable students to pursue "academics"
that will lead them to college
1987) .

Furthermore,

(e.g.

Hall,

1904;

Nevi,

this arrangement also permits those

students who are seeking a vocation the opportunity to
prepare for one.

According to the proponents,

it is a

system designed to let teachers work more effectively by
directly organizing and implementing instruction for a group
of students who supposedly share similar abilities and
interests

(e.g.

Cramer,

On the other hand,

1987;

Oakes,

1985).

critics of the track-system indicate

that the track-system is not fair because it limits the
opportunity of students.

In our post-industrial economy,

students need post-secondary education.

According to
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critics,

students in the lower tracks are most

go on to college

(Rosenbaum,

1976).

likely not to

in addition,

critics

question the democratic nature of how students are placed in
the lower tracks.

They cite the overwhelming number of poor

students and students of color who are represented in the
lower levels of the track-system
Oakes,

1985) .

achievement

Finally,

(Howe & Edelman,

1985;

critics argue that the academic

levels for students in the lower tracks do not

improve in relation to those in the middle and upper tracks
(Raza,

1984) .

It is in this arena of contradictions that

new teachers are learning their craft.
This

study shows how a group of student teachers came

to resolve these contradictions.

But the resolutions found

and employed by this group of student teachers did not
result

in dissolving the contradictions.

Nor did their

resolutions erase or ease the frustrations that they
encountered in their workplace,

especially,

the classroom.

Rather the satisfaction of a resolution came in knowing that
they could function in the system.

In other words,

the fact

that they could get through it and develop the necessary
skills of survival operated as a resolution.
system is there.

How does one deal with it?

Thus,

the
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Resolving the Contradictions
For the student teachers in this study,

resolving the

contradictions meant coming to some understanding of the
system as an aspect of their work.

For some,

this

understanding meant accepting the system and committing to
it.

For others,

the contradictory nature of the system

compelled some to question its effectiveness.
questioning,

however,

But this

did not turn toward eradicating the

system but rather toward making the system work better.
Still,

other student teachers identified the source of their

frustration with the system and how the system affected
their classroom students.

Finally,

some student teachers

were able to articulate how the system reflects conditions
in the larger society.
Committing to the System
For some the experience of student teaching in a track
system resulted in their commitment to the system.

They

found that the students with whom they worked in the lower
levels could not possibly function in the upper level
classes.

These students did not have the skills or the

ability to meet the requirements that an upper level course
demanded.
easier.

The track-system supposedly made their job
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For Anna Costa,

a student teacher in science,

this

experience challenged her previous opposition to tracking.
(Anna Costa, Science)
Tracking is something that,
before I got here and started teaching, I was
definitely opposed to.
I'm more unsure
now... Basically, it's a system that I'm going to
have to work with more than likely.
It's a
reality of what you have to deal with.
Andrew Orr repeated the same theme when he said,
(Andrew Orr, Science)
I'm beginning to have the
opinion that maybe tracking isn't that horrible.
Maybe it isn't as bad as I thought it was.
I mean
it's not an ideal situation.
Having [taught] in
the tough classes with different level kids, I
don't see how you could do it in like math or
biology... In the beginning of the year I was
really anti-tracking. . .Now, I'm not so sure I feel
that way.
For Elizabeth Oliver,

tracking is perceived as an

effective strategy for some individuals.
(Elizabeth Oliver, Science)
Before I got here, I
didn't know whether or not I believed strongly in
a track-system. I guess my attitude on it is that
I don't feel as though I can make a general rule
in terms of "tracking is poor" or "tracking is
good".
I think that my interpretation of tracking
has come from looking at each kid and saying,
"This kid could benefit from a tracking system.
This kid can't benefit from a tracking system."
For some student teachers,
teaching task easier.

the track-system makes the

The teaching task is apparently easrer

because the track-system supposedly separates students
according to their abilities.
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Theresa Pappas,

an English student teacher,

explained

(Theresa Pappas, English)
Actually I like it,
[tracking].
I like working in a track-system.
If
it wasn't tracked, I could definitely not see my
lower juniors in the AP [advanced placement]
class.
There's no way that they could keep up.
I
know some people have problems with that, but I
just think working in a track-system is so much
better. I don't know if I'll ever get in a system
where it didn't have tracking.
I hope, I don't,
because I don't know if I'd be able to make that
transition in trying to help one and keep the
other one [interested].
It's easy for me to do it
now because
everybody in the class is the same
way.
If I have to [work with] a mixed group, I
don't know what I'd do.
I think it's ...
definitely tougher on the students.
Ellen Egan talked about her discomfort with tracking
but also acknowledged its benefit for her work.
(Ellen Egan, Foreign Language)
I'm a little leery
of passing judgment on a kid who might just be a
little slow to mature.
On the other hand, I kind
of like the idea of having classes where the kids
don't feel extremely ahead of the pack or
extremely behind the pack.
I think that the kid
at either of those ends gets bored and starts
wasting time.
I think it's [tracking] a good
idea.
Abe Ornstein,

a science teacher at the end of his

second year of teaching,

talked about how tracking makes his

job easier.
(Abe Ornstein, Science, Beginning Teacher)
It is
0agi0r
if you have kids that are tracked at one
level.
It's easier to teach.
I can see the
difference [between levels] and I can adjust the
class accordingly.
It's a challenge... I can have
one type of lesson plan.
Arlene Henry conceded that the track-system made her
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job easier,

but

she questioned its effect

(Arlene Henry,
easier
do

a

for me.

I

the needs

sure that's

I think that

think that

lot more work

to meet
not

Science)

on

in terms

I

students.

it

was

would have had to

of arranging the

of everybody

in the class.

a good reason to track,

I'm

to make

easier

for the teacher...

easier

for me to develop a curriculum for kids

were

at

a particular

As

class

level...

a teacher,

it

it was

That doesn't

who

say

anything about how useful it is for the student...
I think that it's totally detrimental for
students...

I

found that

students were

incredibly

intolerant of people who they observed or thought
to be inferior to them in any way.
Making the
For

System Work

others,

the experience demonstrated to them the

system's

inaccuracies

what

needed was

was

this meant
abilities
For
want

an overhaul

so that the

to be

it meant

system.

in

school.

It

a

presented a

I'm out
up this

student teacher

lower

level

level

one...

lower

level

it

It's

of here.
way...My

I

Also,

system

lower tracks.

think most every place

sense

is that
it

it's

is

easier to

is to teach a

It's more work to teach a

It takes
one...

the

the track-

what...I'll be going into

level track than

one.

is.

in math,

in his work with the

Math)

teach an upper

students'

students who did not

is the way

reality to deal with.

(Luke Adams,
when

a

challenge

For some,

also meant not becoming too upset

system because that

system was

group,

classes would be more homogeneous.
removing those

For Luke Adams,

set

of the

For this

finding effective ways to measure

others,

with the

and inadequacies.

lower

a better teacher to teach a

You're dealing with kids who
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aren,t

as

into

it,

who

in on their own...
things.
[The]
necessary.
Richard Lane
to

aren't going to put

as much

You have to do...different

tracking system,

I

suppose,

found the track-system to be

is

a condition

contend with.
(Richard Lane,

Social

associated with it
the

same time,

Studies)

The things

[tracking],

if

I

can bum me

spend too much time getting

concerned about the way things
were not tracked,
very frustrated.
school]

is

going

could be

[to]

wake up Monday morning and
school

system.

something that would take years to
Stephanie O'Hara,

confusing element.
with

it.

On the

(Stephanie O'Hara,
have

a

small

I

well
are

I
I

Mike Anderson

it's wrong...
a whole class

was bad about

I

know need

of

just

students
focus

on

I

out.

Math)

similar thought,
One thing I thought

not tracking,

freshman who

motivated...

I would rather

need more time with them. . .

in this Algebra One
this

You can

it

and I have these other kids who

shared a

(Mike Anderson,

I hate

have these kids who are doing

in the class
failing. . .

Oh,

of nine kids that

Or have

Because

she was uncomfortable

struggled to come to grips

English)

can't take the time

it

she

just want to pass...

them. . .

implement.

system work.

think

class

extra help...
who

one hand,

other hand,

with trying to make the

That's

the track-system presented a

On the

[tracking]...

if they

then, I'm going to end up being
Because I don't think [the high

decide to untrack the

For

out. . .At

class.

really

[that]

if that's possible,
[For example]

likes math,

Then you have the

is

you have

who's

senior who's taking

for the third time... just to get this math
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claspin' almf heter°9ene°«3 grouping squashes the
th» e

JWay-"

1 don>t think it's fair for

fair toSth!t I°AaV\t0 ^ b°"ed d°“"'-- It', not
that
,
,
e the teacher teach (to]
that medium level... i'm stiu trying to £i
'
out in my head what's the best way to do thlt.
Frustrations with Frustrated Stud<=>n+0
Others fault the track-system for what it does to
students'

attitudes toward learning and how these attitudes

affect their efforts to teach to these students in the lower
levels.
Anne Nutting,

an English student teacher,

talked about

how the system compelled her to become part of the problem.
(Anne Nutting, English)
You lower your
expectations for certain classes, because you have
to survive it.
It's really discouraging because
you re told in these education courses not to
lower your expectations ... But, unfortunately, if
you don't, you become crazy. It's just a
completely self-destructive thing.
You can only
go in there and be enthusiastic for three
weeks...Then you realize that you feel like an
idiot coming in with this big grin on your face,
[and] being jolly about everything... The only
reaction you get from them is negative.
So, you
just end up, unfortunately, lowering your
expectations which is exactly what you're told not
to do, which is what you have to do...
I don't
know, maybe there's a way around it...
I
certainly haven't figured it out yet.
Vincent Nelson explained how the students'

actions and

attitudes came to be a source of frustration.
(Vincent Nelson, English)
I take it
personally... I may be overinvested in...their
success.
I really want to see them do well.
I
want to see them get good grades... It hurts,
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because I know they're capable... They have this
real perception of being third-rate, [level]
three...They really say "Well, we can't do this.
We re [level] three."
They've written themselves
off*
That s what's frustrating about it.
For Arnold Jones,

the lower level students in his

English classes appeared to affect his own attitude in the
classroom.
(Arnold Jones, English)
I have a couple of low
level classes... They're being told to take
English and they don't want to be there.
These
people are totally amotivational...What I've come
across day by day working with them has been
really difficult because...of their lack of
interest and motivation.
I have a hard time
blocking that out and staying optimistic.
Mitchell Omos,

an English intern,

said,

(Mitchell Omos, English)
It was frustrating,
because very few kids would want to do the
work... The numbers that really did want to do the
work were just so few...A lot of kids'
performances in reality were very average to below
average, very few excelled.
I think it's a
mindset... that the kids in that particular
situation have.
Robert Goldman described how the students'

previous

history in the classroom impacted on their present
situation.

He spoke about how his personal investment in

teaching was dependent on the response of his students.
(Robert Goldman, Social Studies)
I've been
wrestling with the problems in the general level
class of them feeling...that they aren't respected
as students... I stepped into a situation that was
ugly... It's been hard for me to...capture those
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kids
an

in a way that will make them deal

individual,

[and]

there to

replace

your ego

is

not

just

a teacher...

always

with me

somebody who's
it's

scary,

invested in a class.

as

in

because
It's

scary because you've got your own expectations
about what you want, but...you aren't in control
all the time.
You don't control your own destiny
up there

in

front

of the classroom.

be dependent upon those
class take place.
myself personally,
and ran with
that

Tracking's
For

it. . .

It...hurts

for having a good

[It's] not whether I did well
but whether the kids took it
You walk

you're going to get

scary.

students

You have to

in there know[ing]

some resistance.

your ego to

That's

some extent.

Systemic Relationships

some

student teachers,

obstacle to be

the

system remained as

confronted and eventually removed.

experience

reinforced their convictions that the

not

The

good.

kind and amount
and the
of the

inequalities
effects

of the
on

lower

level

system.

students,

larger

system is

for example,

Some made
society,

for

classes,

The

spoke to them

system's

academic

connections between the classroom and the
others

these connections were there when

shared his understanding when he

(Thomas Moon,

lower

system did not benefit

they entered.
Thomas Moon

the

a class

both the upper and the

demonstrated to them that the

anyone.

Their

of curricular content presented to

racial make-up of

and social
level,

inequalities they witnessed,

an

Math)

segregating people.

It's

just

a way of

said,
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Kathleen Stacey questioned the reasoning behind the
track-system.
student

For her,

the struggle was to help each

realize their potential.

(Kathleen Stacey, Social Studies)
I don't believe
in tracking...
it doesn't make any sense to
divide people up that way.
I know that everybody
has the ability to do it if they want to.
If
you're told at
going to

do

such an early age that you

it,

then you're not going to do

It s not a question of how smart vou are
you're motivated enough.
Most

every place has

annoying.

[But

around it.

you]

outside

of

it's

if

have to

live with it. . . and

You try and treat everybody as

0 Brien
school

it.

a track system... It's

equally as you can, which is hard,
do the best you can.
Elaine

are not

but

you try and

saw connections between the

class

system

and how tracking supposedly contributed to

it.
(Elaine O'Brien,
disgusting.
all

Social

Just

repulsive.

over the place.

classless
But

years

start

old?

That

idea is to

is put

in Group Three,

Three

kind of person.

I

enough about

it

questions

Knight

sending

because

is that you are a Group
don't think that's

look at

really ugly to you every day.

Chris

anyway.

society.

It means having to

when the

something that's
It means

finding

so that when the time comes
are

asked,

I have

answers.

confronted the contradictions

track-system when he

in a

stratifying... when somebody's

reading is terrible,

out

live

doesn't happen,

their

our

One of the things

The message that you're

somebody who

helpful to

Stratification goes

system.

that...the

society.

why do we

five
to

is

It's

What we're doing...is

establishing a class
about America

Studies)

said,

of the

just
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(Chris Knight,
can't

Science)

I

still

feel that... you

get equality or excellence

if...kids...are

graduating... illiterate in science. The high level
•••9®t all the attention, and all the
knowledge... in the high level
in the low level
of shoved away.
I

sciences

sometimes

tried not to change the way

t try to

cater to

sure there were
dichi t

realize

lots
I

of things that

Understanding how these

experience,

The

experiences.

I guess

system and not

some

some

I'm

did that

I

fed right

it was easy to

it wasn't easy to

come to these

individual's

found in their individual

student teachers enter into a
support the ethos

of a track-

student teachers work in a track-

submit to

its effects?

student teachers

are socialized into the

in part by their own biographies

constraints
Zeichner

biography

I

research on student teacher socialization

indicates that

1984;

I

student teachers

can be

and begin to

system and how can

the

But

kind

I taught.

an exploration into the

clues

How can

tracked school

profession

just

or rather how they interpret their particular
requires

experience.

are

was doing that probably

think you were being equal.
be equal.

conclusions,

The kids

any certain group.

into the tracking system.

Recent

sciences.

of the
&

and the

institution

Tabachnick,
institution

the track-system impacts

1985) .

(Lacey,
This

and in part by
1977;

Goodman,

intersection of

indicates the process

on the

student teacher.

of how
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In the

following section,

biography and how it

Furthermore,

in

look at the

contributes to the

developing perspective.
administration

I

I

influence of

student

also discuss the

teacher's

role of the

influencing the student teachers.

the cooperating teacher and other experienced

faculty members

represent

a strong influence on the

student

teachers.
Biography
Biography

is

identified as

an important

understanding how student teachers
teaching.

It

is

(e.g.

socialized into

influences how they view the work of

Lortie,

1975;

from their own experience
perspectives

are

as

Schemp,

1987).

it

in this

study could recall
The majority

student teachers had been placed in the upper

of their

schools.

Those participants placed in the

levels had definite misgivings
rest

of the

in the upper
responded.

is

formed.

their own experience with tracking in school.

the

Thus,

students that their teaching

Each of the participants

of the

in

assumed that their prior experience as

classroom students
teachers

are

factor

Thus,

lower

about the track-system.

student teachers,

level tracks

levels

however,

For

their experiences

did not determine how they

prior experience

in the upper tracks did
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not

come to mean that

system.
their

student teachers

Within this

supported the track-

group there were differences

school biography

in how

influenced their experience

in the

track-system.
For

some,

their experience

schooling allowed them to

in the upper

accept the conditions

track-system.

The track-system is viewed as

schooling.

is

that

It

separates

systemic

individual tenacity,

one

student

constraints,

(Anna

Ignacio,

only

but

wanted.
a]
as

a]

hard as

grade to
It's
English,

in

hard,

ones.

went to

a high school

if you were

[into

you
a]

some

choice they make

[for

supposed to be

they let you stay... and work
You had to keep a certain

because there are

[the]

are no

[the higher class].

class who

than

supposedly

there

knew there were different

But

you could.

level three

of

and resolve

Thus,

supposed to go

[level],

stay

fact

then they would recommend you

[level] .

lower

of

of the

could choose... which level

[level],

higher

[in

you

I

I

If you were

higher

individual

a

desire

from another.

English)

that was tracked. ...
levels,

levels

some

students

in my

are much smarter... in

in the college

higher

level.

[prep] ,

But

I think

it's

or other circumstances that

a

are

beyond their control that put them into this
group.
help
a

It's because they needed the

or they're

lot

[has]

to

(Betsy Lane,
college-bound
harder

just not

[the

interested.

Foreign Language)
[track]...I

was

never got

I

because

was

[in the]

anything

lower than

school weighted their grades],
class...I

of this...My

cousin's]

I think

studying these

would have weighed higher than
Mickey Mouse

So,

do with them.

subjects... X

a B...If

individual

[an]

A in

my B

[the]

didn't make the Honor Roll

father was

so upset.... [My

classes were weighed heavier than the

easier
it

should be...I

got
be

into the

a

like that.

others,

school

I

think that's how

wanted...it was
So,

I

appear to be

(Thomas Moon,
that

I

students

like students they

they

remember

Interactions with students unlike

themselves present

right

serves

for how they taught their classes.

encounter do not

class

that.

in the upper tracks

in this mode means that the

to be.

I

something to

Prior experience

themselves

it.

still think about

the experience

reference point

I

wasn't terribly hurt by

concerned about.

For
as

classes... I

a

struggle which they need to

Math)

I'm

now which is

[teaching a]
a remedial

have to explain verbally,

resolve.

Math Two

class.

I

visually,

know

[and]

by manipulating things... having them actually do
it

themselves

do

several projects

classes,

instead of me doing it.
with them.

I

such as my Algebra Two class that

teaching,

this

isn't

would come

some ways

would
level

I'm

always necessary because they

understand abstract things better.
things

So

In my higher

The

concrete

into place with them.

teaching these people

is

very easy because this

to

do things...the

[the upper

is the way

abstract way.

So,

I

in

level]

learned how

They're usually

very methodical people.
(Elizabeth Oliver,

Science)

I had certain

preconceived notions before
Basically,
as

I

know the kind of

a high school

homework.
kind of
in his
way.

I

student.

was

a

class.

didn't

frantic trying to
had an exam,
bummed out
were

if we

that

do
do

got here.
student that
did my work.
"good"

every teacher

got

I
I

was,
did my

student.

our homework,
it before the
an
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The

likes to have

All my friends were the

same

we went
class.

studied for the exam.

academically

thought
[I]

we

I

so-called

student that
or her

If we

I

instead of a

If we

We got
90.

We

inclined and hard workers,

that was the All-American

student!

never had much interaction with students that

varied from that.

Because

if they varied from
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that, the chances are they weren't in my classes.
So, therefore they weren't friends.
(Ellen Egan,
especially,

Foreign Language)
after

college bound.

first year,

type of kid.

own experience as
kindergarten on.
kids

have to

who have

are pretty much

It's been generally good for me to

work with that

I

The kids,

I

rely more

lot

easier to teach.

in

some ways,

of cultural

necessarily mean that

tracking.

in the upper tracks

student teachers

didn't

Math)

I mean,

cracked...When

I

I

does

not

are blind to the

I

always knew there was

knew I

went

into

really think about

realized

I

had maybe

based on the
see what

was

some

fact that

tracked courses when

I

was tracked when
student teaching

positive

was

I

ideas

I was
was

about teaching

in these upper

a student.

I

didn't

happening down the hall.

I

was

class,

liked us.

in my

It was

a

and people did work and stuff.

For Robert Goldman,
school

I

it that much...I

classes... The teacher usually

in

done that

a track-system.

(Mike Anderson,

tracks

it's

You can make more cultural

But prior experience

of

to have

advantages,

references than with a kid who hadn't
much reading at home.

effects

on my

a college-bound kid from

admit that,
a

can

his prior experience

and subsequent

prepare him for the type

of

in the upper

life experiences did not

students he

found in the

lower

level.
(Robert

Goldman,

world.

I

Social

never was

myself

in high

issues

are.

Studies)

in a general

school,

My comfort

so

I

It's
level

a different
class

don't know what the

level

is

just

not there

yet.
I
want

can understand what the college prep kids

out

of

school.

I

know what their motivations
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are.

I

know that

at

least

a

few of them are

genuine y excited about the material.
They're
excited about ideas, learning about ideas.
Some
of them are just grudging for marks, simply to get
a good record so they can get to college, get a
good joh and earn money.
sense to me.

Those motivations make

It doesn't make sense to me to reject school
because it s not fun.
it doesn't make sense to me
to think of school as a jail.
it doesn't make
sense to my experience to think of school

as

place of oppression.
That's the attitude I
thrown at me from these general level kids.

a
have
That

school is a painful place.
My experience tells me
that school is not a painful place.
But seeing those general level kids, I
understand for some of them, it is painful!
teachers
kids

are

down,

abusive.

can
Some

Some teachers put these

make them feel

like they're worthless.

Some teachers are sarcastic with these kids,
them no sense of success about their own
abilities.
the time.
today."

The administration hassles them all
"Where's your pass?"
"You were tardy

"You're

this.

in the tank for a day."

"Do that."

It takes

they don't
don't feel

feel
like

their

inside the

life

to point

to?

shapes the
school.
For

some,

lower tracks
feelings

give

just

so much.

If

like a success academically, they
a success in terms of running

So,

life

school.

What have they got

I'm beginning to understand what

of a general

level

student

their prior experience as

recalled feelings

served as

"Do

in the

students

in the

of annoyance and pain.

a catalyst to resist

These

openly participating

in the track-system.
[Kathleen
grammar
grade,

Stacey,

school,

Social

such a drag.

they gave me

dyslexic.

So,

class,

about the

a test.

When

all

C

stupid.
level

seventh grade,

I

remember

I was

in

They found out

automatically,

it must mean you're
level

Studies]

second
I

was

if you're dyslexic,
They put me

classes.
I was

So,

in a

low

up until

in mostly

lower

level

classes,

not a

lot of ambition going on

was bored out
seven years of school.

of my head about the

first

!Jh®n 1 hit the seventh grade, they gave
everybody an IQ test.
They gave it tome twice
because they couldn't believe the score.
They had
a-h^nferenC? Wlth mY Parents and told my parents
was
azy.
I didn't work hard enough.
They
were goxng to put me in A level classes in the 8th
grade.

Then

in

9th grade they'd move me up to

. _ ,S°' from being in C level classes one year to
all A level, the next year mostly honors classes
was strange. . .They expected you to do very well
I really resented that.
I

remember the

studies

class.

homework

first

day of the

[The teacher]

and bring

it

social

asked us to do

in the next day.

So

I

did

my homework and brought it in.
He collected it.
I was in the second row.
He was reading
everybody's

homework,

felt

stressed out,

to

really

read mine,

[He]

"Wrong,

and it's

pulls mine

out

wrong,

"Oh,

wrong."

my God,

he's going

going to be wrong too."

and he
I

was

"This

is the only

so

because

sitting next to people that

was

far."

says,

correct paper
I

always been told were the
school.
floored.

I

was just
It wasn't

out to be.

So,

completely

smartest people

After that,

anything after

well

I

did.

situation
schools
that

I

I

a while?

kept

anyway.

are

so

said,

why

So,

a C

at

the bottom of

class,

leave her where

say,

level

class,

she

"Well,
so

over tracking in

you're

all.

If you expect

give you a

stupid,

she'll be

let's

school.

at

they will

it

just

is."

reason
say,

same

for movement,

Completely meaningless.

people,

should you

you do...If you're the top

they'll

a B

upset
it

can do

why should I try?...Most

meaningless.
for

it

rigid in their tracking system,

of

was

"I

ending up in the

doesn't matter how well

I

in the

It didn't matter how

unless the parents pressure
level

I'd

first day and a half,

If you're bored all the time,
do

shocked,

completely floored, completely
as hard as they had made it

for the

was shocking.
this."

I

you're

There's no
a

lot back.

in a C

It's

level

lot

from

If you
class,
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obviously you must be

stupid.

It always annoyed me that I was labelled as
dyslexic person.
People had false expectations

a

a ou
me.
I learned to have no expectations for
others...I was blackballed as a child and I knew
from second grade forward that this was the way
people treated me.

I

knew that

treated this way...I
discrimination,
back

from it

like it
others.

Nancy Katz

didn't

think if you are

it's much easier

and say,

when

I

okay this

it happens to me.

a victim of

for you to

lower track.

the

lowest

She

level

I

I

it

won't

recalled how the

do

as

by

a guidance

counselor to deter her ambitions.

as

a teacher,

however,

same time,

she was

don't

determined not to permit

remember

out

Beginning Teacher)

[junior high].

school

divisions.

Well,

then] ,
my

[Grade]

I

really

I've blocked

as

level

you were

I

always

smart...They

offer

automatically

which was the

felt...like

really

I wasn't

let you know what

at. . . It was very devastating to

know you weren't

at the top

always been very

conscious

One guidance
not bright

was

[in

in the top two

school didn't

Seven-Three,

level]...I

quite

level.

I've

of that...

counselor

enough to

So,

[told]

me that

go to college.

I

I was

should go

a three-year nursing school... Then she wasn't

even

sure

if

I'd make

school...Maybe
care

I

it

in a nursing

should consider being a child

technician... It

hear that... Maybe
if

Maybe

you were

French... From sixth grade,
[lowest

in

In her role

of my mind... If you had taken French

placed in

in

a comment

and despite her own experience,

Health,

elementary

to

a student

contributing participant to the track-system.

(Nancy Katz,
it

to

caused her to question her own abilities.

the

a

don't

stigma of being

At

became

step

is wrong.

talked about her experience

the

like to be

I

was
was

she had steered me,

awful!
just

I

It's terrible to

as bright... I

would have gone to

think

she
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college to become a nurse.
lust

any

indication that

I

If she had given me
could do

it.

But

I

was

bound and determined to become a nurse... I think
that s what drove me...I
made me work harder..

just think

[that

comment]

..
Jdo“'t like tracking.
i just think it puts
the kids in a mode.
I remember being tracked in
junior high.
learned

I

[that]

think
'What

it puts you

in a mode...I

you expect to happen will

happen.'
If I knew it was a low group, I
set high expectations.
I know I didn't.

-n this

study,

I

looked at the issue of biography in

the manner that Lortie
teachers'

didn't

(1975)

stated.

I saw the student

prior experience in school as contributing to

their understanding and work within a track-system.

I

felt

that this prior experience would be influential in one of
two

ways.

One,

their own experience

in a track-system would

determine how they would interact with students
they would react to the track-system.

and two,

In other words

their own experience with tracking had been a negative
then they would be
more

effective.

experience
as
was

an

in

simple

and how one
For

On the

one

resist the track-system and be

other hand those who had a positive

situation.

The data

indicate that there

correspondence between one's prior experience

confronted the

some

if

a track-system would not view the track-system

intolerable

no

able to

how

student

not prepare them well

issue of tracking.

teachers,

this prior experience did

for what they encountered.

Their
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experience as students in the upper tracks did not prepare
them for students who did not share their perspective and
enthusiasm for school work.

The student in the lower level

did not reflect for some the "All-American" student.
addition,

In

for some their experience in the upper tracks also

influenced how they taught as well as how they perceived
their students.
But

for Robert Goldman and Mike Anderson,

their prior

experience,

though incongruent with their present

experience,

operated not as a reflection of reality per se

but as a reference point from which they were able to draw
comparisons and understand their prior experience as
that,

their own individual experience.

their experience as

just

They did not see

"the experience" which reflects and

represents the only experience.
It

is

important to notice that even prior experience in

a lower track does not mean one is going to resist tracking.
Kathleen Stacey's experience as a lower track student was
interrupted and she experienced positive recognition for her
abilities.

Nancy Katz,

on the other hand,

lower levels throughout her schooling.

remained in the

She followed the

advice of her guidance counselor and went to a three-year
nursing school.

She did not like tracking but was not sure
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What to do about it.

It seems that her own ability was not

validated even though she experienced success as a nurse and
as a teacher.

Her ambiguity about her own ability remains.

(Nancy Katz)

I'm not saying that I'm not

inbet^TV
®Ut 1 jUSt d°n,t cor>sider myself an
rnteilectual.. .:[ think people who are creative
oerson°

?' “teHectual...rs not a real creative

V TV

to be
typical ™rse,
to be black and white.

everything has

Nancy Katz's prior experience in school and her present
perspective can be understood within a larger cultural
context.

Sennett and Cobb

(1972,

pp.

58-76)

talk about the

badge of ability that people wear to distinguish themselves
from others.

In many ways,

despite her own experience as a

victim of the track-system by being defined in terms of
Nancy Katz has internalized the perspective of the
dominant system that declared her not as intelligent or as
capable as the students in the upper tracks.

This

characteristic of the victim adopting the dominant
perspective parallels symptoms of subordinates of racial
(Memmi,
Miller,

1965),
1976)

class

(Freire,

1970)

and gender

(Baker

oppression.
Administration

The administration of a school usually sets the
policies and procedures for the day-to-day operations of the
institution.

As a policy making unit,

the administration
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may ask

for advice or heed the advice

Many school
autocratic
140) .

It

al.,

operate

1984,

in an

p.114,

pp.

136-

and

and procedures.

to tracking,

and procedures

the administration may

for assigning students

set

to different

for promoting students to a higher track and for

retaining
that

(Bastian et

school policies

regards

policies
levels,

fashion

however,

faculty.

is the administration which establishes

maintains
In

administrations,

from the

students,

and for evaluating students.

One policy

administrators may establish for evaluative purposes

the weighted grade point
1985) .

Some

authorize the

system

administrators

track-classes but
Some

administrators
on the

the teachers

1984) .

as

hierarchy

(Knuth,

a criterion
of

student

Oakes,

classes

and

only assign students to their

they may also

tracks based in part

average

schedule

1976;

curriculum for each track.

Administrators may not

1984) .

(Rosenbaum,

is

assign teachers

(Finley,

assign teachers to different
college grade point

averages

of

This use of the grade point

for assignment helps to

reinforce the

ability that tracking reflects.

The policies

and procedures established by the

administration not
on the teachers,

only

and the

affect the

students but have

student teachers,

who must

impact
carry
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them out.

For the student teachers,

procedures may be unknown to them.
the effect
For

of the

some

into their

these policies

and

But they do experience

administration's policies.

student teachers,

classrooms.

these policies

How the administration

come directly
schedules

classes

and defines the

appropriate curriculum can

student

teachers

organizational

to the

context

introduce

in which they

work.
(Abe Ornstein,
[Science
meets

is]

Science,

a minor

three days

take it
if they

Beginning Teacher)

subject

a week.

in sixth grade.

Some kids

But

in

seventh grade

subject, where they have to pass
a little tough at times.
They're
orchestra

into

I'll

Ten't

worth

class."

and the

It makes

it

Well,

that made

one

other one of twenty-eight!
lab

[with]

twenty-eight!"

give you more tables."... Some things
fighting in that

the band kids,

always

a major

"I want to put the band and

"You can't have

"Well,
get

one

of twelve

said,

it.

it's

splitting the kids up...The

principal.. .told me,

I

just don't

seriously because of that.
They know that
fail, they're still going to go on to

seventh grade.

class

It

seem a

for

system...When you

some reason,

little higher

the band kids

level...That was

a

good class.
(Andrew Orr,
are not
put

academic

them in

They're

just

[biology]
had a

Science)

lab

an

[The

lower level

oriented people.

students]

When you try to

academic class they don't

like

real hands-on oriented people.

class

doesn't

it would be

people

should have

at

week.

It

a

would be

a

even have a

lab.

least

one or two

labs

lot better for them.

That

If

lot easier to do.

it.
it

Those
a
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The administrative policies on classroom construction
and

curriculum content have a direct impact on the work

that

student teachers are able to do in their classrooms.

These two excerpts demonstrate how this operates
classes by a)

in science

overloading a class to accommodate an

extracurricular activity for scheduling purposes and b)

by

defining a science class as a non-lab course.
Another way that student teachers learn about the
track-system is by how the classes are named and labelled.
(Rosemary Allen, English)
The [tracking] levels
that they had at [the high school] are one through
four: one being the highest, four being the
lowest.
The freshman were fours.
The juniors
were threes, so, they were still on the lower end
of the scale.
The seniors, ...it wasn't given a
number... They were the college bound kids, they
were the top kids.
(Nancy Katz, Health, Beginning Teacher)
When I
walked in, they just said, "You have six-one,
six-two, six-three, six-four, six-five."
(Kathleen Stacey, Social Studies)
When I came in
here, they [said] "You're going to be teaching
three A level college classes."
They told me from
day one that I would be teaching them.
I know
what the people next door are teaching, what kinds
of classes they have.
I know what kids are AP
kids because they're called,
the AP class.
So
you know who they are.
It's not like it's hidden.
It's kind of like obvious.
(Richard Lane, Social Studies)
[I have] two
United State history [classes].
One, they call
the CP level.
That stands for college prep.
They
assume that most of the kids in the CP level will
go on to college and could major in something like
history, or political science.
Kids in the
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general level for the most part, may not go onto
college, even though they probably could.
If they
do, they may go to a community college.
It would
be fair to say that most of them would not be able
to get into [the university].
i could be wrong.
A few of them may for athletic reasons or because
other academic skills they have.
But, from what I
could gather, most of them would not be able to
get in...I don't know how they exactly conclude to
say that a kid should be in CP or general [level]
except that it's left up to the student... If
you're going to have tracking, I think that's a
pretty good way to do it.
In many schools the policy states that students get to
make their own choices about the course,
which they want to be enrolled.

level or track in

In some schools,

this so-

called freedom of choice may not really represent a choice.
If students are not
means,

fully aware of what a track placement

they will not understand how a track placement can

permanently lock them into an academic plan
1949;

Rosenbaum,

1976;

Oakes,

1985).

(Hollingshead,

For example,

a seventh

grade student may not want to take a foreign language.
this

student may not be aware that the decision not to take

a foreign language means placement in a general track.
When,

as a tenth grader,

college-prep courses,

the student decides to take

the counselor may point out that

foreign language is a prerequisite for the college-prep
track

Yet,

(Rosenbaum,

1976) .

really no choice at all.

Thus,

an uninformed choice is
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As we see with Richard Lane and Anna Ignacio,
previous section,

the issue of individual choice is pivotal

in understanding student teachers'
on tracking.

individual perspectives

The country's doctrine of individual

responsibility
meritocracy

from the

(Ryan,

(Hurn,

1981)

1985)

and the idea of education as a

operate as reasons for the track-

system and its maintenance.

For some the idea that students

have a choice and can select themselves into and out of a
track provides a sense of the possibility that the tracksystem is
however,

in operation for the good of the student.

This,

seems to vanish once student teachers are working

in the system and are confronted with the realities of how
the system works.
Anne Nutting talked about her discontent with the
administration's policy on students moving from one track to
the other.
(Anne Nutting, English)
Why should they [the
lower level student] go up to a higher level?
They're not going to be comfortable.
They're
going to feel insecure about the higher level.
They're not going to be with people who offer them
support... They say
these kids can switch levels
at any time.
But why should they?
There's no
impetus there.
There's no sort of reward system
built in.
Mitchell Omos working in a different school expressed a
similar sentiment.
(Mitchell Omos,

English)

I know that I was
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frustrated because

in my second period class,

one

this Black girl, didn't belong there.
She
belonged in the upper level.
But she wanted the
easy way
She

out

so

found out

she transferred into my class.

she

couldn't transfer back

other class unless
work.

she made up a huge

In other words,

Once a kid said,

to make up all this work?

To
school

remain
career

So,

Oakes,

is the norm,

downward

school

I'll

just

"I

have

stay

in

just didn't want to

though sometimes

This mobility,
(Schafer

student teacher

she

&

Olexa,

1971;

entire

students do move

however,

some

applied for a

student taught

teaching experience,
support

at.

is

not usually

Rosenbaum,

1976;

she was

principal

against the track-system.

for her opinion on the basis

stated that

In her

job opening at the

Throughout her student

she had heard the principal make.

him."

of

1985).

One

felt

they

Oh,

in a track placement during one's

from track to track.
upward but

amount

they had to go back and

make up all this work.
this class."
transfer.

into the

discovered how much the

of a comment

According to her* the

the track-system was

interview with the

"repugnant to

superintendent

she

system appears to go by

its

own

control.
(Elaine O'Brien,
hates

it.

He

Social

said,

repugnant to me."
I talked to the
in

[the

start

Studies)

"The

superintendent

and at what point

The principal

idea of tracking

school district].

She

I

said,

is

about tracking
"Where does

in the system?"

[The

it
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superintends] carefully avoided the use of the
word
tracking".
And said, "Students seemed to be
placed^ atjprofjnateiy in the middle school."
So, I
said,
You mean they're placed according to their
needs in the middle school?"
And [the
superintendent] said, "Yes, I think so; I'm not
sure.
That stuck out because it's hard to
imagine that
on that.

[the superintendent]

wouldn't be sure

• Sometimes student teachers receive bits of information
in an informal context,

often contradicting what they have

heard from their own cooperating teachers.

Student teachers

often seek out the official policy when not sure about
^-nformation received from their cooperating teachers.
(Rosemary Allen, English)
I had this ongoing
dialogue with [my cooperating teacher] about why
can t. . .the low kids get an A?
He told me,
Well,
he said, "No, they're fours, they're not
supposed to get A's .
If they get A's the top kids
will get mad.
That's not fair to the top kids who
are doing much harder work."
It seemed to me that
that was wrong and there's like weight to classes
like that.
He said, "Oh no, we don't have that
here."
I found out later that he was misinformed,
that they indeed do have a difference in the
[grade] points that are assigned.
It's almost to
ensure that they'll never do as well.
The whole
system is set up so that they don't do as well.
Student teachers with the best of intentions
unwittingly participate in a system that does not operate
equally for all students.
(Robert Goldman, Social Studies)
I attended a
faculty meeting...in which the principal talked
about how [the] general level kids seemed to
be...lower on the scale in terms of class averages
than the kids in the college prep courses.
[In
other words], more A's and B's were being handed
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out to college level kids than the general level
j3:

[The principal]

said,

"Let's look at that

/
5igUre °Ut if that's appropriate. "
That focused me.
I said, "Well, wait a minute.
In thexr own groups and with their own peers, and
on their own material, why shouldn't they be able
to get as good marks as college prep kids?"
They
should be able to succeed, and succeed at a high
level...On those term papers, I marked leniently
I gave out A's and B's, and the lowest mark I gave
was a B minus.
I wanted to reward the kids simply
for doing the paper.

Rosemary Allen and Robert Goldman student taught in the
same high school.
The school operates as an organization designed to
provide a service to the public and to the society,
historically,

its service orientation has been in conflict

with itself.

One,

the school is to provide to its young

members the intellectual rudiments to permit them to
function as thoughtful and critical citizens in a democracy.
But,

two,

the school is also designed to provide to its

young members the proper training that will permit them to
assume an economic role.

This dual purpose has helped to

create a system that is often at odds with itself

(McNeil,

1986) .
For student teachers entering the system,

the

organizational context in which they work often remains
hidden.

They participate in it often not knowing how the

system operates.

The administration appears to provide
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little

information that helps

student teachers to understand

how the track-system functions.

But the established

administrative policies and practices do affect
the

student

the work of

teachers.

The Cooperating Teacher and ot-.her ^„uv
The

role of the cooperating teacher

in the

socialization of student teachers has been documented.
Studies have

shown that the cooperating teacher has

influence on the
enhance

a skill

can block

student teacher.

its usage depending on the cooperating teacher's

or non-use

of the

The

evaluative

role

the

experience

of the

same teaching skill

of the

Edgar

1969) .

teachers
not
of

clear

on

skill

examine how this

Iannaccone,

on

shift

is

effect

1963;

shown that the
attitudes that

research on the effects

on how this

impact

student

1988).

student teachers

a teaching

(e.g.

affect the

(Bunting,

Much of the

do

Others have

cooperating teacher can
adopt

1980)

student teacher in determining what

can or cannot

Warren,

(Copeland,

cooperating teacher can

they think they

teachers

influence can either

learned at the university or college or it

use

&

This

an

indicates

influence,

or adoption of attitudes

demonstrated.
is

an

of cooperating

It

is

but

is

or use

important to

transferred or experienced by the
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student

teacher,

especially given the

the

cooperating teacher has

the

student

1975;

teacher

Lortie,
In this

development

1975;
study

of

(e.g.

student teachers,

of the

how the

1963;

I

perspectives
of the

Doyle

Bunting,

&

of

Pender,

1988).

impact

on the

found that the
on tracking

influence the

student teachers.

The

cooperating teacher affects how student

see their

teachers prepare
affscts

I960;

on the development

of tracking and its

developing perspective

teachers

impact

Iannaccone,

Copeland,

cooperating teachers'

influence

an

research stating that

students;

it

affects how the

and teach their classes;
student teachers

grade

student

and it

also

and evaluate their

students.
The

information that

cooperating teachers

acts

through the workings

of

provides

student

in each track,
group

of

with each class.

their

a track-system.

receive

from the

a means to navigate
This

"knowledge"

information

of the

students

how to teach them and the capability of each

students.

its place

initially as

teachers with

For

their guide to how the

In

student teachers

For

some this
classes

remains

function and how to

others this

student teachers'

"knowledge"

"knowledge"

own experience,

is

as

interact

rejected.

informed by

interactions with the different track classes,

becomes
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the basis

for their new approach to teaching.

teachers question the

advice of their cooperating teachers.

In their day to-day

interactions,

share with student teachers
they teach.

The

about the lower tracks.

lunch,

lower level

is usually

student.

These

in the faculty room in casual

conversations that begin with
introduction to the

however,

Other faculty participate also in

passing information about the

the

cooperating teachers

information about the classes

information shared,

exchanges occur at

Some student

"How's

"troubled*-

it going?"

For some

child can occur in

formal

meetings which discuss the educational history of a student.
Some cooperating teachers
the

about

curriculum that they teach.
Thomas

lower
one

inform student teachers

O'Neil

level

class

discovered that the curriculum for his
was

flexible.

He was

literature period to another.

free to move

from

The only criterion was to

touch on each literature period.
(Thomas
class,
just

O'Neil,

coming out

for very

is

the

[the]

English Eleven

of the Victorian Era.

long... This

second to the

limits

on what

I

cooperating teacher]
of each period...I
and I

In

I'm teaching British Literature ... We're

it
any

English)

I wasn't

is the third level,

lowest.

I

don't

have to teach.
wants them to

in

which

really have
[My

[have]

a taste

taught three Victorian poets,

was planning on continuing to teach other

Victorians
said that

in the book...[My cooperating teacher]
I

didn't

twentieth century

really have to.
right now if

I

could get

into the

I wanted to,

and start working with twentieth century people.
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Chris

Knight,

a science student teacher,

talked about

the curricular differences that he saw among the

levels.

He

wondered about how these diffprunmno
,
,
urerences may have contributed to
the

attitudes
(Chris

of his

Knight,

different

students.
Science)

kids.

We talk about the

He gave me

some of the background

on them...He never told me what to do.
just
this

He would

give me ideas.
"Sometimes this works with
kid. This kid used to be a lot worse.

Sometimes there's nothing you can do;
have to try and find things."

you

just

He never assigned

them homework... They never brought books home or
anything like that.
He had the

lowest

class

and he had the

advanced science seniors.
The advanced kids
seemed to be doing so many innovative things
[like]

working on projects by themselves

couple

of weeks

science

fairs

wouldn't be
levels

of

at

a time.

and stuff

Cooperating teachers
what

their

words,
pass

or

success

they

like that...Maybe there

and knowledge

been working together

or

for a

They had to enter

so much of a difference

skill

just

right

in their

if they would have

from the

start.

share knowledge about

failure rate will be.

inform student teachers

students

and

In others

about who

is going to

fail.

For Rosemary Allen,

this

exchange of information

left

her disillusioned and wondering about the power of prophecy.
(Rosemary Allen,
that

new

ideas

some things

English)

aren't

just

for the
I
level

first month
had this

class.

one

don't know if

always welcome,

won't

inculcated into this

I

fly there.

[or]

I

sort

[He was]

of

that

You become

"teacher mentality".
student

it's

I think

stayed pure.

in this

freshman

getting nineties

low

on all his
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iustStrvlno WaSi d^in9 311 his
Dust trying so hard.
I had this

and waa
ongoing debate

why°tf ZT/t7/ith my COOPe-ting9teaoher about
»VL
13.d°lng really »ell. why won't he get
me
"He'a
? period?
He would always tell
me,
He s going to do something before the end of
the marking period to mess himself up."
i don't
the^ H

W33,thSn'

that th"
3
that there was

bUt hS st-ted slacking off at

°f Course ifc would come true
something that was going to keep

Je5 JTJ'
ng
3 AHe should have had an A
and he didn't.
He got like a C minus, and that
just sort of disillusioned me.
Cooperating teachers tell
characteristics
the class will
conversations

of a class.
respond.

or

some

student teachers

about the

What the class can do.

How

This advice may be direct through

student teachers may pick up

information on how to

interact with a class through

observations.
(Arnold Jones,
level

class]

how he walks
in

English)

Well,

a delicate
gave me

a lot

about

and how they were

[from their]

[the

lower

DeMato.

I

of precautionary tales
really difficult.

dress,

attitude,

knew immediately that these

could easily act

out. . .People come

down on the

desks.

(Elizabeth Oliver,

Science)

folks

in and slam

People would come

start complaining immediately. . .
anything.

I

mannerisms

and behavior... I
books

saw

out to a certain

extent. . .He
could see

saw

line between reining them

and letting them act
them,

I

interacting with Mr.

Vibes

and

as much as

[My cooperating

teacher]...forewarned me that they weren't going
to

do

their homework.

said,

"Well,

what

says,

"Well,

it

to

do."

I

kept

believe they're
they're not

He

left

it

at that.

do you usually do about

depends.

You'll

doing this.

I

I

it?"

figure out what

running back to him.
doing this.

I

"I

can't

can't believe

can't believe

I'm not

He
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getting this response.
He would verify those
"These kids

do do this

He would verify those
(Theresa Pappas,
class

English)

story.

or them.
tough

for

Mr.

Hess

That's why

I

doesn't make them

have all

the notes

some

of them to get the concepts... I

right

in a

if they had to
Some

be too big

sense,

that

read it,

ft

in that

feels that the story would be too

lost.

Student

What happens

He

think he's
them,

don't understand why."

situations with me and say,
; these kids don't do this,
situations with me.

[junior English],

read the

get

I

for

some of

they would totally

of the words,

in there,

would

just

for them and too hard to understand.

teachers

classroom rules

that

operate within structures

and

their cooperating teachers have

established.
(Richard Lane, Social Studies)
Sometimes it bums
me out... I find myself not enjoying having to
lower

or give

interprets
less

of

less

of a value to the way someone

something or

a grade.

worth one point,

This

learns because

I

give

kid's understanding

whereas this

kid in this

it

is
class,

her understanding's worth two or three points.
For example,
out

of

the exams

a total

[college prep]
out

to be

of eighty points;
class,

These

was

(Mitchell

mathematically,

I make them
[my

did it...and consistency,

can also be departmental

Omos,

English)

what

I

ones that may

structure's

did in

following their

sake...The kids would bring their

twice

a week.

week,

grammar twice

a week,

We would do

literature twice
we have

I

other teachers were doing...just

grammar book twice

that

for the CP

a beginning teacher may do.

guidelines,
for

are

important.

structures

determine what

class

a hundred points ... That' s the way

cooperating teacher]
thought,

in the general

a week,

their

some writing twice

a

and also work on

a week...We have

a quiz

literature book

some vocabulary

on every Friday.

They could
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always

count

it...Most

on that... That's how

of the teachers

I

planned

said that the

kids

need

structure.
They need to know what they have
otherwise they won't do it.
But

the

provides
in

cooperating teacher

guidance

and shares

a track-system.

thoughts

Other

is not the

to do

only one who

information on how to

faculty members

function

share their

and opinions based on their experiences.

(Arnold Jones, English)
I had a good conversation
with one of the librarians, when I was having
trouble with one
really

of my classes.

sympathize.

unteachable,

just

kick them out."

Some

probably,

whole

system.

secret.

down almost

You

just got to

lot

of

about

the most

admired teacher

said,

fellow,

just by

just

them.'

grits his

it made me

looking at them.

source

some the

of

"war

the

that

faculty room,

starts

So,

it too much.

may serve to
these

soothe

or

stories may be a

This

This

one guy called period

is the

last day

I

ate

in

because they were depressing.

"I've got my animals next."
I knew if I walked into his
I'd probably

I'd seen

classes.

could kill

is to be avoided.

Math)

"period zoo."

with him,

in and

of distraction.

For others,

frustration that

It's like,
his term.

comes

of them may be compromised and

stories"

situation.

(Mike Anderson,
two,

'I

I've

are working in a very hard system,

challenged to the point

assuage the

just

But

failures with tough kids."

where even the best

For

in the

he usually can calm a class

realize not to personalize

But that people

are

"Let me tell you a

teeth and says,

He has his

I

a veteran teacher

seen him with some kids where he
he

just

impossible.

She

This

of these people

"Boy,

She gave me a

support... She told me
here,

She goes,

see

in these two

Then the

That was
classroom

some of these

same kids

[lower

math

same guy,

the

level]

same day,

right near the end of lunch.

he.

I hear his
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voice from the end of the table
saying, "It' s a
social dumping ground."
I'
I'm just, oh God.
This
is too horrible.
it's just so negative.
(Elaine

0 Bnen,

tracking

I

there

Social

Studies)

didn't talk about

I

listened about

it.

The teachers

really thought that tracking was

okay and

important to have.
[it] would be unfair to hold
the bright students back.
That's what they felt.
They really felt committed to the brighter
students. . They felt like the slower kids aren't
really going to do much with history anyway.
[My cooperating teacher]

really thinks that

tracking is incredibly important... He would talk
about how much he loved the top tracks.
How easy
and fun they were to work with...it's
clear what he thinks.
the lower track.

I

just pretty

don't think he works

(Nancy Katz, Health, Beginning Teacher)
faculty lounge, it's where we learn
everything!...They give me
lower level] .
I listened.
I

could do...A lot

of the

with

In the

suggestions [about the
I took in what I felt
stuff

just wasn't me...I

would have difficulty teaching in that

straight

lecture. . .Just

it

stand up there

and give

and sit

down...I guess I worry too much about whether or
not they were getting it.
I

didn't

kids. . . I

like to talk about

felt that

talking about
always bad.
For
the

information or

teachers through the

their perspective
class

becomes

as

tracks.

discarded.

maybe

sitting there
it was

that they had done.

practicum experience.

lower

Unless,

But,

it was

It was very depressing.

some this

student

you shouldn't be

kids.

something great

individual

This

"knowledge"
initial phase

"knowledge"

they continue to
For others this
They

serves to help
of their

remains part

of

interact with the
initial

advice

soon

feel that what they have been doing

not

enough.

£2= fist.
over tL ^ 91Vin9 thei" SnOUgh workwhen I took
over the class from Marie, she hadn't given them a
ot

of assignments...When someone's

saying,

"Well

resent^V? " mUCh W°rk 33 the °ther cllss
not
not

as
as

on h
good.

rS t0ld' "°h' these students
So, you should grade them

differently

They won't get everything,

"

i

are

so you'll

have to teach them differently."
I don't think
you have to teach them different things.
Wen"

Lw^tudentr3'
I

that the3e are the

accepted the

experience

started out,
this

fact.

She has

a

lot

of

and she must know that they can't

the work that
But,

^

everyone else can do.
I

didn't expect

a

second half of this

them so much work.

lot

So,

do

when

I

from them.

semester

I've given

It has been a little unfair on

my part.
Because all of a sudden I've bombarded
them with all this stuff that they've never had
ore.

They know.

They do

it

anyways.

I wasn't giving them a lot at the beginning
because she hadn't given them a lot.
I didn't
think that

was

right,

because it's harder

for them

to understand the work...But wouldn't you give
them more work so they'd understand it better?
mean, it just didn't make sense.
(Arlene Henry,
that

Science)

there

reach...The

are

[My cooperating teacher]

students that you can't

implication

for me was that,

a point

at

a point

at which you have to

it.

accept
not

which you have to

Or there's

a point

stop trying.

mean,
he's

with

There's

at which you have to

if what

accept that...If what

that

a

student

isn't

with me,

that

I

I'm

I'm doing is

I'm doing isn't working,

it may be true that

that's

is

stop worrying about

need to be doing something else.
accept

there

where the kid is...For me at this time,

willing to

wrong,

I

then

I'm not

able to be

I

going to

reached.

I

during the time that

haven't made an

impact.

But

different.

I think that it's useless for me to argue
somebody who's been teaching for like sixteen
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hL
^
7earSIt>3 u3eless for me, having
had no teaching experience, to try and argue with
him about what

I believe is possible.

So?

I

>st

nofrV?^* and t00k What was useful to me and
not spend time arguing about whether I could be
right about it.

I

have

found that

for some student teachers these

conversations with cooperating teachers and other school
personnel
this

is

appear to reinforce and support the notions that

the

"way it

is."

and confusion and thus,
quo.

Furthermore,

relinquish them of
there

is

This helps to reduce their anguish
permits them to accept the

these voices

of support help to

responsibility.

not much that

you can do.

in essence,

"professionals"

experience,

then who

the

authority?

For

by their
away

others

the

responded to

says that

with years

information that

or

is

of

student teacher to question

cooperating teachers

and only

it

If this perspective

shared and supported by
is

status

such

is given to them

is politely taken and tucked
shown

in the company of the

cooperating teacher.
Cooperating teachers
cases,

they

teachers."
declares

are
This

that

identified as
is

they

a

or

"master teachers"

sign of distinction,

are qualified.

on their qualifications,
of years

are experienced teachers.

"experience."

This

a

or

In some
"mentor

symbol that

declaration

is based

and usually comes with the passing
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It
some
their

is

this mystique of experience that

student teachers to

listen and to heed the

cooperating teachers,

faculty.

But

it

is

initially

administrators

also the

and their own perspectives

and ideals

of

school

experience

about education

children which help some of them to overcome
advice.

advice

and other

student teachers'

allows

and

some of this

CHAPTER V
STUDENTS,

STUDENT TEACHERS AND PEDAGOGY
Introduction

In this

chapter,

attitudes help to
tracking.
teachers

formulate
they do;

placed in the
that

often

respond to.

identify

of middle
Murray

reasons that

b)

theories

Each group of

level,

has

a

only

as

and c)

"middle

students,

"mixed"

level"

or

student

in each track

students

are

of the

the upper

lower track
level

and the

student teachers
the participants do

"middle group."

The notion

into play with two participants,
who

on

instructional practices

For the most part,

and Nancy Katz,

classes

about why

and

perspectives

students

expectations that the

comes

actions

interactions with students,

respond to the needs

lower

not

a)

on how students'

student teachers'

lower tracks

supposedly

student.

focus

shape

From their

perform as

I

Ellen

identify and describe their

and talk about how they teach to the

"middle."
In the preceding chapter,
are

we

saw how student teachers

introduced to tracking in their practicum sites.

example,

the

the quality
classes.

administrative policies
of the

curriculum in the

Furthermore,

faculty members

give

the

affect the quantity and
student teachers'

cooperating teachers

student teachers

For

and other

information on the
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identities

of the

lower track students

and evaluate them.
participants,
the

and on how to teach

in addition to these

informative

the classroom students themselves

socialize

student teacher into the track-system.
"Assessing"
How one perceives

defines to

Students

students and their role in education

some extent the role of the teacher.

Different

theoretical perspectives of how children learn have produced
various

educational programs

Teachers
what

sense

students

of who

are

(e.g.

students

Kohlberg & Mayer,

are,

how students

1972)

learn and

capable of understanding informs to some

degree how the teachers go about their work.
A teacher may not teach the

same

lesson to a group of

five-year-old children and a group of sixteen-year-old
students.

The teacher,

however,

theoretical perspective to all
age.

For example,

for the

lots

of children,

year-old students,

phenomenon.

regardless of their
a structural,

then the teacher may

of concrete manipulatives

five-year-old children.

hypotheses

students

if the teacher accepts

developmental perspective
incorporate

may apply the same

Whereas

for the

the teacher may present

that push the

into the

Teachers have theories

sixteen-

formulas

students to theorize

lesson

and

about the

about how students

learn
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and these theories
however,

inform the work of teachers.

that these teacher theories are constructed on

scientifically based theories
one hopes that the teachers'
educational

theories

or

do not

filter

in the past

information

and research.
practice

always use

such as

information through such theories.
demonstrate that teachers

about pupils that

are often not

with a

dress,

compatible with
(1970),

speech and manners to assess

and to place

argues

students

ideological

about

deserves.

students'

factors,

Persell
coupled

IQ-valuing and
expectations

and therefore,

often

their

meritocratic perspective
one

factors

of their

capabilities.

generated perspectives,
perspectives

for

in ability groups.

ideology of

influence teachers'

and their

Dominant

students

that these non-educational

socio-cultural

meritocracy,

what

Rist

often utilize

found that teachers use non-educational

abilities
(1977)

also informed by

information based on

scientifically constructed theories.
example,

is

Furthermore,

research and theories.

Teachers

Studies

One hopes,

Thus,

politically

influence teachers'

students.

For example,

assumes that

a

an individual

if one works hard,

achieve more than one who does not work hard.

achieves

then one will
This
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meritocratic
educational
drive

ideology
rhetoric

is

a cornerstone of the country's

(Hurn,

1985) .

individual's
It

his

says that hard work,

and ambition place people at the top.

parental position or wealth,
the

It

is

this

or her

desire to

that

notion of the

students'

behavior

Student

teachers

assessments

student

s

center

on the

as

but

rather

controller of

student teachers use to

and performance

interest

individual

ascription,

individual

some

explain

of

is not one's

achieve.

own destiny that

level

is,

It

of students

or effort.

in the classroom.
often

The

focus

on the

assessments

and often neglect the

institutional

context.
It

is

in the

engage their

students.

exchange between
to

know the

individual

also the

student

other.

concocted by the
the

classroom that

But

It

is

in this

intimate

these

interactions

are

system of tracking itself.

students

the

students

that

student teachers

effects

on

how the

student teachers make

the track-system has

on

It

is the

sense of the

in many ways
is not

confront,

only
but

come to know.
students

how they understand the

students.

each come

system and its

student teachers

indicates

It

and

and personal

teacher and student that

system of tracking.

their behaviors

student teachers meet

But

and

role that
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Student teachers

are confronted by

some

their classes who do not want to be there.
part they

are

capable.

They are

effects

students who do not

in

For the most

feel that they are

students who are not

of naming and labelling.

prescribe their actions

students

These

immune to the
labels

and to some extent

serve to

act to excuse

their classroom actions.
(Rosemary Allen,

English)

I

asked

[the

juniors]

to write down the grade that they were in and all
I meant was [to] write down if you were freshman,
juniors
Three."
I

or seniors.
Most of them wrote "Eleven,
So, they're very aware of that number.
know...one kid who hardly ever came to

school.
that

He

started coming...the last week or two

I was there.

make up a
said,

lot

"Oh,

I

I

said,

"You know,

you need to

of work if you want to pass."

He

never pass English."

(Vincent Nelson,
themselves off.

English)
They've written
That's what's frustrating about

it.
They say, "Well, I can't be expected to do
this, because I'm in Eleven-Three.
This is not
what

I'm expected to do.

I'm expected to
It's

a

is what they're

bombed.

supposed to be

self-fulfilling prophecy.

(Stephanie O'Hara,
class... The

fail.

just barely pass English."...They

expect that this
doing.

I'm expected to

English)

I had this

first test that

They bombed it.

one

I gave them,

This was

they

at the

beginning of the year... I gave them back the test.
I

said,

"I'm not

going to beat

around the bush.

This test was horrible. . .1 think it's me.
you to tell me what's wrong,
not teaching the
you can do
go,
it's

"No,

a

it's

not

you!

got to be me."

stupid!

We

that

really

was

because obviously

class the correct way...I

lot better."

All

know

It's us!"...I'm like,

"No,

it's us!

It was

I'm

of a sudden they

just don't know!"...I
funny.

I want

Really,

"No,

we're

just thought

funny and sad.
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Because

1 believed what

I was saying,

and they

We

can*?
d ^
W*re
sayin9-•
can
t do
anv bpf+•
pr
Tf ^
. • "Me're stupid,
* wetter.
It's not your fault "
T
mean not to be affected when you get a 40 back or
atever.. .They'il
don t

care."

just turn around and say

"I

I think that's the biggest problem.

Student teachers work with some students who are not
necessarily motivated to do school work.
motivation becomes
understand the
see

This

lack of

a factor in how some student teachers

lower track student.

The student teachers

from their vantage point that their students are capable

of the work

if they would only do

(Theresa Pappas,
themselves

a

English)

it.

if they

just

applied

little more...They have no motivation

to do anything...The motivational
different than the other class.
(Chris Knight,

Science)

factor there

I taught a remedial

is

level

and then two medium levels. . .The only difference
saw between them, really, was motivation.
(Arlene Henry,
very

Science)

I

just

I

saw that there was

little motivation to do better.

A lot of

them thought that they really couldn't do any
better.
A lot were just unmotivated.
So, I think
that, that's a big difference...In the lowest
level they do have this
certain
is

amount that they can achieve.

lower,

level
Besides

image that there's

proportionally

That

lower than the

amount

standard

kids think they can achieve.
lacking motivation,

are

characterized by

For

some

some

students

in the

student teachers

student teachers this means that

their work;

only a

as

lower track

irresponsible.

students do not do

do not bring in paper or pencil.

It

also means
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that the

lower track studenta do not know what

responsibility entails.
(Richard Lane,

Social

responsibility
to.

(Anna

is

Ignacio,

Studies)

idea of

something that they're not used

English)

I knew that people

weren't

always

guess

didn't think that

I

The

going to do their homework...I
it would be

as bad as

it

is...I^was in the college framework that you get
it in because it's due...i expected them, as
seniors,

to be

in the college frame of mind.

(Elizabeth Oliver,
classes,
of

they

Science)

In my general biology

already have a negative

impression

authority... It's what they've gotten their

whole

life...In an upper level class

follow your directions,
problem.

well,

in which they

you don't have that

You can tell them what to do and they'll

do it.
That's what they're programmed for...The
upper level classes...have already learned the
meaning of responsibility...These lower
have not learned that responsibility.
In their work with students
student

teachers

are

what makes

them tick.

seem to be

aware

students

in the

system's

effects

most part
students

act

does not

Omos,

level

are

lot

student teachers

system of tracking affects the
But this knowledge of the

appear to be

incorporated for the

teachers make

English)

groups.

sense of why these

I

I was working with two

It's too bad.

of talented kids

reason,

a dummy.

student

the

are and

and respond as they do.

(Mitchell

some

students

On the one hand,

lower track.

lower
a

lower tracks,

learning who these

of how the

into how

in the

level kids

think there

in these groups...For

they've got that whole
can't

I

go beyond this."

idea that
As

I

said,

"I'm
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it's
o
in

a battle

llfe'

self-esteem... it's

a battle

W1H*
If they want to go a certain path
I can't rescue them all.

(Anna Costa,
in
don t

against

Science)

The general biology kids,

I

a lot of them are in that level because they
want to do the work...They pretty much keep

themselves in that kind of general track so that
they can do as much work as they want and get
pretty good grades.
(Arnold Jones,

English)

students]

from families where there probably

is

a

come

lot mor-j

modeling.
and less

I

structure

are

level

and. . .positive

would guess

turmoil

^icis. . .There

[The upper

less

than a lot

role

separated parents,

of those

lower

contradictions. . .People go where

their personalities

lead them. . .But

I

think those

contradictions are pretty explainable by
selection as much as anything: learning
disabilities;

attitude problems;

simply not

belonging in an educational environment,
in a different kind of educational
environment... The upper

level

self¬

classes

belonging

are the kids

who...were motivated to try as hard as they could
and to keep up
begged to get
Some

student

individual
level

into those upper

teachers move

For

for

some,

these

is the

sole

are not motivated,

It

level

classes.

can explain the

reasons

are

lower

found in the

seems that the home

reason that
who

They had

away from blaming the

reasons that

home environment.

environment
who

up

and look

student.

student's

as best they could.

reject

is producing students

authority and who

lack

maturity.
(Elizabeth Oliver,
have mothers
[They]
woman

Science)

who have no

have no

A lot

authority at home.

control whatsoever.

in these kids'

of these kids

lives... They

I
just

am another
see

it

as
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another person who therefore has no authority and
no control.
emales...I

That's how they perceive
say ninety percent

adult

of them come

from

broken homes or homes in which they're abusive.
can t say that about my [upper level] class.
[That]

class has

a

lot more

environments...These kids
different light.
(Anne Nutting,

English)

stable home

see

females

I'm having a

in a

really hard

time with them because they're a lower
class...I

think maybe part

I

of

it

level

is because

a

lot

of those kids have emotional problems.
They don't
want to have to deal with one more person on an
emotional

level... They're really afraid of that

emotional

recognition.

They don't want to

recognize that a teacher or...other classmates
capable of feeling something, of being
burt. . .They re very uncomfortable with that
of human relation.
Others

find fault

society that
This
not

focus

has

of

have to

changed and lost

finding

examine

(Luke Adams,
more.
that

fault

one's

Math)

The kids
has

with a society that has
its hold on

"out there"

are

level

run amuck:
its

children.

means that

one does

own classroom or teaching style.
Television has taken over

don't

an effect

read half as much... I think

on their attention

span... They're used to being passive receptors,
just

sitting there watching TV and letting the

entertainment
it.

I

come to them rather than working

think that has

they're

hates
[The
lot

something to do with the way

English)

This

is the class that

English and really doesn't want to be there.
class]

of

they're

has

a

lot

of behavioral problems,

family problems,

teacher,

they're

reacting to

come

in on

and they're

in

a

growing up problems... As

often not

to them elsewhere
They

for

learning.

(Arnold Jones,

reacting to you,

all the crap that's happening
life,

and all the

a Monday morning,

ready to kill.

for

abuse.
instance,

By Wednesday,

a

they're

a
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calm.
Then Friday, the weekend's coming on
and there's always stuff, always ways of being
jerked around... Drugs, who knows what else.
It's
a society out of control out there.
For some student teachers,

scientific explanations

function as a means to make sense of students in the lower
track.
(Andrew Orr, Science)
it seems to me that the
kids in the basic classes in this school are
pretty seriously disadvantaged students.
They
Ics^ning disabilities.
Most of the people in
the basic level classes have something abnormal
about them. There's like some developmental stuff
that s just not up to par with where or how they
should be for their age...A lot of them are from
emotionally disturbed households.
They have
serious problems going on...If you're in the basic
level, basically you're learning disabled.
There's something medically wrong with you in
terms of the norm.
(Elizabeth Oliver, Science)
[I have] two general
biology classes ... I'm in a unique situation
because these kids have been diagnosed as having
learning disabilities.
A lot of them have an
attention deficit disorder...At least threequarters of the students in my classes have some
sort of learning disorder.
Student teachers are frustrated with students who do
not

sit in the classroom and remain absorbed in what the

student teacher is teaching.
students'

resistance,

In trying to understand the

apathy and misbehaviors,

some student

teachers desperately reach for explanations that may
momentarily seem reasonable.

For most student teachers,

these explanations are found in the individual's
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personality,
"head."

in his or her background or in his or her

Student teachers seem to neglect how the track-

system contributes to producing students who would even
consider thinking of themselves as "third-rate."
Student Teachers and Student Resistant
(Robert Goldman, Social Studies)
I've been
wrestling with the problems in the general level
class of them feeling badly about themselves as
students.
Of feeling that they aren't respected
3.S students . . . It's scary because your ego is
always invested in a class...It's scary because
you have your own expectations about what you
want, but you know that you aren't in control all
the time.
You don't control your own destiny up
there in front of the classroom.
You've got to be
dependent upon those students for having a good
class take place... If you walk in there and you
know that you're going to get some resistance,
that's scary.
Research shows that the track assignment one receives
determines the type and quality of one's education.

For

those in the lower track this differentiation in instruction
and content affects their educational and vocational
aspirations
Goodlad,

(Schafer & Olexa,

1984;

Oakes,

1985;

1971;

Gamoran,

Rosenbaum,

1976;

1987; Vanfossen,

1987).

Students from the lower tracks are less likely to attend
college and,
school

in fact,

(Rosenbaum,

are more likely to drop out of high

1976;

Howe & Edelman,

1985).

A track assignment may affect the student not only
academically but also socially.

As a result of their track
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assignment,

students in the lower track appear to have lower

self-esteem

(Rist,

1976;

1970;

Howe & Edelman,

friends

Schafer & Olexa,

1985;

1949;

Oakes,

extracurricular activities
Oakes,

1985) .

They have fewer

1985)

and participate less in

(Hollingshead,

1949;

Rosenbaum,

Many argue that this lower self-esteem

accounts for the apathy,
students

1985).

Rosenbaum,

in school than those in the upper track

(Hollingshead,

1976;

Oakes,

1971;

delinquency and deviancy that

in the lower track exhibit

(Schafer & Olexa,

1971).

The lower self-esteem found among students in the lower
tracks may be a function of the behavioral and attitudinal
descriptions ascribed to occupants of the lower track by the
institution and society

(Oakes,

1985).

These descriptions

contribute to the myth that the lower track student has
fewer friends and is apathetic and deviant.
Much of the research indicates that the system of
tracking affects students'

sense of themselves as learners.

It also appears to affect students'
Furthermore,

self-esteem.

the research indicates that the system operates

unequally in terms of providing students in the lower track
with an equal quality education.

It is these effects that

student teachers confront in their classrooms.
the previous section,

As we saw in

student teachers involved in the day-
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to-day contact with their students have difficulty seeing
the connection between the everyday events and the larger
patterns the research presents.

For many student teachers,

this research has not been made available to them in order
to guide their analysis of the track-system.
teachers,

however,

Some student

are aware of what constraints the track-

system places on students and how these constraints can
affect their students'

work.

(Luke Adams, Math)
By the time they're in the
ninth grade, they're already convinced they're not
good students and they can't learn.
(Arlene Henry, Science)
They have had less
success in school.
So, they're less willing to
put forth any effort because in the past their
effort has resulted in failure.
Why put in the
effort to fail when you can fail without putting
in any effort at all?...They rather spend time
doing things in class that they can be successful
at, like distracting the teacher or throwing
things around the room, or trying to be the class
clown... I saw kids who would just say "I'm going
to fail anyway.
Why should I try?
I don't know
anything. I don't even want to play this game."
(Elaine O'Brien, Social Studies)
The kids that
were the brightest were clearly the brightest.
They were happy to be there.
It was fine to be in
school.
They did well.
It was a great place to
be.
The middle group kids were just hostile, and
disgusted having to be there.
The next group,
there were four groups there, was just kind of
really hostile!
Really angry!
By the time we got
to the very bottom group, they were so passive,
[that] you could have driven into the classroom
with a truck and mowed them all down. . . [When the]
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^olls

Some
confines

around'

those kids are in the tech

student teachers are able to see beyond the
of the classroom.

They are able to see how the

school and the track-system contribute to creating an
environment
the

in which students are not given the chance or

choice to develop responsibility.
(Ellen Murray, Health)
I don't understand how on
the one hand, we're treating them like every
single

little thing needs to be gone over... You

open their heads
the

other hand,

and shovel the
when

it

stuff in.

Then on

comes to matters that

are

really, really important, like doing assignments,
making up tests, then we leave it up to them!
We
can t

depend on them to

and be

responsible

read the bloody assignment

for them,

but we can depend on

the fourteen-year-old to remember that he only has
two class periods, in a course that only meets two
periods a week, to make up an exam that he missed
when he was absent.
(Robert
general

Goldman,

Social

Studies)

If you're a

or a non-college bound student,

you may go

into the work world where the expectations
entirely different
expected to be
Schools

about your behavior.

self-motivated,

are not

do

doing that well with that...My

I

say,

far more than
have

skills

freshman kids

developed the maturity level yet to

certain things,

socially.

You're

self-disciplined.

mentor teacher tells me that these
just haven't

are

is

that

either academically or
"No,

I

think they're capable of

expected of them.

I think they

could be challenged and could be

developed more quickly

and earlier than they are

being developed now."
(Kathleen

Stacey,

believe that
a couple

Studies)

everybody who's

perform at the
get

Social

same

level.

really do

in high school
Sure,

of kids with IQs

You're going to get

I

of

can

you're going to
130

and above.

a couple of kids who

are down

120
near 100.
That doesn't really matter.
I think,
rf you are motivated enough you can still pass.
n:t

s

a question of motivation,

all.

Because they're all

not

intelligence at

intelligent,

bright

K 1 CIS •

The track-system separates
supposed differences
may
&

result

Olexa,

in

internalize

in ability.

similar effects

1971) .

Rist,

themselves

This

act

of racial

a negative

1970).
in the

self-image,

feelings
For those

lower

the

levels,

of segregation
(Schafer

segregation may

lower track student

of self-doubt
students

students by

segregation

As the victim of racial

may also experience
(e.g.

and segregates

and self-worth

of color who

find

the track-system appears to

serve them a double blow.
Arlene Henry
teaches

in an urban

representation of
speaks to her
these

is

goal

of having

just

a goal

students

of color to
students

for

For Arlene,
of color

student

the over¬

in the

lower track

the kids

gain a positive

Science)

in the

minorities.
I

feel good about themselves.

"minorities"

(Arlene Henry,

that

school.

She

for the need to establish goals that help

students

white.

an African-American.

but

self-image

is not

for the nation as

a whole.

It bothered me because

lower track were predominantly

We had three out

of fifteen that were

think that their knowledge of being in

lower track

significantly impacts

on their

self-image.
It bothers me because they're
minorities and because they're the future... I
think that
the kids'

it's more
self-image

important

for me to

and self-esteem than

increase
it

This

is
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important

for them to

learn

facts

about

biology... I think that it's of particular interest
to me because I'm a minority.
I want to see
minority kids
important

succeed.

to us

as

I

think that

a nation.

it's

if kids

are

our

future then these kids that pass by me, if they're
not helped by me, then they are going to hurt me
and everyone else at some point.
if kids get out
of high school and can't read or write, it's not
like they're independent... To have
illiterate people is hurtful.
Equality
social

class,

of opportunity permits
race

or gender,

and to prove himself
equality,
as

a

that

is,

cornerstone

means

century

that
the

of

tracking,

1945).

as

in the

spirit
that

(Hurn,

for those who

of

functions

Education,

as

a

seventeenth

institutionalization

1985) .

an organizational
public

of

of birth or wealth,

doctrine
Its

regardless

further declared the country's

opportunity

United States'

opportunity

inequities

liberal

nineteenth century
to equality

is this

our country's heritage.

of the

(Russell,

it

and same treatment,

of displacing the

became part

anyone,

fair chance to participate

or herself.

fair

of

a

a nation of

are poor,

commitment

But many argue

and social

schooling,

in the

feature of

limits the equality of
people of color and

female.

that

Studies,

dating back to the

children

from the

in the

lower tracks

1940s,

have demonstrated

lower economic class

(Warner,

1944;

find themselves

Hollingshead,

1949).
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This

fact has been substantiated in a number of studies

since the

1940s

and Jencks,
1976;

(Schafer s Oiexa,

1972

Anyon,

cited in Rosenbaum,

1983;

Oakes,

Historically,
Chicanes

1977) .

Black Americans,

for their

Though the

facilities'

integration,

schools

in

Hammond,
The

research
education
racial

Howe

question
of

a

and school

ended the

color have

&

1976;

system that

a

denies

system so

aware

aware

research

and the

lower tracks

them otherwise.

1984;

Oakes,

(Weinberg,

"separate but

(Schafer &

Darling1985).

student teachers

a considerable

amount

remain
of

quality and opportunity

in

apparently designed to maintain

of this

research.

student

They may be

itself may not be

enough to question their perspectives.
may tell

districts

For the most part,

teachers may not be
it

and

found themselves

1985;

some

equal

and class barriers.

of

Gintis,

financial

ruling of

Bastian,

Edelman,

arises why

indicates
and of

S

Native Americans

allocation of

assigned to the

Rosenbaum,

1984;

supportive

1954

children of

1971;

Bowles

and began the push toward racial

disproportionately
Oiexa,

1976;

1966

landmark decision of Brown versus the

Board of Education
equal

See Coleman,

1985).

have been denied equal

resources

1971;

compelling

Or their experience
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As
fault
Some

with the
student

source
not

stated earlier,

teachers

care

and thus,

track.

education"
These

science,

They

find fault with the

it

such

labels

as

couched in the

blame

or everything but the

reasons?

On the

individual
notion

of

coverage
sanity

as

one hand,

Some

language

in the

or

lower

and mystique

student

of reasons

and not

on

continues to

system itself.

find legitimacy

in these

our cultural doctrine of

responsibility helps to give credence to the
individual

of events

of

science,

Each set

teachers

students

on the

on nature.

student

as the

"learning disabled"

the parent but

How can

individual.

student not want to care.

place the blame not

everyone

find

student's parents who do

when referring to

labels,

do not

student's home

is the

makes the

teachers use

special

student teachers

look to the

of the problem.

student

of

system.

some

our

choice.

that may cause us

society.

also,

The prestige

stamp the badge

"learning disabled"

Furthermore,

we have

provide

support

how the

students

themselves

The media often provide news

and

and the

authority of

legitimacy on

such terms

"special education."

seen how experienced professionals

for these
in the

culpable.

of

all to question the

sets

of reasons.

And we have

lower track also help to

But besides these elements,

seen

"prove"
it

is the
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engagement
level

of

student teachers with students

classes that must

responses.

These

definition of

legitimize

students

"students"

in the upper

These

are the

system seem reasonable
is this

teachers'

level

who pay attention,

and respond according to the
references.

student

in their upper

"fit"

the

do their work

student teachers'

frame of

students who make the track-

and rational

and,

thus,

legitimate.

Perhaps,

it

experience of working with

"good"

students

that helps to give credence to their developing

perspectives.
(Arnold Jones,
they're
me.

English)

friendly.

Not

curious

immediately
I

They relate

suppose

can

interact with and who

apparent,
too.

at

oriented.

the punk hairdos... If
precautionary

and focus

at

I

Hairstyle
At

is more

least they don't have

give them a

little bit

a time,"

of

they'll

other class will continue

in on what
Math)

seniors

listen

I'm saying.
When

had were the

track...The

is more

once... They're willing to

(Mike Anderson,
juniors

I

that's

among some of them.

"Let's have one at

Whereas the

talking all

least

The dress

conventionally oriented.

it.

class]

far more easily to

about... Motivation,

dress

conventionally

do

level

as being a threatening figure but

somebody who they
they're

[The upper

in

I taught precalc,

ones. . . in the

the

fast

it were really

solid

students... Those kids were very much at

ease... I

was

in front

of

the most

a group...I

precalculus
it

relaxed or the most myself
talk to these kids

class

going with your

normal

and they say

with them...1

jokes with these precalc kids
They weren't
trying to

as

like,

other classes?"

conversations

weird about

find ways to

in the
"Yeah,
I

school

could have

could make

and they

laugh about

how s

laugh.

or they weren t
you or. . .make
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fun of the teacher.
(Alex Young,

Math)

The

algebra class

is

a better

class than the other ones ... They're not as
The other class is the kids who are angry.
got

to be so

you

re going to get

you,

and

These

careful not to get them angry.

[algebra]

like them.
I
classroom. . .1

they

has

in the upper

"hassle"

student

teacher.

the

a high
are.

level

to teach.

"All-American

of

Science)

students

who

self-esteem.

classes provide

They do not pose

that

it's

are motivated.
they've

of a

they're programmed for
English)

know I'm going
form.

a

We

They can

homework
they'll

because

and don't

three.

joke with

far as

like.

I

just

from them than

I

They do their

and if they don't do their homework,
admit

lie to me

(Robert

level

know

joke back and

lot more positive things

would from the

I

it best,

They can be honest with me as

telling me what they do

level

I

They're enthusiastic,

a malicious way.

will

is not trying to

it.

me

hear

They have

in the way that

like

overly enthusiastic.

forth.

is

set

lecture

sometimes
in not

level]

They know what their goals

the way that they

(Anne Nutting,

a threat

as Elizabeth Oliver

[The upper

out how to teach because
in terms

student

For the most part,

they handle themselves... My goal
it

I

of it.

them... They' re much more mature

to teach

anger.

Student."

For the most part,

figure

at

show them that

They represent

(Elizabeth Oliver,
a group

can really

reinforcement.

a

stated,

I

a big aspect

with positive

are not

to the

kids

But

angry

really enjoy that they're in the
can enjoy having them in my

class ... That's

teachers

them angry...They're

I'm not trying to bond to their

Students

angry.
You've

it to me.
about

Goldman,

classes,

I

Whereas the

level three

it.

Social
don't

Studies)
get

In my upper

resistance.

I

don't
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get

resistance

like to
at

do

on homework or on tests.

kids

still

will

come

see there's

some goal to

after school

and drop off

homework that they didn't get done
class. . .It's
behavior.

reinforcing to me to

Working with these
tolerable.

This

"easier."
them to

kids

it...They enjoy what they're doing or

least they

The

The

is

for the
see that

kind of

students makes the track-system

what makes teaching

(Arlene Henry,

open up

it.

Science)

in a track-system

"You don't have to

a notebook and take notes.

ask

They actually

open up their notebooks trying to understand every word
you're

saying.

movement
another

I

from one

think that's

a bit easier."

class period with resistant

class period with cooperative

It

is this

students to

students that gives

legitimacy to the track-system.
Finley
to

(1984)

reward not

upper

level

only

these

rewards

(Finley,

level

classes

do not

does

are

For teachers the

for paying one's dues.

classes means that

and respected by peers

competent

the upper

are

level

some teachers who
less

students but teachers.

classes

teach the upper
competent

maintains that the track-system functions

a teacher

and students.

is

Furthermore,

get to teach the upper tracks
1984).

For some

"the best

students

and the brightest."

(Theresa Pappas, English)
Yesterday, I
taught...the most intelligent kids in the whole
junior

class.

I

was

feel

student teachers

hold this mystique that the

somehow

To

scared...I'm intimidated by

in
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that AP

[Advanced Placement]

want to achieve
serious.
Student
levels,

so much.

teachers,

class...They

So,

just

they're more

in working with students

at

develop attitudes toward these students

formulate
are•

reasons

about

addition,

strategies

why these

students

student teachers develop

for teaching each group of

all

and

are the way they
instructional

students.

Instructional Practices
In the
assessments

section
of their

derived from tests
Thus,

the

their

assessments

saw how student teachers'

students

or previous

evidence that

motivation,
same

above we

are hot based on measurements
educational

student teachers utilize to make

are based on

effort,

dress

subjective criteria:

and emotional

evidence becomes the basis

decide

that

students

documentations.

in the

contentment.

This

for how student teachers

lower track need to be tauaht

differently.
The

students'

ambivalence

and anger,

participating,

teachers.

towards

the

characterized by resentment,

and distracting -

Some begin to be

students.

for these

-

and expressed by not working,

goofing off

student

goals

resistance

Some

students.

resentful

student teachers

not

affects the
and angry
redefine their

How student teachers

respond to
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students

in the

lower track and how this

response

is

expressed can contribute to the continuation of the unequal
education
the

for

students

in the

lower track.

We will

following excerpts the kind of actions

take

in

teachers

regarding how they teach the different tracks.
Most

student

this process
ferent
their
also

student

see

teachers

of working differently with students

tracks.

This

own assessments

compulsion develops

of

students'

initially dependent

perspective
Student

Student

capabilities.

from

They are

on their cooperating teacher's

classroom activities

that they teach.

to define how

in

in

in part

on how to teach to different groups

teachers'

students

are compelled to participate

The

students

of

students.

are dependent

on the

in each track help

student teachers prepare and instruct.

teachers participate by redefining the curriculum

and by establishing new goals

for the students

in the

lower

track.
For
openness
choose

student
of the

teacher Thomas

O'Neil,

the apparent

curriculum permits him the

curriculum.

His

assessments

about

latitude to
students'

reading

capabilities

and interests help to define the curriculum.

Furthermore,

his

goals

are no

longer related to

intellectual

pursuits.
(Thomas

O'Neil,

English)

My ninth grade class

is
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an interesting class.
They're a basic track,
which is the lowest track...The interesting thing
about this class is that there is no deadline for
covering certain material by a certain date.
I
can read anything I want with them.
I can just
take my time doing it.
They like shorter pieces.
They don't like to read novels.
I wouldn't
attempt a novel.
It's just too sustained.
They
like action.
Since I've taken that we work with
some shorter pieces.
We've read some ghost
stories, ghost-type stories, stories about people
having ghost in their houses, weird kind of stuff
like that...1 just want to try to introduce or try
to get them to enjoy the story.
That's it.
I
want to show them that stories can be fun,
innocent fun.
I don't want to make anything heavy
or abstract or intellectual or intense.
I just
want them to enjoy the story, for the story's
sake.
Student teachers'

assessments about their students'

capabilities appear to stem from the designated level of
their class.

This distinction between levels and what they

can handle is expressed here by this student teacher.

The

curriculum becomes not the medium of intellectual engagement
but rather material to be delivered.
(Jay Kenney, English)
Eleven Two is the second
level, not quite the top students, but definitely
pretty bright, and can handle a fairly serious
degree of literature.
The other class is an
Eleven Four.
You abandon that traditional English
Literature structure and curriculum entirely,
fully, and wholly.
They have touched on
Shakespeare, Milton.
They have touched on some of
the biggies, but they do not read...those pieces.
They read about them.
They see film strips on
them.
They take quizzes on the information that's
given to them.
But they don't read the books
themselves.
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n this excerpt,
the material that
(Nancy Katz,

Nancy Katz

finds that

she must

change

she uses with each group.
Health,

Beginning Teacher)

I

gave [the classes] the same dittos, but
more time reading to [the lower group].

I

usually

spent
So, we

didn't get to the same level of inquiry that I did
with the top group.
My low group, I didn't even
attempt to use this book because
high level reading.

I

knew it was

It was definitely a sixth or seventh grade
reader.
I knew they couldn't do it, because they
iust can t read.
I had an AIDS course comic
book...So

I

took certain pages

out of that,

which

told the same information, but it was in a cartoon
form.
I knew they would relate to that
better. . .They got the
retained,

I

information.

How much they

don't know...1 never got through as

much information with them as
groups.

I

couldn't

find other materials,

I did with the other

would look for other materials.
then

If

I

I would read

to them... They were grateful they didn't have to
read...I didn't want to make them
uncomfortable... I
had gotten
I

changed some of the material... I

some new materials

had ordered a

in with the grant.

sixth grade and a seventh grade

packet, but I also ordered one for non-readers.
I
used a lot of that book for my low, low, low, low
groups.
For the

following beginning teacher,

lesson can be

developed and

teaching task

is

of the upper
level

easier.

level

student.

is not

These

What

replaced by demonstration.

fact that

is permissible and expected

are not

lower

capable of

Experimentation
The

one

upon assumes that the

a consideration for the

students

discovering on their own.

lookers .

"expanded"

the

in science

is

students become the on¬
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(Abe Ornstein,
were
was

leveled

Science,

Beginning Teacher)

[at the high school].

I

thought

easier...You could teach at their

they would be
the

able to pick

same material,

but

I

what

if

I

have

a high level,

we're going to do.

it

speed and

it up...They would get

would

just

lot more with the kids that were a
can have one type of lesson plan.
where

They

I

expand on

it

a

lot faster...1
I can have it

can say,

"Here's

Write up the procedure.

Write up the material.

Let's go do

it. "

They can

do it on their own and discover on their own. . .The
low level I would probably write out the
procedure.

Go through it

step by step with them,

saying, "Let's do it.
I'll demonstrate
I would have them do it.

that

Some

student teachers

they

see

difference
but

also

is

among tracks.
apparent

in terms

(Chris

not

only

Knight,

students

Science)

lowest

class

science

seniors.

in terms

The

so many

projects

on their own

innovative things,
for

level]

class

I

wasn't

really

any

that

set

seemed to

working on
at

a

fairs...The

worked with,

curriculum... I

there had to be the differences

there

don't think

in the curriculum.

kids were basically being talked to

and lectured at.
a

just

a couple of weeks

[lower

of

are taught.

advanced kids

science

type

of the curriculum

[My cooperating teacher]

They had to enter

remedial

this

and he had the high advanced

be doing

The

Then

of the differences

For Chris Knight,

of how the

had the

time.

are cognizant

it."

They were getting a different

classroom situation than the

advanced

kids .
In order to get
teachers
the

through the

allotted material,

devise mechanisms that will

lower track to participate or at

In working with students,

this

induce the
least not

student

students

in

interrupt.

student teacher discovers the
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power of grades

as

(Andrew Orr,

an incentive to keep students
Science)

They like

on task.

it when they're

kind of busily working...I try to do projects
them.

I

desks.

give them a little work to do at their
They do

it.

But

you re going to grade

if you don't tell them

it,

then they won't do

If you tell them you're going to grade
they do it.
Eariy

her

semester of

had planned on having a
The game

it,

student teaching,

it.

then

Arlene Henry

science game on Friday afternoons.

from her perspective was to give students

opportunity to
Her

with

students,

learn

science

however,

and to become more

an

successful.

apparently have not grown to

share

her perspective.
(Arlene Henry,

Science)

how unmotivated the

Part

of it was

students were.

realizing

It got to be

that people would prepare

for the game

or Draw].

studying to be

I

wanted their

that they did for themselves
useful

for them.

time to

study

I

[Win,

Lose

something

in a way that was

found that they would take the

so that their team wouldn't

lose the

game.
Grades

and games

sometimes

operate as

a means to bribe

and to negotiate with students to

stay on task,

and to participate.

are also utilized as ways

to help the

student teacher get through the material.

(Chris Knight,
group]
Win,

These bribes

to perform

Science)

They

liked to play games.

Lose

different

or Draw.

[the
They

We played that

science terms...A lot

lower

level

liked to play
a

lot with

of times

I

felt

that I was just doing stuff to keep them busy,
keep them thinking about science...A lot of times
I'd say,

"Well,

let's

get through this

for

fifteen
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more minutes.
Student
students
their
that

Then we

teachers

group work

in the

variety of

is

a

to be
prep

These perspectives

fruitful
at hand.

lower track

activities

participation.

on how to teach
evolve

with the different tracks.

accomplish the task
students

Lose or Draw."

develop perspectives

in each track.

interactions

can play Win,

They

learn

strategy to help students
Furthermore,

they

learn that

supposedly need to have

in order to

In this

from

excerpt,

swayed by the behaviors

sustain their
the

a

interest

and

student teacher appears

and attitudes

of his

college

students.
(Richard Lane,
with the

Social

general

[college prep]
style

a

class.

lot more.
I

preparing the
sessions,
group

CP

think

lecture

it takes

as much as

I'm active...I'm going from group to
sure that they're not

for questions,

whatever.

of

advantage

group work with the CP
that

ninety-eights

slacking.

That's

or half an hour.

done

to be

likes the

give them more than that,

kids

do with the CP

lecture... During the group work

take
three

I

They tell me that... That takes

generally twenty minutes
like to

class

do group work

Group work does take

don't

and making

I'm there

I

class more than

more preparation.
preparation,

Studies)

it...The

I

don't

because they

couple of times,
classes,

I've

the two or

consistently get ninety-sevens

on tests

responsible

don't

like

for themselves.

their work having to be

it.

They

like

They don't

in the hands

of

and
like

anyone

else.
Group work becomes
sustain participation.

a task,
It

an activity that helps to

is not

a pedagogical

strategy to
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be used to develop cooperative
to name

a problem.

apparently

serves

skills to

For Ellen Murray,
as

a means

to meet

solve

a problem or

the group
all her

activity

students'

learning needs.
(Ellen Murray,
to
to

Health)

I

think it's hard to teach

[a mixed group]...1 feel like I'm always trying
add stuff that will be interesting to the

brighter

students.

that have

a

Not

rush ahead of the

little bit more difficult time keeping

up with the material.
on

smoking,

temperature

was

That

good way
the

results.. .All

needed to

see

something,

to

some hands-on
to do the

of the

something,
The

kids'

needs,

to have

a
to

the

ones who

a visual

ones who needed to do

lab type work.

think

and do

Then the other ones

it's hard to teach to

students.

people have

I

think

I had my druthers,

shine on the one hand and

be king of the mountain,
Some kids

if

of

segregated. . .Because more

a chance to
who

within their certain

aren't

a chance to

always

a mixed

sense of trying to meet the needs

I'd like them to be

real

strong students

really excel because

draaging along behind some

naturally bright

students who have

it

all

and who perform very well.
But
the separated groups have an opportunity

really excel within their area and within their

group.

The material

They have the
get

something,

actually work with equipment,

in the

together,
sometimes

very well,

integrative thinking about the

results... I

never have

That

and then to be able to think about

representation.

to

of them.

The hands-on experience was

of meeting their need to do

something,

they're

all

activity that worked very,

see

area.

skin

enjoyed the hands-on experience.

a group

all the

their

and carbon monoxide

reached out to

for the most part.

group,

exercise

from the American

in order to test

and pulse,

exhalation.
all

When we did this

we used machines

Lung Association

They

students

is

geared to their group.

chance to do their very best

rewarded for

it.

and
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In the previous section,

I said that student teachers'

perspectives about students are made legitimate because of
their dual interaction with both the upper level and the
lower level student.

By seeing both sets of students,

student teachers are able to compare each set of students.
These comparisons and judgments carry over into how they
teach each group and how they see each group as learners and
as students.
(Elizabeth Oliver, Science)
With my general
biology, I will change the task.
On any given
day, we'll do at least three different things
during the course of the fifty-five minute block.
I 11 talk for twenty minutes, twenty-five minutes.
I'll give a hand-out.
They'll work on the
hand-out, maybe in pairs or in groups.
I'll do a
demonstration so they're focusing visually on
what's going on.
I'll use slides.
I'll prepare
them for a lab.
We may do some reading.
Sometimes, if I have to talk for a long length of
time, as opposed to just giving them notes, my
notes will include fill-ins so that they'll be
forced to respond to what's going on.
Sometimes
I'll use a chart, and then I'll go through it on
the chart.
Then I'll go to my fill-ins, which are
my notes, basically.
They'll copy down the
statement and they'll have to fill in the blanks.
But it gets them involved.
Now, that's very different than the [upper]
class where I don't do any of that... There, I get
my blank stares and they look at me and they' 11
write down anything I say.
Everything I say is
law.
That's a much different fear because there,
I'm paranoid I'm going to say the wrong thing.
Science is very detailed.
What if I give them the
wrong detail?
With the general biology, the information,
from my perspective, is very basic.
My fear is no
longer how I'm going to teach it, in terms of its
content, but rather, in terms of its

creativity... I've had to learn how to teach these
students... I've learned how to develop a lesson
that's not a written-out lesson plan, but rather
kind of like a game plan.
it's like a strategy.
The first thing I'll do is pick up on how they are
when they walk into the classroom.
if they're
really hyper and they've just come back from
lunch, the idea of talking to them for the first
twenty minutes probably goes downhill.
I may take
the guiz that I planned at the end of the period
and stick it in at the beginning of the period.
The guiz will settle them down and mellow them
out.
They'll get on task immediately because they
have to take the guiz and be guiet.
Sometimes if
I find that they're really hyper and I'm losing
them while I'm speaking, I will stop at a point
that I probably didn't plan to stop at and give
them a hand—out.
I usually have a handout
xeroxed.
Sometimes I use them; sometimes I don't.
Sometimes I'll give them as a homework assignment.
I no longer have a set format in terms of a
written out lesson plan.
The only thing I have
written out are my transparencies, in terms of the
material that I'm going to cover when I'm
speaking.
It's an [upper level] group of students that
are motivated.
They have a high self-esteem.
They know what their goals are.
For the most
part, they've set them.
They are much better in
terms of feedback.
When they don't understand
something, they'll ask.
They're much more mature
in the way that they handle themselves.
My goal
is not trying to figure out how to teach it
because I know I'm going to teach it in terms of a
lecture.
I know that it's the way that they like
it best, because they're programmed for it... It's
certainly what they're accustomed to; it's what
[my cooperating teacher] has done and it's what I
have followed.
I have my outline. They're very
good at taking notes... I will say a word and then
I will elaborate on it.
What I elaborate on is
not necessarily on the transparency.
They will
jot it down anyway. They're very attuned to what
I'm saying.
[With the upper level]

iny task is much more

subject oriented.
It's much more concept
oriented.
It's a lot less concrete...! need to
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subiJ^at *'m discuS3i"g.
I need to know my
J
material well enough so that when they
what *

to me...I've had to figure out

how
13•
Want to teach' and then figure out
how I m going to get that across to them.
In
terms of content, the general biology [class], I
haVe everything written out.
The content is right
there.
All I have to do is reiterate what's
written down there.
So, I don't have to know
everything in my head.
what I say to them is
already written down...I have a transparency in
ront of me...It's written out in complete
sentences.
For instance, the egg will leave the
blank and take a leap into the blank, blank: two
words. Fallopian tubes ... That's a typical general
biology lesson... This is how I will teach the
human reproductive system...The general biology
students fill-in-the-blanks.t.These fill-in-theblanks are their notes...If it's not concrete,
they re not going to get it.
So, it has to be
concrete.
Elizabeth Oliver,

for example,

met success in her work

w^bh the lower level by utilizing strategies that appear to
be fail proof.
activity.

Filling-in-the-blanks is a successful

Students are on task.

It can be measured.

Thus,

the appearance of student activity becomes a means by which
some student teachers can find success.
process

The teaching

is reduced to students performing appropriately.

The appearance of order means that teaching is being
accomplished.

An ordered and controlled classroom is a

measurement of a teacher's effectiveness
Lortie,
teachers

1975)

(Waller,

1932;

and a characteristic that some student

strive to attain

(Britzman,

1986) .
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From working with the different level of students,
student teachers begin to formulate rules about what will
and will not work with a particular group of students.
lower level class,

In a

varying the activities becomes a means to

keep students involved.

Some student teachers

learn to

adapt the material to the level that they are teaching.
This adaptation may result in reducing the amount of
material presented as seen in Elizabeth Oliver's excerpt.
In the following excerpt,

the student teacher changes

his questioning strategy according to the group.

The level

of cooperation and interaction that he finds in the lower
level makes his task more demanding,

whereas the cooperation

in the upper level helps to ease the teaching task.
(Robert Goldman, Social Studies)
In a general
level class, the rule is that you don't know what
to expect.
You have most surprises in a general
level class.
You have to be the most versatile in
a general level class.
You have to anticipate
anything happening.
Whereas in a college prep
class, there's a narrower range of expectations in
terms of things that are going to be off the wall
or wild.
You know the kids are going to be
working and working hard and doing well.
The difference [between the upper and lower
level] lies in pacing and in the amount of detail
I throw at them.
I guess another difference would
be the level of questions that I'll use in class
to focus the topic.
The questions I use in
college level probably are more "what if" type
questions, expanding questions, linkage questions,
that take them ahead to other thoughts and other
ideas.
I do some of that in general level.
But I
don't get as much response.
I'd like to do more
of that.
But in my sixteen weeks here, I think

I'm more focused on immediate results in the
general level classes... The way to involve them
quickly and get some feedback, is to ask fact
questions or questions that don't take a lot of
deep pondering.
I am more tired after teaching a general
level class than after teaching a college level
class.
The general level class, there are usually
more challenges.
By challenge, I mean where kids
are saying.
No, uh, that doesn't sound right." or
"That's wrong."
"I don't understand."
"You're
not making sense ' .
Whereas as college level kids
are more accepting of what you say, and are more
interested in taking notes and making sense in a
structure of their own within their notebooks.
They re not showing the confusion and concern for
your delivery that the general kids are showing.
You can't spend time in front of the
classroom lecturing and talking at them for any
more than five to ten minutes.
You've got to
break up your lesson; you've got to refocus them
every five to ten minutes in a general room.
I
haven't got those skills yet; still working on
that.
It's probably the hardest thing for me to
do, to break up an hour into manageable parts
where the class is working together as a class.
I
still need that experience... It' s much easier for
me to get into a college level classroom where the
kids are already focused; they know what they
want.
It's easier because the freshmen college
level kids that I have will bounce energy back to
you.
You give them energy.
They'll come right
back at you in a way that's in line with the
lesson plan, that's not off the topic, that's not
diverting...That takes the class that much further
ahead; that'll take you up another step.
So you
don't have to say it; they'll say it for you.
All
you have to do is reinforce it and say "Yeah,
you're right!"
Whereas general level kids,
you'll make a point, and everybody will say "Oh,
yeah, right, that's ..." and I'll say, "No, that's
not quite it", or they'll say something entirely
off topic which means you've got to haul the whole
conversation back on track.
It takes a lot of
physical and mental energy...to keep refocusing,
keep pulling them back on topic...How to read the
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room that's a skill and an art that takes a lot
longer than the fourteen weeks we have here.
For Arnold Jones,

the experience of working with

students in the lower level affects his role as a teacher.
His role is no longer imparting knowledge and engaging in
intellectual discourse.

He sees his role as orchestrating

an environment in which structure and order can serve as the
medium to teach students how to behave.
(Arnold Jones, English)
I also realize that I'm
not so much a teacher in these lower level
classes.
I am sort of a person to be there and
give them some kind of structure, some kind of
role model, or somebody there to basically help
them work things through.
There's not a lot of
learning that's going on there...It's more like,
this is an hour of the day where we're all kind of
learning to get along with each other, and
learning to set some limits on behavior and things
like that...Vocabulary certainly is a structured
exercise which they're pretty much used to...One
of my students said, "I'm never going to use any
of these words."
I hear that all the time: I'm
never going to use any of these words.
I'm never
going to...
Sure there's ro*- 1 memorizing and then
regurgitating it for the test..
But there is a
certain amount of structure going on there, at
least some kind of goal setting and then attaining
that goal.
The students do well on their
vocabulary on their tests, where they don't do
well in other areas.
For some reason that
structure seems to be one that they become secure
with, that they accept.. .Another kind of structure
is [that] I'll have them read aloud a poem or take
turns reading it.
They seem to like that kind of
structure.
They're not real idea oriented, in fact, the
class isn't idea oriented...1 think alternative
stuff should be found for the lower track. . .1
think I'm wasting what I'm best at... I've got a
real strong well of experience, the places I've

wxun onose kids.
use some of mw o^_
,
•

_

life.
I'm also
.I don't find I can
II can
ca
certainly
_

There were some days that I crni-

r-oal

the environment, a couple of times too.. That
worked out well.
The kids were keyed in and they
were talking, I kind of let them take the show.
They argued with each other on various religions
One was the daughter of a minister.
Others had to
go to church every week and others weren't too
keyed into religion at all.
We got a good
discussion going on that kind of thing.
There
were those rewarding days...I guess there are
rewards, but you seem to have to do a lot of
trudging through thick mud to gain those kinds of
rewards.
[To teach a lower level] meant putting my
learning aside or my goals aside of what I felt
they should learn...I do agree with a lot of
people who basically say...that a lot of this
literature ...doesn't connect with their knowledge
base... Classical literature does connect with my
experience...A lot of poets do connect in my
experience but with these kids they don't.
I
realized after a while that I had to put my
expectations of what I really enjoy and really get
a kick out of aside and to realize that ...the
kids are there, the big thing that's happening is
social integration at this age.
The first and
foremost thing through the high school years,
especially for the lower kids, is social.
The
great concern and probably the great growing
experience they're going through is integrating
into the world socially.
Learning becomes very
secondary and probably isn't that important at
that point of life anyway...I guess what I learned
was not to expect the kids to know as much.
Even
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though I was still frustrated that they wouldn't
do their work...If I could get them doing group
stuff, for instance, satisfy that social need and
get some learning done as an incidental component
of the experience.
The belief that there is sanctioned knowledge to be
taught helps to sustain the perspective of students in the
lower track as not capable of understanding or connecting
to,

in this case,

classical literature.

The assumptions

that some student teachers develop about their subject need
to be understood within the context of their practicum
experience.

To suspect that students are not idea-oriented

assumes that there is
discuss.

a set of sanctioned ideas worthy to

(This assumption,

however,

may have been given

some credibility in the recent perspective presented by
Adler,
Hirsch,

1982.

See also the arguments by Bloom,

1987.)

1987 and

But to restrict learning to sanctioned ideas

embodied in sacrosanct topics or classics impinges upon the
relationship between teacher and student.
For Arnold Jones,
For others,

this assumption is very apparent.

the teaching task appears to center on getting

through the material.

The question of whether or not the

material is relevant or related to students'
addressed.

lives is not

The development and generation of curriculum

often occur in isolation from teachers and especially,

from
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students.

Curriculum guides and curriculum materials,

supposedly teacher proof,
teachers

(Apple,

1979;

aid in a process of deskilling

1982b).

Teachers are no longer

thoughtful developers about what to teach.

They become the

executors of a curriculum which they may not have been
involved in creating

(Apple,

1982b) .

The curriculum package

decides what to teach and often explains how to teach it.
The curriculum becomes the medium in which teacher and
student interact.

But this engagement between teacher and

student is hampered further by the students'

detachment from

the curriculum and from perhaps the students own lack of
confidence in their ability to perform.

For Vincent Nelson,

this becomes apparent from a discussion with his students.
(Vincent Nelson, English)
We were reading
metaphysical poems... I think we were reading
Debate by John Donne.
I was trying to get them to
understand what an extended metaphor was.
I gave
them an example on the board.
A couple of kids
just sort of shut down and said, "Look, we don't
understand this.
We'd get into these groups and
no one understands it.
We just can't do this;
we're not smart enough."
I basically countered by
saying, "Yeah, you are smart enough; you sell
yourselves short.
We assign a couple of poems per
row, everyone in your row is a resource.
Then you
can share with the class some of the aspects of
the poem that you found interesting."
They're
saying, "But it's better if you tell us what to
look for...How come you're not teaching us?"...I
tried to draw the distinction between teaching,
learning and thinking.
I said, "Well, you can't
learn if I'm telling you everything and you're
just writing it down."
Or not writing it down, as
was usually the case.
What good does it do for me
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here and lecture y°u?"
They're saying,
Well, that's the only way we'll understand it."
But I was taken aback for a minute.
I was
wondering, is that really the only way that they
can learn?...I mean maybe I'm completely off base1
Then I regained myself and said, "I think you can’
if you give it a shot, just the act of thinking
about it, the act of questioning, inquiring and
trying to learn about something is knowledge, is
learning in itself."...I told them that the point
of this whole thing was for them to do some
thinking, rather than doing some digesting and
regurgitation. . .1 kept showing them that studying
literature is important...[My cooperating
teacher], he interrupted.
He was [videotaping].
He said,
Well, look, this is what we're mandated
to teach you.
This is the material we have to get
through."...I wanted to avoid that...I wouldn't
swallow that, either...So, I basically gave them
some reasons that you study literature... They
resolved to give it another shot.
Student teachers may come to understand the detachment
of students
no interest.

in the lower level because these students have
Also,

At the same time,

these students may have had no success.

student teachers can explain that students

in the upper level are working because they want good
grades;

they want to attend college or they are motivated.

In essence,
formula.
It

the students are not part of the educational

They are present only as recipients and consumers.

is the curriculum that is to be taught.
Some student teachers develop strategies that move them

beyond a didactic teaching role.

Some begin to take

responsibility for their own frustrations.

They see
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themselves as contributing to the system by not expecting
enough,

by not demanding enough and by not planning enough.

For the most part they move from being passive participants
in the track-system and become active in making adjustments
that will bring them success.
In the following excerpt,

Gayle Benis's activism is

expressed in helping her students make connections among
their different subjects.

This teaching technique and

moment become a chance for her to see her students as
capable.

The students'

contributions generate and sustain

their interest.
(Gayle Benis, Science)
I had my basic kids...I
was teaching density.
I started out by saying,
"Where have you heard [the word] density before?
I mean have you ever heard of the term density in
any other place besides a science class?"
One
girl immediately lights up and she said, "Yeah, in
social studies, I heard it."
I said, "Where did
you hear it?"
She was really trying to remember
in what context it was. . . I was looking for the
term populations.
She came up with something, I
said, "Yeah, good, that's good.
What about
population?"
"Oh, yeah, we were talking about
cities and that cities are dense, are densely
populated."
I said, "Okay, densely populated,"
and everybody else was kind of like, "Yeah, I
might have heard that before."
Kids like that
they're very afraid to ask questions or they're
afraid to admit that they don't know something.
They just give up.
That day they were not giving
up.
Stephanie O'Hara had expressed earlier that her
cooperating teacher's advice initially swayed her not to
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expect as much from her lower level students.

But her work

over time showed her that she needs to expect more.

This

is

only fair to her and her students.
(Stephanie O'Hara, English)
When I first started
taking over the class, the boy who sat in front
would answer some questions. So, I found myself
sort of teaching to that side of the room.
I was
just concerned with sort of having a class or
having a discussion.
As time went by, I realized
that I was just sort of like teaching to that side
of the room.
The other side of the room, those
were the kids who weren't paying attention and I
would just lose them.
So then I had to start
focusing on the whole group, making sure that
everyone was involved.
But it's easy to slip back
into letting him answer all the questions.
Then
you feel at least some one's getting it.
So it's
hard.
They get in these classes and they're just
not expected to do a lot.
They know that they can
just get by... If some of these kids were in the
higher track groups, they have the ability to do
the work...I don't really see a big difference,
so, I don't understand why these kids are in this
lower track class.
I don't understand the point
of it.
The present situation calls for success.
O'Hara addresses this issue.

Stephanie

Success is positive feedback

from her students.
Success becomes

important when student teachers

consider that their effectiveness as teachers will be
measured by what their students know in their future class.
This

issue of success becomes a determining factor in how a

student teacher may realize the present situation.

For Luke
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Adams,
but

the present

situation

is not

one

for trying to establish the skill

to be

for experimentation

and confidence needed

considered successful.
(Luke Adams,

Math)

I don't quite know how...to

students more
topics for a class
I get
in my
goes

responsibility in picking
or how the class is run...Until

a few years' experience and feel confident
ability to teach geometry.
When the kid
into his

teacher

next

says,

class the next year and the

"Use this

from geometry,"

that the

kid can go.
Yeah, I know this from geometry!"
That's essentially what my main goal is
here. . .When
about that,
Chris

Knight

experience to
saw.

He

students

that

this

get better and feel more confident
can try other things.
struggled throughout his

student teaching

come to grips with the differences that he

saw how

differently.
of

I
I

students

He

in the different

levels

are taught

struggled to abandon making the distinction

into bright

and dull

categories.

But he admits

struggle may not be enough to disregard the track-

system .
(Chris Knight,
level]

were

class.

Science)

interested,

When they
it was

When they weren't

really tough.
fault

in

class

that

year,

it

I'm not

any way.

I

was

interested,

was new.

tough.

lower

really a good

saying that

I picked up.

[the

it was

it's their

That was my third

It was the end of the

They were hot

and cold.

One

day they would be more than willing to do what you
wanted them to do.
interested at
I didn't

The next day,

all.
think there was

they weren't

any group that was

easier to teach than the other ones...The
class
class,

[an upper
because

the beginning,

level]
I
it

was probably my

senior

favorite

could relate to them better...At
was

easier,

because

I

could
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spend a

lot

of time with one class.

Then

I picked

up two classes and it wasn't as easy.
By the time
I picked up three classes, it was really
tough...Towards the end,

I

spent

time. . .lecturing to them.
I
This

a

lot

it got

of

really boring.

tried not to think about it so much as
group of kids is brighter than this group of

kids."

I

things

didn't try to.

that

I

didn't

There's probably

realize that

I was

kind of catered to the whole track
think

I

lots

of

doing that

system. . .1

tried with each class the different

teaching models... I

tried the same type

of things

with each different

class.

always

work the

same

for one

thinking about
before

reason or another. . .1

the tracking,

and during
or the

"Holy

sh--,

that?

why did I

Why don't

until

I

go to

I

planning,

Sometimes

I

smooth as

silk.

guess

I

just planning,
so,

started to

it

easier to plan a

was

took

to go

less

about

time.

I

I

now

planning,
fine."

I'd do that

of a sudden
class.

just

After

say,

The next day would run

It'd be great.
all
one

just

tomorrow will be

where the more pressure
just

really tough.
I would

just put myself through all

would do that.

few days.
Then
well enough for

Even now it

spend all my time right

sleep,

planning,

I

it

end of the day,

guess

really bothered me

[the experience] .

still bothers me. . .It made
class

They didn't

felt

lecture,

I

for a

wouldn't prepare

fall

into

a rut,

I had that
to plan a

it was
lab than

learning a whole new model... It
was

able to

spend more time on

another class.
The pressures
with classes

of the daily routine,

and trying to be

much to permit thoughtful
student
may be
Katz,

teachers,

innovative,

development

not being able to

attributed to their newness
in her

difficulty

trying to keep up

of

sometimes
lessons.

are too
For the

surpass these pressures
at the

second year of teaching,

job.

But Nancy

attests to the

of trying to deal with classes that

are
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supposedly easier to teach when separated by supposed
ability.

(Nancy Katz,

Health,

Beginning Teacher)

It

really

stresses me out to try to think of ways that
get the topic across in a way that will be

I

can

interesting for them. . .With one prep period a day,
it is difficult to try to vary your lesson.
Well,

today

how can
can

I

I

do this with the top group?

do with the

kind of
plsn

I'm going to teach nutrition.

falls

lower group?"

right

in there.

for the middle kids.

and you try to take
forty minutes,
your mind.

it

Now,

Well,

The middle group
That's

your

lesson

You try to take

down.

it up

It's hard with

to try to get everything set

That

s the hardest thing

when they were tracked, the
to figure out what to do.

what

I've

first year,

just
in

found,

was trying

Conclusion
In this
aid in
The
part

chapter,

socializing

students'
of the

student

reference help
students'

discussed how the classroom students

student teachers to the track-system.

actions

understanding the

I

and responses

teachers'

lower

level

in the classroom become

points

of reference

student.

for

These points

student teachers to make assessments

capabilities,

levels

of performance,

of
about

effort

and

motivations.
In trying to understand their students,
teachers
do.

develop

reasons

For the most part,

individuals

about why
these

students perform as they

reasons

and their conditions

student

are

focused on the

outside of

school.

Few
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student teachers

realise or accept how the tract-system can

contribute to producing unmotivated students.
in

listening to their experiences

participants

I

find that most

cannot make the connection between the effects

of the

system and the actions of their students.

of the

student teachers the students'

behaviors

are the

Ignacio has

actions,

their control."

denigrates

intellectual

students'

are beyond

of a track-system

sense of themselves

as

and creative beings.

In their efforts to teach,
different

or as Anna

These other circumstances for the most

part do not take into account the result
that

attitudes and

result of individual choices,

stated "other circumstances that

For most

instructional
lower

student teachers develop

strategies

level

for different tracked

students.

For

strategies

are distinguished by developing different

curricula

and by

attitudes

and expectations

each

level.

that

students

curriculum.
how student

Most

students,

these

instructional

structuring classwork differently.

are qualitatively different

student teachers

in the

lower

Furthermore,

Their

level

succumb to the belief

cannot handle the

these beliefs

teachers teach to the

for

required

are carried over to

lower level.
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the following chapter,

I

look at

student teachers'

experience of working in heterogeneous classrooms.
these

student teachers,

For

the heterogeneous classroom provides

a qualitatively different

student

teaching experience.

CHAPTER VI
STUDENT TEACHERS

IN HETEROGENEOUS CLASSROOMS
Introduction

In this
student

chapter,

I

focus

teachers who taught

share these two

on the experience of two

in heterogeneous

student teachers'

classrooms.

experience as

I

a means to

better understand how a different grouping pattern affects
student
this

teacher's

developing teacher perspective.

grouping pattern

of their

students?

teachers

in

We
in

saw

affect

How does

in chapters

student teachers

are

faculty members.

prior

experience
of

addition,

actions

in

perceptions

on their role as

four and five how student teaching
student teachers.

We noted that

administration and

We discussed how student teachers'

a track-system often informs their

students

and their perspectives

we explored how their

contributed to

perspectives.
affects

impact

influenced by the

other

In

it

How does

instructing their students?

a track-system affects

perceptions

student teachers'

a

student teachers'

In essence,

and informs

students'

we

on teaching.

behaviors

and

teaching

saw how the track-system

student teachers

about their work as

teachers.
In this
four.

chapter

For example,

I

I

follow the outline began

want to

in chapter

look at the role that biography
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plays

informing

their work

student teachers'

in heterogeneous

how cooperating teachers
the work of the
teachers'

classrooms

and how this
students.
teachers

student

is

perspectives

classrooms.

I

also want

and the administration
teachers.

I

look at

and what they do

explore

I

examine the

and the

to

show

influence

the

student

in these classrooms

informed by their perspectives

Finally,

about

of their

issues that the

student

contradictions they confront.

The Heterogeneous Classroom Experience
The
not

school

that

a heterogeneous

these two
school.

Only certain academic

are heterogeneously organized,
social
are

studies.

The

academic

in this

Thus,

in the heterogeneous

taught English and social

at

is

subjects

English and

of math and science
I

emphasize their

classrooms

studies.

Later,

in which they
we will

system affects

Both

student teachers have experienced a track-system

student
school

schooling.

teacher,

For Natalie Kohl,

work.

an English

the upper track provided her with a good

experience.

She was

track-system allotted to
(Natalie Kohl,
elitist

student teachers'

see how

dual

in their own

the

case,

subjects

still tracked and leveled.

experiences

this

student teachers taught

cognizant

students

English)

of the

"perks"

in her position.

There was

really

an

attitude. . .We were the ones who were

chosen to help the

secretaries

in the office.

that

a
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If we said we had spare time and could help, then we
must know...We got the run of the school.
It was
.
I thought it was wonderful.
But she realizes that the track-system and its

"perks"

denied her what she calls normalcy.
In a way, while I got the so called up side as a
high school student, I was really probably
deprived of the normalcy of a world experience by
not being anything special and yet being
considered special.
Ethan Edwards,
high school dropout.
second level

a social studies student teacher,

was a

His experience of tracking is in the

from the top.

(Ethan Edwards, Social Studies)
Being in a
tracked environment was fine for me.
I remember
picking on the group four kids, just like
everybody else did.
There was an attitude that
they weren't really people in some ways...Group
four is the lowest level.
I was in group two,
which is right near the top... I remember the
catcalling really vividly...We didn't get
catcalled from the first group. The kids in the
lower tracked group, they got harassed and
harangued.
In high school, [we] moved into a three¬
tiered tracking system.
I was generally in the
middle group...One of the reasons I was in the
middle group was because I didn't have the math
background.
I fell behind in my math...The
groundwork was laid in the middle school. . .By the
time I hit high school, I was behind.
When I hit high school, I pretty well stayed
in the middle track.
The "academic track," they
called it which wasn't really that academic.
It
wasn't for the college tracked kids.
You got put
in classes like, Gothic Literature.
That's the
one I remember in high school.
It was such a
farce.
They didn't even let us read things like
Frankenstein, which is fairly good literature.
We
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were

reading these

really terrible third-rate horror

books...in high school, I dropped into the
I didn't even graduate from high school.
Ethan's
experience

goal

in

for becoming a teacher stems

lower group.

from his

school.

if
s something that really strongly affects
my attitude toward public education, it would be
my experience in high school.
Because I'm one of
those kids that

a

kid.

I'd always got A's...The

saddest

I

about the whole experience was

thing

nobody

it.
No
late.
In the
experience

one

as

caught

it.

The teachers didn't

really asked until

a high-risk

confronts what
role

see

following passage,

allow him access

be

was

fairly bright
that

the

fell through the net. . . I

to

catch

it was way too

he realizes that his

student does not

automatically

students who are high-risk.

other

of teacher

student teachers
represents to

confront,

some kids

He
namely,

how

an authority to

ignored and challenged.
I

have kids

thing:

"I

in my classes now who
don't

you're doing
am now.

care,"

in here."

They have no

they're

coming

when you
to!...I

look

like

and conformity.

I

this

to his

of

give a shit what

I

know where

really hard,

especially

That's hard to get used

represent the establishment
m a teacher.
Ethan talks

about his

falling behind in high school.

experience

I

they don't even know you.

In the preceding excerpt,
experience

same

look at me the way

idea that

[that]

anyway.

don't

They

from...It's

realize

They hate you

"I

say the

of not having the

He

attributes

appropriate math
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classes

in middle

"frustration"

school.

that

I

emphasize this because of the

he has with heterogeneous

(Ethan Edwards,
limitations to
feel there are
have to track.

Social

Studies)

There

grouping.
are

some

it [heterogeneous grouping].
They
certain kinds of academics that you
We do it in math [and] in

science... Sometimes it's frustrating because
not convinced it can work in all subject
areas. . .There

are purists

out there that

"Everything can be heterogeneous."

I'm

say,

I'm not quite

about that.
I think there are some problems
some technical fields...I can't teach the

with

same material

in the

same classroom.

trying to teach arithmetic to one
linear

algebra to

another

trigonometry to

a third;

all

room,

in the

work.

same

I'm not

one

of those

necessarily have to have
trigonometry,
that's

gone

there's

on below

and

and

just throw them

sure how that would

In the kind of classes that

works...It's

I'm

student

student,
if you

If

I teach,

it

subjects that doesn't
a building process...In

a whole base of building
it...You absolutely need a

certain kind of building structure before you
teach trigonometry.
As

stated above,

organized.

Apparently,

subjects

that

promotes

the

This

certain

idea that they

subjects

is not heterogeneously

math and science

invariantly

a mixed message.

helps
that

are

school

For
are

others

are

subjects
not

is

are

This position

are to be taught

a

sequentially.

only group certain subjects

student teacher to

assume that

able to be heterogeneously grouped

to maintain the myth of tracking.
some

are perceived as

structured.

administrative decision to

sends
only

this

This

assumption

suited for heterogeneous groups

shared by other teachers

(Dar,

1985).

and
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But Ethan's

experience
example

in

excerpt

above

a track-system in high school.

of math,

as

a technical

limitations

of heterogeneous

neglects

recall

also

to

also contradicts

that his

limited his placement

field,

opportunity by

access

to

Oakes,

1985).

One

to discuss the

grouping.

He,

however,

in a math class.

Other

track-system.
become
been

In this

inculcated in

to

advancement

fourth year

manner,

(Rosenbaum

sense

students'
mentality,

a

school,

of

and teachers'
that

is,

Thus,

however,

former

students who have
for the new

is presently

school.

continue to confuse

intellectual

the

grouping is the way high schools

"heterogeneous"

can only

its

1976;

the transition does not

a track-system.

This

as

mixed message

ability.

lower track

retain a portion of

the heterogeneous

organized.

their

promote

in the

overbearing or disruptive to those

students,
are

students

organized to

can understand in a period of transition that

administration may want

the

own experience with tracking

denying

classes that

own

He uses

researchers have noted that the track-system is
limit

his

engagement

attitudes that

It

in

its

seems that this

students

and

and help to retain
feed a track-system

identifying and categorizing students by
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This mixed message
administration's

curriculum becomes

represents

also

apparent

in the

and cooperating teachers'

through the material.

connections

is

We will

need to get

see on the one hand that

a medium with which students

and experience.

the

can make

But the curriculum also

the mandated goal

of the

school

and the work of

the teacher.

Natalie
needs

struggles

to

accommodate both her

students'

and also her duty to the cooperating teacher.
(Natalie Kohl,

English)

the Enlightenment.
nights... I
kids

felt

literature.
class,

I

was

want to be

none

four

really dealing with
studying that era of

They didn't want to be

almost

present

We did Milton in

that

who did not

We had three weeks to do

in English

of them...Basically

some things that

academic,

historical

of that.

But

interest,

feeling

I

try to

I thought were of

like

hating every minute

it was my

responsibility to present these things.
In

a

having to
his

similar manner,
follow the

Ethan

is

also confronted with

curriculum and trying to accommodate

students.
(Ethan Edwards,
I

found that

Social

the

kids,

Studies)
most

When

I

came here,

of these kids,

wanted

to be spoonfed. .. They just want it spoonfed to
them so that they can regurgitate the information
at

a

later date...Their expectations

around being

shuffled through a

ways

a

and

for

lot

odds

amount
to

of

figure

is...If they had a
work with one

issue

lot

of

are barraged with such a

information that
out

system in a

of them being spoonfed

information. . .These kids
large

revolve

I'm really

what the whole point
little bit

less,

of

at
it

they could

instead of having to try to
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understand ten.
Maybe they could take it beyond just
reading about it and actually go out and work on a
local

issue

and really make

Though Natalie
guidelines,

so.

Ethan

she
also

understands

says

accepts the

(Ethan Edwards,
was

also

she hates

feels that

why he must

a

it

it

real to them.
following the curriculum

is her responsibility to do

responsibility but he

accept.

Social

Studies)

Student teaching

struggle to keep my mouth shut.

That's

politics...The massive curriculum that they got
barraged with in the eighth grade was
curriculum. . . X
along with
and

just

felt

it.

I

said,

"I

a

lot

of pressure to

survival

think there are

just toe the
[that]

line

line]

rib here

beginning:

and there,

always

a

like

really

going to have

felt

I

he's

the

"No,"

stories

had.

[then]

start

He would just mention
about his

By giving examples

that

say

joking
I'm

about

student teachers he's had before.

boneheaded incident
things

if

in a

a hard time getting

certified...[Sometimes]

the past.

and a

one that decides whether you get

tone

problems

joke

especially at the

Even though it was

crappy

My

impressed upon me

certified or not."

what

I

"I'm signing your certification form.

I'm really the
it

like

a little bit.

was

joking tone... There was

little

felt

I'll have my own classroom

someday. . . [To toe the
a

I

some problems

just been doing myself damage... It was

to

feeling was
in

just go

could have gone the other way

with the way you're doing it."
would have

still his

they wouldn't

do,

The

some

student teachers

in

of some of the
I

learned what to

do.
Though the mandated curriculum must be contended with,
the

structure

student

of the heterogeneous

teachers

to become

classroom allows the

active contributors to how they

teach.

A classroom full of students with different

abilities and skill levels forces the student teachers to
plan accordingly.
(Natalie Kohl, English)
I feel like you have to
provide a really big variety of options so that no
matter what the ability level and interests of the
students, you have to have a couple of choices in
all of them, for them to be able to pick
from...One of the really biggest differences
probably between teaching a homogeneous group and
teaching a heterogeneous group is the greater need
for a bigger variety of student choice.
It gives
them more of an opportunity for success and
enjoyment... I might be less conscious about trying
to appeal to different ability levels if I thought
I knew what the ability level of my students would
all be.
I tried to give them several choices within
the assignment to respond.
Those choices were all
very different.
[For example], we were studying
Milton.
The only choice wouldn't be a passage
from Paradise Lost.
It could be a sonnet.
If a
student responded to the sonnet, they didn't have
to respond to Paradise Lost.
Some seniors could
not read Paradise Lost, but they could read a
sonnet... If I was supposed to be giving them
homework, it had to be something that they could
do on their own...They needed to identify what
they were writing about, because they were all
reading different things... They needed to say two
of three things.
I didn't care which two.
[1]
What they thought it meant. [2] How they felt
about it. And [3] how they saw it relating to
their lives, or the lives of the people in the
times as they know those times to have been from
what we've talked about...They all could deal with
two of those three issues.
I knew they could.
Natalie goes on to discuss how she teaches writing.
I think I help students form the habit of
expecting to work, knowing they can do it, knowing
that it means something for them to do it and that
it goes someplace...! don't teach the form of

short

story writing.

I

don't teach exercises that

eiined at a particular response.
to present as many possibilities as

I

really try

possible...Then kids can take what they want
bring it where they can.
I

watch a thing emerge

Sometimes

I

help

it;

and help

sometimes

I

could buy

right now!

watching young minds

It's

at

emerge.

don't help

a long time.
It's exciting to me.
read my student writing than a lot
I

it

it

for

I would rather
of things that

so real.

work.

and

I'm really

Some of

it's purely

creative; some of it's very therapeutic; some of
it is an attempt at finding reasons... It's also
exciting to me to find ways to help each kid make
what they do better.
No matter how good they
think they

are,

The kids

or how bad they think they are.

are writing about these things that

are important to them.
for their content [and]
issues

that

We talk about those things
ideas.
We talk about the

are discussed as well

issues... The

kids

are getting a

learning how to do

as the

language

lot more besides

good paragraphing out

of the

class.
Natalie talks
choices
This

that

theme

her

about

the need to develop a number of

students

can choose

continues with Ethan's

(Ethan Edwards,

Social

of the Greek

[History]

threads

I

idea
to

that

about

realize that

as pat

and as

it's

easy

experience.

Studies)
unit,

wanted to

democracy.

from and respond to

I

At the beginning
knew one

of the

run through it was this

What
really

is

it?

I

wanted them

imprecise.

It's not

a thing to try to understand as

they think it is.
The first thing,

we

looked it up

dictionary.

it

on the board.

We wrote

in a
We talked

about words and images that they thought of.
We
brainstormed on what democracy was.
Over the next
day

or two,

writing.
theme

line

questions

I

I'll
or

gave them some
get

sort

them started

something.

Or

of pointed

[by writing]

I'll

give

a

a

few

to think about... The writing aspect

starts

off

concrete.

mean?

Define

Define this.

democracy,

What^does

for example ... I'm

it
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allowing all these different layers with these
levels of kids to work on the same question.
They're going to work at their own levels...1 ask
them to choose one of the democratic values
[they've] written down and show how it exists in
the United States.
All levels couldn't do all of
it...My point is that [a student] like Peter isn't
going to get to the bottom questions.
[This] may
be because his cognitive level is still more
concrete.
But he's not going to build it up if he
doesn't use that.
So, my point is to push him
along slowly.
[On the other hand, a student like]
Cindy, in my ninth grade, gave me a really
sophisticated writing on the democratic condition
in America right now.
But it's just the question,
it's the openendedness of the
question. . . [Basically, I] give them a question
that will develop from the factual to the
abstract.
I'll get some writing in and I'll give them
some questions back.
[I] ask them to respond back
to me and my responses... I might push them a
little [or] let them seek their own level...When I
talk about levels, I'm talking about getting away
from this concreteness, thinking that there's a
right and a wrong and an absolute.
[I ask], "What
do you think?"
They just are flabbergasted all
the time that I ask them to write about what they
think.
The above excerpts about the student teachers'

classes

and how they teach help to illuminate the distinct qualities
between student teaching in a track-system and student
teaching in a heterogeneous classroom.

In contrast to what

the student teachers in the track-system talked about in
their interviews,

these student teachers talk about the

substance of their courses.

(This is not to say that the

student teachers in the track-system did not talk about the
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substance

of their courses.

when they began to talk
<^fferent.

levels,

students

behavior.

primary

focus

these two
point

They did.

I

noticed that

about how they worked with their

their descriptions would center on the
These

student behaviors became the

of how they described their classes.

student

teachers,

ingredient

in their

These

focal

They view the curriculum as

interactions with students.

not

of

classroom activities that they develop to reach each of
students.

student teachers

It

is

their

a prop.

With

their subject became the

of their descriptions.)

central

But

Varying the

describe the variety

activities does not mean

movement

from one teaching style to another or

topics.

Thus,

class

activities

or to move the

student

are not used to

class

teachers have

full

switching

structure the

along successfully.
lessons,

not

These

segmented ones.

Finally,

in describing their classes they tend not to

describe

their

but

classes

rather via their

via the behavior of their

own behavior and competence

students
as

developing teachers.
In

a heterogeneous

confronted with
varying

levels

compels

student

students
of

classroom,
of

academic

teachers

student teachers

"different"
skills.

to take

This

on the

ability

are

levels

and

confrontation
job of trying to

a
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teach,

such that all their students can achieve.

The

structure of the class does not permit one type of lesson to
satisfy the needs of the students.

Ethan and Natalie speak

directly to this issue of trying to develop a variety of
activities that reach their students.
In the previous chapters,

there are three participants

who worked with classes of "mixed" abilities.
two health participants,

These are the

Ellen Murray and Nancy Katz,

and

Kathleen Stacey who has an elective psychology class.
of these participants

Each

struggles with trying to develop a

presentation so that all their students can participate.
Recall Ellen's satisfaction with the smoking machine in
which she feels each of her students'

needs are met.

Remember Nancy's dilemma of deciding on how to teach a
lesson for the top group and the low group,
falls in between.

and the middle

What is different about Kathleen is that

she has one lesson and she believes that all her students
can understand it.
When speaking about their students,

Ethan and Natalie

present a different perspective in regards to how they
assess their students.
as

individuals.

by a class

label,

For the most part students are seen

Furthermore,
that is,

the students are not defined

level one,

level two.
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Ethan uses writing as a tool to

assess his students'

skill level.
(Ethan Edwards,

Social Studies)

heterogeneous classroom,

with the

the assumption is,

for

roAm
h r?rY
Y'S dlfferent'
I went into the
room and I learned about the students as quickly
I^d stuff l'• v
eK
[givin9l them some writing
1.1.
S° 1 h3Ve a chance to know
them a little bit.
Who they were as well as what
their ability was.
I could tell both of those
[things] by having them write for me as well as
interacting in class.
Then it was up to me to set
some standards.
"What's Peter's ability?
What's
Ann's ability?
What's Judy's ability?
what
should I be expecting out of them?"
You can't compare Peter to Ann.
You have to
find a way to justify what you're doing.
So, my A
for Peter and my A for Ann are not the same A.
It's based on what he's done and how he's
improved.
It s more work to come up with a way to be
more flexible.
I want to give them more
flexibility so that they can show me what they
know, not what they don't know.
One way is
writing.
Even somebody like Peter who really has
poor writing skills.
When he does write, it helps
him.
Helps [him] get better at writing.
Helps
him get better at communicating.
In contrast to the experience of student teaching in a
track-system,

Natalie finds her "most capable"

students to

be a challenge.
(Natalie Kohl, English)
Those three students are
like probably the most capable.
They're basically
straight A students.
They're the ones that I had
to struggle with the most...They dragged their
heels about thinking.
[They] wanted to just be
tested on something that they could recognize the
right answers to.
They were great at that.
But
they didn't want to have their thinking challenged
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and they didn't want to think!
journals were awful!
The issue of

capable

Their response

students finding a heterogeneous

classroom a struggle seems to stem from the dual system in
place at this

school.

If students move from a tracked class

such as math to English,

which is not tracked,

dichotomy may confuse students.

this

This dichotomy helps to

maintain activities associated with the track-system
Natalie experiences this sentiment among some staff members
but clings to her perspective of seeing students as
individuals.
(Natalie Kohl, English)
[In this school] I think
that none of the preconceptions that were
associated with college bound or general students
are really so predominant.
They exist among some
of the teachers...Most of us consciously have
wiped out those kinds of expectations... What that
ends up meaning is that we tend to treat students
more as individuals than as a sort of aggregate of
their particular skills.
I think that's true of
me.
I really think that most of us are aware of
the fact that in the past and in other places
students are dealt with as statistics.
"This is a
good student.
This is a student who's going...
This is a student you have to watch out for or
can't trust."...It's a place where teachers have
to be, I think, really conscious about the variety
in people.
Students,
may not be as
situations.

however,

may not be as strong willed.

They

flexible in adapting to different learning
Ethan talks about his challenge with students

who apparently want to remain passive recipients.
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(Ethan Edwards,

Social

Studies)

My goal

is

to

have them become a little bit more responsible for
their own learning and not to be so dependent on
me.

When

most

of the

I

just

want

came

in here,

kids,

it

I

found that

wanted to be

the

kids,

spoonfed... They

spoonfed to them so that they can

regurgitate the

information at

a

later date

It

was kind of a struggle between myself and them
because I wasn t doing that.
I was giving them
more

openended assignments where they had to go

and do

some work and figure out what the problem

was...Their expectations
shuffled through a
s.

lot

revolve around being

system in a lot

how his

struggle may be the

having a

cooperating teacher who uses

approach

in his

never

my

really

tension.

I

groups ... I
mentioned
groups.
in

sort

considered that

mean

that

He told me his

I had friction with

But there was
the

at

the
"I

it...I

I'm going to try

small

criticism is that he won't
only

learning goes

center... When things didn't

small

saying,

always

issue of small

He thinks that

with the

kind of

[take]

[to him]

control.

of

of

a more didactic

came here wanting to try

on when he's
right

result

classrooms.

cooperating teacher.

be

and for

of them being spoonfed information.

Ethan e. Plains

I

of ways

groups,

he would be there

told you so."

constructive

go

That's not the

criticism that

I need if

I'm

trying to work with something new.
This
presents
teachers,
students
the

school

not

a different
students
of

set

are not

it

a truly heterogeneous

school.

of contradictions to

student

and staff.

"different"

other hand,

science,

is

On the

abilities

states that

can

some

one hand,

it

says that

learn together.

subjects,

conducive to heterogeneous

It

math and

grouping.

On
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Furthermore,

it impiies that certain students have the

capabilities to ascertain the complexities of these
subjects.

These contradictions
aaictions,

however,

appear not to be

as constraining as the ones in a track-system.
The administration's imprimatur of heterogeneous
classrooms permits the student teachers to have positive
learning expectations for all their students.

It gives

permission for student teachers to identify and to implement
teaching strategies that may reach all their students.
contrast,

In

the track-system limits the student teachers'

expectations by imposing on them so called classrooms of
students that represent one ability range.

The frustration,

challenge and difficulty for student teachers in the tracksystem result from their noble attempts to find a strategy
that would satisfy a group of assumed homogeneous students.
Natalie and Ethan are not insulated from the
stereotypes and generalizations that define students as
bright

or

'lower ability."

Part of this comes from the

school's mixed messages but part of it also comes from
Participating in a larger culture that uses such terms to
distinguish people

(Bowen,

1978).

But their experience of

practice teaching in heterogeneous classrooms gives them a
qualitatively different student teaching experience.

Its
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distinction is in how students are perceived as individuals
with individual

"learning issues."

developing professionals,
their students'

Furthermore,

as

their job is to find ways to meet

learning needs.

For them,

the heterogeneous

classroom provides a chance for them to reflect on the
structure of a track-system.
represents

The heterogeneous classroom

something other than the norm.

(Natalie Kohl, English)
I'm more aware of trying
to give as much exposure to a variety of things as
possible.
I suspect that if I were teaching in an
grouped class, some of those expectations
might be in there.
I might think that the kids
wouldn't be interested in this or this would be
too juvenile for them; or this would be too
advanced for them.
If they're successful in
school, then they don't need visual stimulation in
an academic track.
We hit them with ideas,
philosophies.
Maybe I would be like that.
I
can't be like that and do well at what I do where
I am...The necessity and the fact that I do [a
variety] of things, have included a lot of kids in
the educational process that just don't get
included other places, a lot of the time, in a
positive way.
(Ethan Edwards, Social Studies)
From what I can
see from my limited experience here, you've got a
lot of lower level ability children that are being
helped.
They're not alienated.
They're part of
the group.
They're not embarrassed by it...One of
the problems with tracking is that the lower level
kids are let off the hook.
They aren't expected
to do anything!
They're not expected to know
anything!
We don't have any expectations for
them!
[If] we don't have any expectations for
them, they're certainly not going to have
expectations for themselves... It seems to me that
if we can get these kids into the mainstream, more
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than just
benefit.

in an art class and in gym,

it's a

Conclusion
In this chapter,

I

shared the experience of two student

teachers who student taught in heterogeneous classrooms.
Natalie's and Ethan's experience was qualitatively different
from that of the student teachers in the track-system.

This

qualitative difference was in their perceptions of students
and in how they conceived and executed their work as
practitioners.
It appears that this change in grouping pattern may
affect how student teachers come to view their students and
their role as teachers.

For these two student teachers,

the

experience of working in heterogeneous classrooms helps to
sustain their perspective of their students as individuals
with distinct

learning issues.

a heterogeneous group,

Furthermore,

in working with

the student teachers designed

classroom activities so that all students could participate.
For the most part,

however,

we hear student teachers in the

track-system describing their students in terms of the level
and label that distinguishes their students.
It

is

important to raise the following questions:

What

would have happened if any of the student teachers in a
track-system had taught

in a heterogeneous setting?

How
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would their prior experience in the upper tracks affect
their perspective of students in a heterogeneous classroom?
How would they describe their students?
structure their lessons and execute them?

How would they
in essence,

the structure and description of the classroom,
or heterogeneous,

does

as tracked

impact on the experience of student

teachers and their developing perspective as new
professionals?
Because I only interviewed two student teachers in
heterogeneous classrooms,

I

am not confident that the data I

received is not idiosyncratic.

While this study was not

designed to answer these questions,
the research undertaken,
future research.

which emerged because of

they form the basis for possible

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduceion
Student
time

teaching

previous

a time not

only to practice

learned at

their preservice

the

study grew out
education

as

and attitudes
presented a

that

dumbfounded to

the track-system.

See,
1981.)

in this

a

student teacher
students

in their

re-appropriating the perspectives

analysis

find my

system

a preservice

of my former

tracking engenders.

critical

and

so-called

interest

and also my work as

teachers

and

learned in

Zeichner and Tabachnick,

witnessed some

student

into a

of teacher education programs.

of my own experience as

I

It

say for the most part

the beginning that my

instructor

supervisor.

(I

have questioned the

analysis by

stated at

also to acquire

student teachers

education.

perspective

for example,
I

their

skills

contradicts what they have

some theorists

"liberal"

role

We place

a

to

and develop those

the university but

for the most part

because

is

and to university professors that

learn new ones.

that

It

education prepared them for this undertaking.

theories
to

a complicated experience.

for the neophytes to prove to themselves,

experienced teachers

is

is

having

of the track-system,

students

From this

Thus,

speaking the party

study,

some

of my

I was
line of
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dumbfoundedness has diminished because of what
For student teachers,

I discovered.

the track-system presents an

overwhelming context with which they have to come to grips.
It

is a system that directly affects the work that they are

charged to perform.

It is a context that they must

Participate in simply by virtue of being there.

The context

of tracking is created by administrative policies and given
meaning to by cooperating teachers and other school
personnel and by the students.
however,

Within this context,

individual student teachers come to the situation

with different perspectives.
change to support the system.

For some,

their perspectives

For others,

their prior

perspectives remain in support of the system.

Some student

teachers come into the situation questioning the relevance
and need for tracking.

Finally,

some come opposed to

tracking and remain opposed.
The Cost to Student Teachers
We have seen that student teachers react to the tracksystem in various ways.

For some the track-system

represents a logical response to how to deal with a
population assumed to be different in their intellectual
abilities.
Yes,

In many ways,

there is

there are no immediate costs.

frustration and stress that needs to be dealt
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with.

But,

in time,

devise teaching

these

student teachers

strategies
of

and techniques that

reduce their

level

teaching has

fulfilled its purpose by

frustration and stress.

teachers to practice
For
remains

some
an

other

develop and

student teachers,

frustrations

student

student

skills.
the track-system

anxiety producing element.

track-system presents

Thus,

allowing

and to hone their

help them to

For them,

and stress.

also,

the

They also

learn how to

function and how to deal with the disparities

as

from class to class.

they move

at them are the
way?

b)

solution

questions:

How can we make
lies

Finally,

for

feel
some

understood for what
promotes

the

to

about

learn

eradicate

The

it.
deal

Why does

it better?

in making their

in helping them to

learn to

a)

it

it have to be this

For them,

level

the

students work and

student teachers,

the track-system is

is:

reflects

a

system that

of our

society.

and

Their response

and to do what they can to change

Like the

other

with their

immediate

costs

measured in the

amount

their

stress

immediate

lower

remains gnawing

good about themselves.

inequalities
it

But what

student teachers,

and to

they,

also,

frustrations.
of a track-system can only be

of energy that

it takes to

is

reduce

and frustration of dealing with
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students in the lower levels
-Levels.

T4-

•

it is,

costs that need to be considered.

u

however,

the long-term

what price is one willing

to pay for consciously or unconsciously participating in a
system that promotes and perpetuates inequalities?
This study was not designed to answer this question.
Few studies,

however,

are available that do explore the long

term effects of working in a track-system.
for example,

Finley

found that teachers who teach in the upper

levels are rewarded with a sense of competence.
with students who apply themselves,
provided respect from colleagues,
administrators.
tracks do not

(1984),

In working

these teachers are

students and

But those teachers who work with the lower

feel this sense of competence.

In fact,

they

question their own abilities as teachers.
In a similar study of tracking effects on beginning
teachers,

Seidman et al.

(1988a)

found that some beginning

teachers deal with their frustrations by leaving the
profession.

These frustrations,

from not knowing how to teach.
with either track.

however,

are not developed

They are capable of working

Their frustrations develop rather from

their conscious participation in an unequal system.
them,

for their students and for ourselves,

is too high a price to pay.

For

this departure
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Further research is needed to explore the experience of
veteran teachers and how tracking impacts on their work as
teachers.

It

is my long-term goal to stay in touch with the

participants in this study.

Perhaps,

in their third,

seventh and tenth year of teaching I can interview them
again to better understand the degree of impact that this
initial experience with tracking may hold and how their
continued experience with tracking has affected them.
raised the issue in the previous chapter about how
the grouping pattern may affect the student teachers'
developing perspectives.

Further research may seek to

understand the experiences of student teachers and teachers
who work in private schools,

in lab schools,

in schools with

cooperative learning and in vocational schools.

Each of

these contexts may indicate a varying and different impact
on teachers development.

This undoubtedly raises a further

question in regards to student teacher socialization.
I

accept the present thinking on the understanding of

teacher socialization as an interactive process.
Individuals come to a situation with preconceived ideas
about what they want to do and within the context of that
experience develop perspectives that help them to negotiate
the situation.

Furthermore,

if we asked individuals to
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explain their perspectives,
so.

But

I

then they would be able to do

am intrigued by the notion of whether a change in

context will change the person's developing perspective.
For example,

if Elizabeth Oliver or Theresa Pappas had

student taught

in a heterogeneous classroom,

would their

perspectives on teaching students of diverse ability have
been different?
he different.

I would admit that their experience would
But would it be different enough to change

how they conceived of and executed their teaching tasks?
This requires further research into the relationship among
one's prior experience as a student,

one's experience in

teacher education programs and one's student teaching
experience.
The context of tracking is perpetuated by
administrators,

teachers and students who by their actions

give meaning to the validity of a track-system.

(I am

stating here that tracking is perpetuated by individuals,
with their own perspectives,

who interact and give meaning

to constructs that support tracking.
shared this

idea with me.)

on resistance

(Giroux,

Professor Seidman has

It also can be found in theories

1983.)

It is in their day-to-day

interactions with people who buy into the idea of tracking
that tracking is reproduced.
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For the participants
schools

in this

and participate and thus,

system.

Some

study,

some will go

give meaning to the track-

student teachers will enter and continue to

question the workings

of a track-system.

will

struggle and perhaps,

enter,

question,

The participants
about their

in this

end committed.

can be.

effectiveness
We have

versus

good about

It

They do care.

They are

But given the context

of

who

students

are

life
is

student teachers take on the task

in the

lower

levels work and feel

Though commendable

question how effective this

opportunities.
student's

a question of short-term

long-term effectiveness.

themselves.
to

is

seen how some

of having their

Tracking

depart.

one needs to question how effective these

participants

students

however,

students nor irresponsible or uncommitted in

responsible

one needs

Others,

study are neither uncaring

learning how to do their best.

tracking,

into

an

and have been
Thus,

one teacher in one period of a

cannot possibly erase the
institutional

But

given how

strongly the
of

impact

of tracking.

form of classism and racism.

teacher may work and work to provide

structure

can be with

systematically denied equal

The

within the

in their efforts,

for the

students.

system of tracking is embedded

schooling and how schools

are part
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of a larger institutional web,

it is doubtful that one

teacher can break the cycle.
In chapter four,
a victim of tracking,

I discussed briefly how Nancy Katz,

may have internalized the perspective

that she is not an "intellectual
person.

as

[or]...a real creative

Her self-doubt and denial of her intellectual

abilities and other student teachers'
hierarchy of intellectual abilities,
ithin a larger context,

that is,

acceptance of a
need to be understood

a socio-cultural context.

To argue that one's prior schooling experience within a
track-system determines or explains one's perspective is to
negate the socio-cultural context of schooling.
I have argued elsewhere
intellectual,

(O'Donnell,

1988)

that our

political and social heritage is based on a

philosophical assumption of a basic inequality in peoples'
rational and moral reasoning.

Furthermore,

this assumption,

illuminated in such classics as Aristotle's Nichomeadean
and Plato's The Republic,

helps to sustain our

present colloquialisms that describe people as bright and
dull.

(See,

Similarly,

for example,

Bowen's critique,

1978.)

our scientific heritage has historically

undertaken the task to measure and to divide people
according to their intellectual ability

(Gould,

1981).
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Thus,

it is not hard to imagine that student teachers,

beginning teachers,

cooperating teachers,

students and

others speak in terms that divide themselves and others into
ability groups.

It is within this larger context that

tracking emerged as a system to supposedly compensate for
these intellectual distinctions among people
Recommendations
Preservice Teacher Education
I teach a field based course that explores in part the
organizational context of teachers'
prepracticum course,

work.

In this

students go out into the schools and

bring back data on the track-system.

These data report and

share the same findings of other researchers.

For example,

students are able to see that students of color are
predominantly found in the lower tracks.

Students also are

able to articulate that the same teacher teaches to two
different

levels differently.

Thus,

students see how

teachers assign students in the lower track busy work and
have discussions with students in the upper track.

These

data gathered from their own field experiences become the
basis

for our classroom discussions.

Their data are further

supplemented by articles that explore the historical
development of tracking and research articles that confirm
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their findings.

This educational process,

however,

does not

appear to radically alter some of their perspectives.
1*

Students should explore and share their own experiences

with tracking.

in order for students to understand how they

come to have a perspective about tracking,

it is necessary

that they understand their own history with tracking.
We have learned that for most participants in this
study,

their schooling took place in the upper tracks.

This

piece of information shared in the context of a class of
prospective teachers can become the basis to explore such
issues as:

Why do most students in college share a similar

school experience?

Why do most students in college appear

to come from a similar economic background?
most

students

in college are white?

educational opportunity?

Thus,

How is it that

What is meant by equal

their own experiences become

the focus of a critique of schooling and tracking.
2.

Prospective teachers should begin to explore the basic

assumptions of their educational philosophy.

This

exploration needs to consider the meaning and existence of
such colloquialisms as described above.
3.

Prepracticum programs should examine and investigate

learning theories that promote and support intellectual
distinctions among people.

Learning disabilities,

theories
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of left and right brain hemispheric distinctions and
g

ve learning styles are further examples of unanalyzed

colloquialisms.

Though these topics may be approached in

their educational psychology course,

it is necessary to

examine such theories within the context of education.
(This examination can begin to take place with a critical
analysis of Special Education.

For example,

students selected for Special Education?

how are

what is the

relationship between one's racial and class membership and
one's placement in Special Education?

What role does a

student's behavior play in assigning a student to a Special
Education class?)
4.

Tracking should not remain a subject isolated in a

survey course on schooling and education.

Rather,

tracking

needs to be discussed and analyzed in courses on methodology
and planning.

Ethan Edwards speaks to this issue.

They [the instructors] gave you the
impression that all the [teaching] models look
really nice on paper.
Unfortunately, they don't
always work great in the classroom, especially in
a mixed classroom.
I mean [the program] kept pointing out the
fact that tracking is such a terrible thing.
It
just seemed that the attitude was that tracking
wasn't a very good system and that heterogeneous
grouping was great...We didn't talk about what it
meant to teach in a heterogeneous classroom.
We
just said that heterogeneous classrooms were
great.
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Apparently,
On the

there

one hand,

grouping

is

is

a mixed message being sent

tracking is wrong and heterogeneous

good.

However,

our methodologies

only pertain to classrooms where the teacher
"narrator"

(Freire,

1970,

pedagogical practices
focus

out.

p.

58).

Thus,

and models
serves

analysis

in a track-system needs

as

a

of

to become

a

of methodology courses.

Practicum Experience
Students

in

some teacher education programs

required to take part
seminar
group

serves

for

further

discipline

student teaching seminar.

two purposes:

student

such

in a

teachers.

issues

as

a)

it

b)

It

is to
is

act

These

as

also to

curriculum development,

and tracking.

are

seminars

This

a support

address
methodology,

are to

serve

as

a

bridge between the preservice experience and the practicum
experience.
1.

Tracking as

to become

a

an organizational

focal point

interconnections
teaching

seminar,

experiences

feature of schools needs

in which to analyze the

among the topics named above.
student teachers

can share their

with tracking and come to

system and not
frustrations.

individual

In a student

see that

competency that

it

is the

causes their

2.

We have seen how the administrative policies of the

track-system remain elusive to the student teachers.
Student teachers

should be provided with policies that will

help them to better understand how the track-system operates
in their schools.
how students
tracks.

These policies

are selected and assigned to different

Furthermore,

student teachers

answers to such questions as:
begin?
grade

What
school

however,

fruitless.

the search for the official

Oakes

descriptions

of tracking.

however,

p.43-46)

often

reveal

They are the primary

source

for inducting our student

with the

opportunity to

twenty-two

and course

represent experienced colleagues.

into the profession.

is

schedules

Further

a tracking scheme.

teachers

perspectives

discusses

She describes how some

into class

Cooperating teachers

It

(1985,

state that they do not have tracking.

investigations,

3.

when does tracking officially

and tracking in the middle and high school?

the hidden nature
schools

should be provided

is the relationship between ability grouping in

In many cases,
policy may be

should cover such issues

They should also be provided

analyze and assess their own

on tracking.

important

to

recall that the context

of these participants

in which

did their student teaching
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was an our program's Teacher Education Clinical Site
Project.

Within this context,

cooperating teachers are

identified as mentor teachers.

Furthermore,

provided education to be mentor teachers.

they are

It is within this

context that cooperating teachers can discuss,
the first time among themselves:

perhaps,

for

What it is like to teach

and work in a track-system?
I know from my own three years of association with the
project that talking about tracking is not a welcome topic
for some of the cooperating teachers.

For some it is an

embarrassing construct that they must deal with.
Furthermore,

some deny that it exists by stating that

students can choose their own track placements.
the student teachers,

I

But like

feel that raising the issue and

discussing their own experiences can help to confront the
contradictory system that they work in.
There is a final recommendation and that is to
eradicate the track-system.

Lawful removal of the system,

much like the abolishment of "Jim Crow," cannot,

however,

remove or dismantle the unexamined opinions and ideologies
that presently sustain it.
study,

For the participants in this

I hope that the interviews provided an avenue to

examine and to reflect on their own experiences.
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Furthermore,

I hope that we,

teacher educators,

listen

carefully to their experiences and begin to reflect on our
own practice and seek to find methods to lessen the impact
tracking on student teachers.

appendices

APPENDIX A
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION
Thirty-One Partirip^f.
Gender
15 Males
16 Females
Race
29 White Participants
2 Persons of Color
Teaching Status
28
2
1

Student Teachers
Second-Year Teachers
Intern

Teaching Area
11
2
2
4
7
5

English
Foreign Languages
Health Education
Math
Science
Social Studies

School Locale
7 Rural
21 Suburban
3 Urban

APPENDIX B
THEME CATEGORIES
About Classroom Students
Administration
Anticipation of One's Own Classroom
Attitude Toward Tracking
Biography
Cohort
Comparing Classrooms
Contradictions
Cooperating Teachers and Other Faculty
Discipline
Education Classes
Effects
Expectations
Grading
Health
Knowledge and Curriculum
Parents
Pedagogy
Reasons
Resistance
Special Education
Supervision
Textbook
Writing
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